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Summary

The growing integration of renewable energy sources into power grids increases the
fluctuations of quantities such as active and reactive powers, voltages, and frequen-
cies - these fluctuations may eventually lead to instabilities, possibly cursing to
shutdown and potentially reduced availability of electrical power. The standard
approach to stabilizing control of electrical power grids is to start from the nomi-
nal operation mode, linearize the dynamics around this mode, and to design linear
standard controllers locally for each generating component. This procedure may be-
come insufficient for larger shares of renewables, since the fluctuations can lead to
considerable deviations from nominal operation thus rendering the use of controllers
designed for linearized models inadequate. Furthermore, the controllers of the in-
volved energy sources are typically designed separately and without considering the
stability of the complete grid.

This work proposes a multi-level controller approach for power systems, which
ensures robustness against changing operating points and fluctuating power sources.
On the lower level, the system is decomposed into smaller subsystems, each mod-
eled as a linear parameter-varying system (LPVS), i.e. the LPVS representations
of synchronous generators, the wind turbines and photovoltaic systems are pro-
posed. With this technique, the fluctuations and nonlinearities of the components
are mapped exactly into variations of the parameters of the LPVS. The varying pa-
rameters also account for fluctuations of the connected grid components. The LPV
technique allows a decentralized synthesis of locally robust controllers stabilizing for
considered ranges of parameters. The synthesis is realized by semi-definite program-
ming. Existing techniques for LPV controller synthesis are tailored to decentralized
control of power grids and extended to the handling of input constraints in this
work. Since the same modeling and controller technique is applied to the three
types of grid components, a truly unified controller approach is realized, ensuring
the stabilization of the whole grid. The multi-objective approach allows the simul-
taneous control of the rotor angle stability, as well as the (local) voltage control,
while damping grid oscillations.

In order to realize global voltage control, a high level controller is added, which
is provided as model predictive controller (MPC) used to coordinate the low-level
LPV controllers. Based on the prediction of the system behavior, optimal inputs
for a predefined horizon are computed for control objectives formulated in terms of
a cost function to be minimized. Due to the use of existing discrete-time models
for the prediction, the MPC naturally accounts for physical limits of the system.
Furthermore, constraints can be implemented easily into the MPC, providing com-
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pliance to e.g., rules stemming from the grid code. To account for differently fast
dynamics occurring for power systems, an adapted scheme of sampling times is used.

The effectiveness of the proposed overall approach is demonstrated for several
simulations of benchmark systems. It is shown that, compared to conventional
control structures, significantly improved performance of the power system can be
achieved. By the use of the proposed framework, robustness against diverse fluc-
tuations and grid faults can be realized, while stability of the complete system is
ensured.
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1. Introduction and Contribution

1.1. Introduction

Electrical power grids experience, in many countries, a continuous shift from cen-
tralized power generation by a few large power sources to decentralized generation
through many sources of renewable energy. While a few decades ago the main share
of injected powers were generated by the synchronous generator, the share of in-
jected powers using wind and solar irradiation as a power source are rapidly growing.
The increasing share of renewable energy leads to an increase of uncertainties of the
availability of energy, driving the grids closer to stability limits, and making them
more vulnerable to disturbances [2]. An exemplary illustration of a power system
considered in this work is given in Fig. 1.1. The blocks represent grid subsystems
of different type, i.e. with different dynamics, inputs, states, interconnections, and
specifications. Several instances of any shown type of power generators and con-
sumers on different voltage levels typically exist. The transmission grid in between
may have a large number of buses, transformers, and transmission links with the
generators and consumers. Points of control are marked by U , the presence of un-
certainties (e.g. varying profiles of wind or solar irradiation, or consumption loads)
are denoted by W , and S indicates possible switches of transmission lines (e.g. in
case of failure), or the (de-)activation of a subsystem. The three main generating
units are the conventional power plants using the synchronous generator, the wind
power plant, and the photovoltaic power plant. Due to their importance, these
three units will be in the focus of this work. Growing attention in research is also
paid to flexible AC transmission systems (FACTS), and storage devices in order to
improve grid stability. With these devices the capability of a grid to transfer power
can be improved [21]. However, the focus of this work is the improved control of
generating units for grid stabilization, as an alternative to the integration of very
costly devices such as FACTS. Thus, FACTS and storage devices will be not further
considered.

A large disturbance, like a link failure or the switch to a redundant node / de-
vice, may cause electromechanical oscillations propagating through the grid, or even
worse, the synchronous generators may lose synchronism requiring a shutdown. En-
suring stability has always been a great concern in power system operation. Due
to the complexity of grids, several (interdependent) stability categories were intro-
duced [42]: frequency, rotor angle and voltage stability. The rotor angle stability
(also called transient stability) ensures that the synchronous generators remain syn-
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Figure 1.1.: Example of an electrical power grid with distributed generation.

chronous after grid faults and that electromechanical oscillations are damped down
in a reasonable time. The frequency stability is concerned with keeping a certain fre-
quency within the grid after e.g. load changes, while voltage stability is concerned
with the restoration of a certain voltage level after faults or changing operating
conditions.

Although the stability categories are physically interdependent, the respective
standard controllers of power system components are often designed individually
concerning only one single control objective. Thus, poor coordination between con-
trollers of one system can lead to performance degradation or even to system failure
[32]. The rotor angle is a variable commonly associated to synchronous generators.
However, sources of renewable energy may have a significant impact on transient
stability. These sources do not bear the synchronizing forces of synchronous gener-
ators, being the main stabilizing force within a power grid [30, 38]. The standard
approach for designing the local controllers attached to the generating units is to:
(i) linearize the local dynamics of the generating node around a nominal operating
point, (ii) assume that all connected nodes stay in their nominal operating point,
(iii) design the local controllers of standard LTI type parametrized for nominal op-
eration. An example following this scheme is the power system stabilizer (PSS)
for the synchronous generator. However, the separated local design of controllers
for single linearizations of the local dynamics does not provide robustness against
transient effects propagating through the grid and against fluctuations arising from
the varying power sources of renewables. Furthermore, the controllers for each com-
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1.2. Solution Approach and Contribution

ponent are designed without regard to each other, while having different impacts
on the power system stability.

The separated control of different stability categories, and the different handling of
the generating units is motivated by the complexity and variety of power systems.
Each of the dynamic components is modeled by first order differential-algebraic
equations (DAE). Thus, the complete power system can be represented by collecting
the differential and algebraic equations of grid components and the grid, leading to
a large system of the form:

ẋ(t) = f(x(t), z(t), u(t)), (1.1)

0 = g(x(t), z(t), u(t)), (1.2)

where x ∈ Rnx , z ∈ Rnz , and u ∈ Rnu, are the vectors of nx differential variables,
of nz algebraic variables, and of nu inputs. The functions f(x(t), z(t), u(t)) and
g(x(t), z(t), u(t)) are often nonlinear (as it will become obvious in Ch. 3, Dynamic
Models for Power Systems).

Thus, the challenges of power system control arise from the system size, the
structure, and the nonlinear models involving several different timescales. Using
one centralized model of a lumped grid model is not amenable to techniques for
control and analysis. Thus, the proposed approach developed in this work employs
principles of decomposition and hierarchy, and will be sketched next.

1.2. Solution Approach and Contribution

As elaborated above, the behavior of future power systems is characterized by a
degree of transient behavior and extent of fluctuations, which renders an isolated
consideration of the different types of stability and a focus on local disturbance
rejection around static operating points unsuitable. In this work, the overall goal of
control design for power systems is thus to stabilize the system in the sense of Lya-
punov1, such that the controlled system reaches steady states for the rotor angle,
the frequency, and the voltage in conjunction. However, the control of the voltage
to certain voltage levels after changing operating conditions is treated separately
in this work. Thus, the terms rotor angle stability and transient stability are used
to indicate stability of the power system after grid faults and changing operating
conditions. The term voltage stability is used to indicate that the voltages are con-
trolled to predefined values, while grid stability is ensured. The control approach
has to explicitly account for differing operating points, while stabilizing the system
after severe grid faults and handling the complexity arising from the system size
appropriately. These control objectives are to be achieved by multi-objective con-
trollers for the three considered types of subsystems, i.e. synchronous generators
(SG), wind energy conversion systems (WECS), and photovoltaic systems (PVS).

1The exact mathematical definition of the stability used in this work is provided in Ch. 5
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Figure 1.2.: Distributed and hierarchical control structure, to be developed in this
work (SG: synchronous generator, WECS: wind energy conversion sys-
tem, PVS: photovoltaic system).

Fig. 1.2 sketches the solution approach proposed in this work and it is explained
next:

• A modularized version of an overall model according to (1.1) and (1.2) is de-
fined by partitioning the grid into subsystems. To enable the synthesis of local
controllers for any subsystem contained, the subsystem models are transformed
into continuous-time linear parameter-varying system (LPVS) representations.
One advantage of the LPVS is its simple structure which is very similar to the
linear system description. The varying parameters allow accounting for non-
linear dynamic effects during the transition between different operating points,
or for changing values of wind, solar irradiation, or changing power system con-
ditions. Moreover, the LPVS allows handling of subsystem interconnections
by parameters which fluctuate within defined ranges. In this work, exact LPV
representations of the original nonlinear models of the considered subsystems
are derived. The resulting parametrized linear dynamics enables the use of
a tailored optimization technique for controller synthesis for the lower layer
control, which can be implemented easily.

• For the latter, offline parametrized feedback controllers for stabilizing the sub-
systems are synthesized for any value of the parameters within the specified
ranges. This ensures robustness against the parameter changes. For synthesis,
the solution of semi-definite programming problems using linear matrix in-
equalities (LMIs) for constraint representation is used. The proposed scheme
is truly unified for the three types of generating units and allows to conjunc-
tively address rotor angle stability and voltage stability, while achieving good
damping of oscillations. Stabilizing the LPVS for all parameters implies the
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1.2. Solution Approach and Contribution

stabilization of the original nonlinear system. Furthermore, it is shown that
by this modularized control, the complete system can be stabilized.

• Typically, for power systems, the inputs have to be constrained. The derived
LPV models allow using existing controller synthesis techniques for polytopic
system representations. However, the existing technique for the LMI-based
controller synthesis has to be extended to tailored handling of inputs con-
straints.

• The upper layer control aims at accounting for the larger transients arising for
power grids. It realizes the necessary adaptations in energy transmission, if the
power availability from renewables or changed loads requires the transition into
new operating points, i.e. for objectives that can not be controlled locally and
are connected to the balance of powers. Voltage control within the complete
grid is such an objective and is considered in this work. Control strategies for
this purpose are computed online and have to consider the global grid behavior.
The use of model predictive control (MPC) appears to be a good choice as it
has the advantage that it can be formulated for a variety of different types of
systems, including LPVS or systems described by DAEs.

The idea behind MPC is the use of predictions of the system behavior based
on existing discrete-time models. An optimal input is computed by solving
an optimization problem to minimize performance functions, which measure
how well the control objectives are achieved for a future horizon. Thus, the
MPC naturally accounts for the question to which extent sources of renewable
energy are usable to actively stabilize the grid. One advantage of MPC is that
constraints (as e.g. motivated by rules of the grid code) can be implemented
easily.

• While many different MPC formulations exist, in this work, an integrating
framework is proposed to handle the local control loops, and the coordination
between them. The underlying system is modeled by DAEs which explicitly
consider the local control loops. The challenge for the global controller is the
handling of the different timescales of the control layers, and of the different
timescales arising from the different control objectives and components. In this
work, a new MPC scheme is proposed that considers the different dynamics by
using adapted sampling times for the discrete-time MPC, while accounting for
the local LPV-controlled subsystems. Furthermore, the control objectives are
formulated in terms of algebraic variables (e.g. the bus voltages of the power
system), while guaranteeing stability.

The discussed controller techniques are validated on several simulation scenarios
throughout this work.

7



1. Introduction and Contribution

1.3. Outline of the Dissertation

In the next chapter, existing literature on control techniques for stabilization of
power systems by local controllers of the three types of grid components is reviewed,
i.e. the local control of the SG, the WECS, and the PVS. The considered control
objectives are transient stability and multi-objective control of voltage and transient
stability. As it is the aim of this work to introduce a unified controller technique
for the three types of components, controller techniques are discussed which use the
same approaches for at least two types of components. In Ch. 3, selected existing
models for power systems are presented, including models for the three types of
components and some controllers, later used for comparison. After that, the exact
LPV representations of the SG, the WECS and the PVS are derived in Ch. 4. LMI-
based LPV controller synthesis for the derived LPVS is explained in Ch. 5, and
extended to the handling of input constraints. The LPV controllers are validated
based on simulations for different scenarios in Ch. 6. In order to achieve voltage
stability for the complete grid, a centralized MPC for the LPV-controlled system is
introduced in Ch. 7, followed by a simulative validation of the multi-level controller
in Ch. 8. Finally, a discussion on the derived multi-level controller approach is
presented and an outlook on future research is provided in Ch. 9.

8



2. Literature Review on Relevant

Control Techniques for Power

Systems

Numerous publications exist in the broad field of control of power systems. Most of
the results concentrate on the control of one type of component, and on one stability
category. In the case of WECS and PVS, many results focus on obtaining maxi-
mized active power. For the PVS, for example, most results exist which focus on
energy supply by tracking the maximum power point (MPP) [106]. Others focus on
the improvement of the capability to withstand critical grid conditions. The active
stabilization of the grid by the WECS, or the PVS is usually not in the focus, which
implies that this is accomplished by the SG. Thus, the ability of the renewables to
stabilize the grid may be not fully exploited. In this chapter, the review is grouped
in results in which the SG, the WECS, and the PVS are controlled separately and
in results in which the three types of components are controlled conjunctively. The
common objective of the two groups is the design of controllers, which are robust
against changing operating conditions. For the SG, the considered control objec-
tives are the active stabilization of the grid in terms of transient stability combined
with damping of grid oscillations. Furthermore, results on conjunctive control of
transient stability and voltage are considered. For the PVS and the WECS, only
a small number of results exist in which these components are utilized to actively
stabilize the grid. For the two types of components, approaches with improved
ability to withstand grid faults, while introducing robustness against changing re-
newable energy sources are discussed. Irrespective of the named control objectives,
approaches using the LPV representation of the components are reviewed. This is
motivated by the fact that the unified representation of the SG, the WECS, and
the PVS as LPVS is a main contribution of this work.

As already mentioned, one contribution of this thesis is the expansion of existing
LPV controller synthesis techniques to handling of input constraints. The review
on techniques for handling input constraints is presented in the respective section in
Ch. 5. Furthermore, the LPV controllers are coordinated by a centralized controller
to control the voltage within the complete grid in the range of seconds and minutes.
The approach to ensure global voltage stability is based on the MPC, introducing
a new controller technique in Ch. 7. The review on centralized MPC for power
systems, for LPVS, and for system described by DAEs is presented in that chapter.

9



2. Literature Review on Relevant Control Techniques for Power Systems

2.1. Grid Stabilization by Single Components

Stabilization through Synchronous Generators

The focus in this section is on rotor angle stability (the so-called transient stability)
and on voltage stability. Transient stability refers to the ability of synchronous gen-
erators to stay in synchronism after a large disturbance. The standard controller
for this purpose and for achieving good damping of electromechanical oscillations
is the so-called power system stabilizer (PSS). For the control of the voltage, a so
called automatic voltage regulator (AVR) is used. The AVR and the PSS are used
as reference controllers for the SG in this work and are detailed in the next chapter.
The standard method of designing PSS and AVR is based on modeling synchronous
generators as LTI-systems, restricting the operability to close vicinities of a chosen
point of operation. Uncertainties arising from changing operating conditions and
neglected nonlinearities can deteriorate the control performance and lead to tem-
porary shutdown of grid sections. To reduce these effects, different approaches for
robustification have been proposed in the past, see [24] for an overview of handling
nonlinearities and parameter changes.

First, robust controllers to improve transient stability while damping oscillations
are discussed: Measures to include damping of power systems by pole placement
and LMI-based design are reported in [77, 76, 104], where the first reference is on
synthesis of state feedback controllers, and the latter two on synthesizing output
feedback controllers. The three approaches determine single robust controllers for
the whole space of uncertainties, what can lead to rather conservative results. In
addition, it is a drawback of these methods that they are based on linearization
(and thus approximation) of the DAEs rather than formulating matrix polytopes
by analytic expressions over the parameter space – [77] classifies finding a system
description as matrix polytope containing all uncertainties as a difficult task, which
is accomplished in this thesis. Furthermore, permanent faults or the change of oper-
ating points are not considered. In [59], partial feedback linearization (PFL) is used
to achieve transient stability. First, the power system is partitioned into dynamic
subsystems, i.e. only SGs are considered. Then, according to the PFL technique,
each of the subsystems is partitioned in one internal and stable autonomous part,
and in one part which can be controlled. The nonlinearities of the controlled sub-
system are linearized (exactly) using feedback linearization. A linear controller is
designed by using the technique of linear-quadratic regulators (LQR). In [58], the
technique is extended to the handling of uncertainties of the parameters of the SG,
as well as to grid uncertainties. Thus, the resulting decentralized controller is robust
against grid changes, while ensuring transient stability. If all SGs are controlled by
this technique, stability of the complete power system is ensured. However, other
types if components than the SG and damping of oscillation are not considered.

Combined control for transient and voltage stability based on the technique of
direct feedback linearization (DFL) is realized in [32]. One controller is designed

10



2.1. Grid Stabilization by Single Components

to control the rotor angle stability during a fault. In the post-fault period a global
controller activates the voltage regulator. This type of controller cannot be designed
flexibly enough to work sufficiently well for all grid structures, and asymptotic
stability for the whole grid is not proven. While the coupling of the generator to
the grid was modeled by bounded uncertain parameters, the damping of oscillations
was not considered. In [28], the voltage controller loop restores the pre-fault voltage
value and another loop ensures synchronism. However, the system performance is
strongly dependent on estimation of system parameters and global stability is not
discussed. In [51], excitation control based on the DFL technique is described and
asymptotic stability is ensured based on Lyapunov functions. Other criteria, such
as robustness, are not discussed.

As already mentioned, one promising technique to ensure robust operation of the
controller is the synthesis based on LPVS, which is used in the course of this work
and will be discussed next. The idea behind LPVS is to transform the nonlinearities
and the system variabilities into varying parameters of the LPVS. Stabilizing the
LPVS leads to a stabilization of the original nonlinear system.

In [74, 53, 52] the LPV technique is used to design robust controllers for the SG
(and FACTS) to enhance rotor angle stability. The LPV model is derived using sets
of linearized models around several operating points and interpolation in between.
The success of this approximative method to gain LPVS of the SG and the FACTS
is highly dependent on the gridding process as the models do not represent the exact
original dynamics. In [34, 33], an exact polytopic model of the SG is derived by using
analytic transformations, only. The derived model comprises the grid equations of
a small example of the grid. Stability is guaranteed as long as the parameters stay
in the prescribed ranges, making this concept robust against sudden and permanent
changes. An application to larger grids does not appear possible, as the LPV model
includes the algebraic equations of the complete grid, which can be complex for large
grids. While all discussed LPV-based approaches only consider transient stability,
none of the discussed papers includes control of WECS or PVS as well.

WECS as grid-stabilizing Component

The results mentioned so far, focus only on control of SG. Results investigating the
impact of WECS on transient stability show that WECS can withstand larger grid
faults, or even stabilize the grid and attenuate oscillations [70, 30]. This work, is fo-
cussed on WECS based on doubly-fed induction generators (DFIG), being the type
of WECS which represents a share of close to 50% of the wind energy market (at
2013) [14]. For this case, power system stabilization can be realized through control
of the mechanical components (blade system, pitch system, and drive train) as well
as the electrical parts (converter of the generator). It is well known that the latter
approach is faster, as e.g. documented in the survey of techniques for power system
damping in [20]. Existing approaches for damping oscillations for grids with WECS
include the introduction of additive signals on the active and reactive power control
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loop of the converter controllers [39, 25]. Such active and reactive power control
loops are used as reference controllers for the WECS in this work and are detailed
in the next chapter. Results exist in which the controllers for WECS are presented
to improve rotor angle stability in case of system disturbances and to damp elec-
tromechanical oscillations. Due to faster reaction of the electrical components [20],
only control techniques based on control of the electrical components rather than
of the mechanical ones are reviewed. With the focus on DFIG-based WECS, the
signal of the designed controller is added in [39] to the active power control loop of
the standard DFIG converter controller to damp system oscillations. The signal is
determined based on a controller which is strongly oriented to the PSS of an SG,
including filters and PI controllers (see Ch. 3.2). Using an additive signal to the
standard control loops as well, a good damping was achieved in [62] and [64] by the
pole-placement technique. In all three cases, voltage control was not considered in
particular, but is included in the standard control loops for reactive power. These
techniques have the advantage of introducing only a single control signal added to
the standard DFIG controllers, but the design is based on linearization and does
not provide robustness against grid changes.

Again, the LPV-based technique may ensure robustness and has already been
used in the context of WECS. Most of the LPV-based results in the literature
are concerned with the damping of the inner mechanical oscillations, or focus on
aerodynamic phenomena. Examples are the reduction of the fatigue load or the
maximization of aerodynamic efficiency for fluctuating wind (e.g.[65]), rather than
stabilization of the power system. An overview of LPV-techniques for WECS control
is provided in [40]. Some results will be discussed nevertheless, considering the
used LPV models of the WECS and their applicability to control for transient
stability. The authors of [40] introduce an LPV-based anti-windup pitch control
for a considerably simplified version of the DFIG dynamics. However, for transient
stability, the dynamics of the DFIG can play a major role with potentially fast
control responses in case of grid faults. The mechanical system of the WECS and
active support of the grid by the WECS is not considered. In [98], an LPV controller
of the rotor side converter is designed in order to control the electrical torque and the
power factor of the DFIG-based WECS. The LPV controller is synthesized by using
LMIs such that the closed-loop system is robust against the varying rotor speed and
voltage dips at the point of connection to the grid. In [97], this approach is applied
on a test platform, with a slightly different control objective, i.e. the electrical
torque and the reactive powers are controlled. The closed-loop system can withstand
certain grid faults but can not actively damp oscillations. Furthermore, the derived
LPV model does not account for permanent changes within the grid. A robust
(grid) frequency controller is presented in [102] and detailed LPV models of the
mechanical parts and the electrical parts are derived. A robustification against grid
changes is introduced by using H∞ controller design with an auxiliary disturbance
input. However, the model used for controller design comprises only the electrical
parts of the WECS, ignoring the mechanical parts. Thus, a switching mechanism for
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the controller is introduced to prevent the rotor speed of falling too low. Similarly,
in [66] two LPV models for the mechanical and electrical parts are presented. One
control loop for each set of equations is designed to minimize fatigue loads and to
damp the electrical torque fluctuations. The controllers are synthesized by using
an LMI-based H∞-technique. To the best of the authors knowledge, a unified LPV
model of the WECS comprising electrical and mechanical parts for robust control
of the power system in response to grid faults and for voltage control at the same
time has not been presented so far.

Enhancement of Grid Stability through PVS

A discussion on the impact of the PVS on the transient and voltage stability is
discussed in [86] by reviewing existing results on this topic. In the case of voltage
stability, no clear conclusion can be drawn whether the effect of a grid connected
PVS is positive or rather negative. Concerning the transient stability, the impact
appears to be rather negative [86]. This is not a surprise as most results focus
on energy supply aiming at injecting the maximum available active power into the
grid, following the MPP. Results on tracking the MPP represent the majority of
the existing results on PVS control [106]. This control objective is often combined
with controlling the injected reactive power to zero, i.e. control of the power factor
close to unity. From the point of view of the PVS operator, this is the most cost-
effective way. However, stabilizing effects of the PVS may be not fully exploited.
Due to lack of results with the focus on (active) grid stabilization, results aiming
at a reduced impact on the grid and robustness against changes of the grid, of
solar irradiation and temperature are reviewed, as well. This review is focused on
large-scale photovoltaic systems.

Many results aiming at the grid support by the PVS involve the use of a device
for energy storage. In [93], for example, the PVS is combined with a battery. The
DFL technique is used to linearize the system exactly, allowing the use of linear
PI controllers. The bus voltage and the frequency of the grid can be controlled
with this system. However, in this work, only results are considered, in which no
additional devices are integrated. A control strategy for the PVS aiming at increased
damping of power system oscillations is presented in [87]. The authors reuse existing
controllers of the PVS (PI controllers for active and reactive power control) and
introduce an additional signal to damp oscillations. The control is designed by using
a minimax linear quadratic Gaussian control design based on the solution of Riccati
equations. The model used for the controller synthesis is a linearized model of the
complete considered power system around one operating point. Thus, stability is
not guaranteed for changing operating conditions. Furthermore, due to the use
of the complete power system for the controller design, a completely decentralized
scheme with a set of local controllers is not realizable with this approach. To avoid
linearizations around one or a few operating points, the DFL technique is used for
the PVS in [47]. A robust state feedback controller is synthesized, which is robust
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against changes of the solar irradiation and temperature. Robustness against grid
changes and active support of grid stability are, however, not considered. In [60],
the PFL approach is used for the PVS, leading to an exact system representation,
which allows the use of linear controllers. The control objectives are the control of
the DC-voltage and the grid current (aiming at the control of the reactive power
to zero). This approach requires the exact knowledge of system parameters. This
drawback is overcome by the same group in [61], by extending the PFL approach
to modeling the parameter uncertainties. The resulting (linear) controller is robust
against uncertain PVS parameters and changed solar irradiation and temperature.
Furthermore, the approach can withstand large grid faults, demonstrated with a
short circuit at the point of connection of the system. However, changing operating
points of the grid (e.g. permanently changed line impedances) and interactions with
other components are not considered. In [106], PVS are linearized using feedforward
control. This resulting model is an exact and linear representation of the original
PVS. The designed controller comprises PI controllers, which are robust against
grid changes. The approach presented in [106] is used as the reference controller for
PVS in this thesis and is detailed in the next chapter.

In all discussed (local) approaches for the control of the PVS, the active grid
stabilization is not considered, i.e. grid oscillation are not actively damped by the
PVS. To the best of the authors knowledge, approaches by other authors in which
an LPVS representation of the PVS is used, comprising the panel and the inverter,
do not exist.

2.2. Multi-Component Control for Grid Stabilization

As already mentioned, one of the objectives of this work is the use of unified robust
controllers for different types of grid components. Important criteria for the review
are that these controllers can be used for large power systems in a decentralized
manner and that the used models account for the power sources of renewable energy,
to be able to fully account for their variabilities. Three research areas exist, which
use unified controllers for different types of components but do not fully match the
named criteria. However, due to the large number of publications focusing on these
areas and for the sake of completeness, they are mentioned next, without a review.
After that, results which match the criteria are discussed.

One possibility for handling two different energy sources is by treating them as
one energy system - often called a hybrid energy system. Such a system often
comprises WECS and PVS. A review on hybrid energy systems can be found in
[57]. As an example, the authors in [73] use MPC to control a system comprising
the WECS and the PVS. The objective is to control the two devices such that the
power demand is met. The controller outputs of the MPC are the injected active
powers of the devices, which in turn are controlled by standard PI controllers to
their nominal values. The use of hybrid systems does not allow a decentralized
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operation of the WECS and the PVS as independent systems as they are treated
as one system.

Numerous results consider the control of different units within small grids, the
so called micro-grids. For example in [36], a micro-grid comprising PVS, WECS,
batteries, transmission lines, and (dynamic) loads is controlled. The approach is
designed such that the micro-grid can be operated in islanded mode, or connected
to a large grid. In this example, a two level controller is proposed: the high level
controller balances the active and reactive powers by defining the reference values for
the WECS and the PVS. The low level controllers are used to control the desired
reference values. The desired powers are mainly injected through the integrated
batteries. The control strategy is based on a detailed model of the micro-grid. An
application of the micro-grid approaches to large grids is not possible as they are
tailored to only a small number of components.

Other groups concentrate on control of inverters, in general, as in [1] or [71].
Although, inverters are needed for the control of the WECS and the PVS, this
general view on inverter control does not comprise models of the renewable energy
sources, ignoring effects of changed wind or changed solar irradiation. The resulting
simplified view on the WECS and the PVS does not allow to account for fluctuating
energy sources.

Mahmud et. al used the same approach, i.e. the robust PFL technique, for the
control of the SG (in [59] and [58]) and of the PVS (in [60] and [61]). The group
shows that unified robust control with the same technique is possible. The PFL was
also used in the context of a DFIG-based WECS by the authors of [16], showing
the applicability of the technique to three different types of components. However,
in the case of the WECS, the control objective is the damping of sub-synchronous
control interactions, rather than transient stability. Changing the control objective
to transient stability may require a different model. The existence of an autonomous
part of the resulting model is not granted and has to be evaluated. Furthermore,
the PVS is controlled only as an isolated system, without any transmission lines or
loads involved in the simulation. Thus, interaction with other dynamic components
and, in particular, effects caused by changing grid parameters are not considered.

To the best of the authors knowledge, these are the only results which aim at
applying the same technique for the control of the considered three types of energy
sources.

2.3. Conclusion

Most of the discussed results focus on control of one type of grid component, only,
often based on simplified or approximative models. A multi-objective control ap-
proach for grid stabilization based on exact models which comprises robustness
against grid changes, while ensuring grid wide stability, does not exist so far. These
findings apply to the control of the SG, the WECS, and the PVS. Because a com-
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pletely unified approach for the three components with the relevant control ob-
jectives does not exist, the grid wide stability can not be guaranteed by existing
approaches for a power system comprising all three types of components.

Lastly, exact (not approximative) LPVS representations of the three types of
components, which comprise all relevant dynamics of the systems do not exist.
A unified modeling of the system as LPVS allows a unified robust control and is
presented in Ch. 4.
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Systems

A power system model comprises many different elements where even one single
component can have dynamics with several different time constants. To handle
the complexity of such a system, the phenomena to observe must be specified.
Typically, very slow dynamics are considered constant and very fast dynamics are
modeled with algebraic equations, while the most relevant dynamics are kept as
states. The decision on how to treat these variables depends on the phenomena
which are in the focus of the analysis. In this work, the stability categories transient
stability and voltage stability are addressed. Thus, the power system model must
include electromechanical phenomena [42]. The related models and equations are
standard and are typically described in dq-coordinates (indicated by the indices
d and q throughout this work) and in per units representation [41]. Taking the
9-bus system from [5] depicted in Fig. 3.1 as an introductory example, a power
system comprises several dynamically modeled grid components such as FACTS,
WECS and SGs (indicated by Gh) at a bus with the index h. The remaining grid
components of this example are the transformers Th, the loads A, B, and C, and,
of course, the connecting lines of the grid. Following the introduced subdivision in
very fast and very slow, the dynamically modeled grid components can be described
by first order DAEs of the type

ẋ = f(x(t), z(t), u(t)) (3.1)

0 = g(x(t), z(t), u(t)), (3.2)

where x ∈ Rnx , z ∈ Rnz , and u ∈ Rnu, are the vectors of nx differential variables,
of nz algebraic variables, and of nu inputs. The very slow dynamics appear as
constant parameters within the functions f and g of these equations. Staying with
the example, the fast electromagnetic dynamics of the connection lines and parts of
the component dynamics are reduced to algebraic equations, while other variables
remain states.

The fast local controllers in this work are decentralized and are applied to the
dynamically modeled grid components. The components are coupled through the
(algebraic) grid model, which will be discussed first. After that, detailed models
of the three considered types of components are presented, i.e. of the synchronous
generator (SG), of the wind energy conversion system (WECS) based on a doubly-
fed induction generator (DFIG), and of the photovoltaic system (PVS). For each
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Figure 3.1.: Structure of the 9-bus-system.

plant typical controllers are described, which will be implemented for comparison
to the controllers synthesized in this work. While several controllers are established
in literature in the case of the SG and the WECS, for the PVS a controller is taken
from [106]. The dynamic models and controllers presented in this chapter are only
excerpts of a variety of different models and existing controllers (see [41] and [63]).
However, the chosen models are well established and are appropriate for the studies
of transient and voltage stability, and so are the chosen reference controllers.

Compared to the SG and the WECS, the PVS model is treated differently, due to
the fact that the PVS introduce only electromagnetic rather then electromechanical
behavior. From this perspective, the PVS can be considered as “very fast”. That is
why the PVS is often modeled as a current source in studies of transient stability
involving SGs, implying perfect controllers. In this work, however, the objective is
the introduction of a unified and modular modeling and controller concept. Thus,
a simplification of the PVS to algebraic variables or as a current source is avoided.
For brevity, the dependency of the variables on time t is omitted in the sequel.

3.1. Grid Equations

In context of control objectives focusing on electromechanical phenomena, the grid
is typically modeled with constant impedances. The grid connections are then
encoded by so-called admittance matrices Ȳ ∈ Rr×r, where the bar •̄ indicates
a phasor. Thus, Ȳ represents the grid structure and can be used to calculate
the four variables that characterize a bus with the number h: the voltage vh and
its phasor ϕh, and the active and reactive powers ph and qh. The admittance
matrix is symmetric and the diagonal entries ȳhh equal the sum of all shunt and
line admittances connected to the bus h. An off-diagonal entry ȳhk, k �= h is set
to 0 if the buses h and k are not connected. If they are connected, ȳhk is the
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3.2. Synchronous Generator

negative value of the sum of admittances connecting h and k. The bus voltages
will be represented in a matrix V̄ , or in a vector v̄∗ respectively, where an asterisk
•∗ represents the conjugate complex of the respective variable. Then, the complex-
valued power s̄h = ph + jqh, consisting of active power ph and reactive power qh,
can be calculated according to [63] from:

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
s̄1

s̄2
...

s̄r

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
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⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
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. (3.3)

The quantities ph and qh also appear in the equations of the dynamically modeled
grid components and have values which are consistent with them, see below. To
simplify notation, the index h is only used for those variables, which identically
appear in the bus equations (3.3) to connect the respective components to the grid.
Loads and transformers are typically modeled as constant impedances.

3.2. Synchronous Generator

Several well established and detailed models exist for SG with up to eight states.
Regarding transient stability, the SG connected to a bus h can be modeled using the
three states rotor angle δ, the angular velocity ω, and the transient voltage e′

q. The
dynamics of δ is governed by the difference between ω and the reference frequency
ωb, while ω is determined by the difference between the mechanical torque τm an the
electrical torque τe (an algebraic variable). When focusing on transient stability,
the dynamics of the SG is very fast and τm can be considered to be quasi-stationary
compared to changes of the other variables. The remaining machine parameters
Ωb, D, H, ra, xd, x′

d, and T ′
dO are the base synchronous frequency, the damping

coefficient, the inertia constant, the armature resistance, the d-axis synchronous
reactance, the d-axis transient reactance, and the d-axis open circuit transient time
constant. The differential equations of the states then follow to [63]:

δ̇ = Ωb(ω − ωb), (3.4)

ω̇ =
1

2H
(τm − τe − D(ω − ωb)), (3.5)

ė′
q =

1

T ′
dO

(−e′
q − (xd − x′

d)id + vf). (3.6)

The field voltage vf is the input of the machine, while the algebraic variables are
the machine voltages (dq-transformed) vd and vq as well as the machine currents id
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and iq. These quantities are determined by the following equations:

0 = τe − (vd + raid)id − (vq + raiq)iq, (3.7)

0 = vq + raiq − e′
q + x′

did, (3.8)

0 = vd + raid − xqiq, (3.9)

0 = vd − vh sin(δ − ϕh), (3.10)

0 = vq − vh cos(δ − ϕh), (3.11)

0 = ph − vdid − vqiq, (3.12)

0 = qh − vqid + vdiq. (3.13)

The algebraic variables assigned to bus h (namely the powers ph and qh, the bus
voltage vh and its phasor ϕh) appear as introduced above.

Standard Controllers - PSS and AVR

Many different controller schemes were proposed for synchronous generators (e.g.
in [41], [63], [23]). Typically, the different types of controllers are synthesized for
the control of one specific type of stability and are jointly operated. In the case
of transient stability, a so called power system stabilizer (PSS) is used to stabilize
the grid after faults and to damp oscillations. The input of the PSS may be the
voltage vh, the active power ph, or the rotor speed ω, which all may map oscillations
- the latter is used in this work. The output of the PSS is the offset for the input
of the so called excitation system which contains the so called automatic voltage
regulator (AVR). The AVR controls the voltage of the bus the SG is connected to.
The output of the excitation system is the field voltage vf .

The resulting controller structure is depicted in Fig. 3.2. The washout filter of
the PSS has the gain Kw and time constant Tw. The lead lag part for enhancing
the frequency response has the time constants T1, T2, T3, and T4 (PSS Type II in
[63]). The simplified model of the excitation system consists of the regulator gain
KA and the regulator time constant TA [90]. These controllers are synthesized based
on linearizations around one operating point, with no guarantees for stability for
changing operating conditions of the system.

Kw
Tws

(1+Tws)
(1+T1s)
(1+T2s)

(1+T3s)
(1+T4s)

KA

(1+TAs)

ω

vh

vref

vf

+

+

−
PSS Excitation

System

Figure 3.2.: Controller structure of the AVR and the PSS.
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3.3. Wind Turbine based on DFIG

The three generators that are typically used in large WECS are doubly-fed induc-
tion generators, squirrel-cage induction generators and the direct drive synchronous
generators. Even though the share of the latter generator type for large WECS
is growing (especially for offshore applications) [50], in this work, the DFIG-based
WECS is analyzed due to its actual share of close to 50% of the wind energy market
(at 2013) [14]. Despite the different designs of the generators of the WECS, the
modeling and controller technique presented in the subsequent chapters is, in prin-
ciple, applicable to them. This is indicated and demonstrated by the application
of the technique to the SG and the PVS, having some similarities in their dynamic
equations with the different types of the WECS.

A WECS based on the DFIG, as depicted in Fig. 3.3, is typically described by
the equations of the turbine aerodynamics, the pitch system, the drive train, the
generator, and the converter (protection devices are neglected in this work). The
turbine model can be represented by a power curve for the mechanical input Pm.
With the air density ρ, the base power (for the per unit representation) PB, the
area covered by the rotor Ar, the pitch angle β, the tip speed ratio λ, and the
performance coefficient Cp(λ, β), Pm can be described by the following algebraic
equation [63]:

Pm =
ρ

2PB
ArCp(λ, β)v3

w. (3.14)

Because the tip speed ratio is the ratio between the blade tip speed and wind speed,
Pm is a function of the wind speed vw, the shaft speed ωsh, and the pitch angle β.
For studies of transient stability, the assumption is used that the wind speed and the
pitch are constant since during the considered faults the other variables change with
orders of magnitude faster than wind speed and pitch [30]. However, in this work,
the pitch system is neglected but the controllers designed in the subsequent parts
are synthesized and simulated such that wind fluctuations are addressed properly.

vw Gear
Box

DFIG

AC

ACDC

DC

RSC GSC

Bus h

Figure 3.3.: DFIG-based WECS as a one line diagram.
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Figure 3.4.: Pm(vw, β, ωm) exemplary for different wind speeds and a constant pitch
angle β = 0.

For a rigid shaft, the generator rotor speed ωm equals the shaft speed ωsh, and
the power curve (which represents the resulting turbine model) is then a function of
wm only, see Fig. 3.4 for different wind speeds. It is obvious, that for each specific
wind speed, one equivalent value for the rotor speed exists, where the maximum
mechanical power is extracted from the wind - the so called Maximum Power Point
(MPP). While the tracking of the MPP is not in the focus of this work, the control
of ωm has to be considered for transient stability studies. The mechanical torque is
calculated by Tm = Pm/ωm.

Assuming a loss-less converter and a synchronous (idealized) operation of the grid
side converter (GSC), the active power of the GSC pc equals the active power of
the rotor side converter (RSC) pr and the reactive power of the GSC is then qc = 0.
Consequently, the variables of the GSC are neglected and only rotor and stator
variables are considered in the model. The main electrical variables of the DFIG
are then the currents ir and is, the voltages vr and vs as well as the fluxes ψr and ψs of
the rotor and stator, indicated by the indices r and s. Furthermore, the indices d and
q will be used for dq-transformed quantities. According to [26], a third order model
is sufficient to investigate transient stability. This implies that stator transients are
negligibly small, thus dψs

dt
= 0, since the DFIG is connected to the grid through the

stator while the grid is modeled through algebraic equations [63, 23]. The three
remaining states of the model are ωm, and the two dq-transformed rotor fluxes ψr,d

and ψr,q. The mechanical machine parameter is the sum of the turbine and rotor
inertia Hm. The electrical parameters of the stator and rotor are the resistances rs

and rr, and the reactances xs and xr. The remaining electrical parameters of the
system are the sums of the reactances xs,μ = xs + xμ and xr,μ = xr + xμ, where xμ
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is the magnetizing reactance (to consider the air gap between the stator and the
rotor). The system inputs are rotor voltages vr,d and vr,q. The slip s =

(
ωs−ωm

ωs

)
is

the relation between the angular velocities of the stator and rotor. Similar to the
SG, the angular velocity ωm is governed by the difference between the mechanical
torque Tm and the electrical torque Tel:

ω̇m =
1

2Hm
(Tm − Tel), (3.15)

ψ̇r,d = vr,d + rrir,d + ωssψr,q, (3.16)

ψ̇r,q = vr,q + rrir,q − ωssψr,d. (3.17)

In contrast to the SG, Tm can not be assumed constant as it depends here on
wm, as defined by the power curve for Pm. The remaining algebraic variables are
determined by:

0 = Tel − xμ (ir,qis,d − ir,dis,q) , (3.18)

0 = −s +

(
ωs − ωm

ωs

)
, (3.19)

0 = vs,d + rsis,d + ωsψs,q, (3.20)

0 = vs,q + rsis,q − ωsψs,d, (3.21)

0 = ψr,d + (xr,μir,d + xμis,d) , (3.22)

0 = ψr,q + (xr,μir,q + xμis,q) , (3.23)

0 = ψs,d + (xs,μis,d + xμir,d) , (3.24)

0 = ψs,q + (xs,μis,q + xμir,q) , (3.25)

0 = vs,d + vh sin ϕh, (3.26)

0 = vs,q − vh cos ϕh, (3.27)

0 = ph − vs,dis,d − vs,qis,q − vr,dir,d − vr,qir,q, (3.28)

0 = qh − vs,qis,d + vs,dis,q. (3.29)

Similarly to the SG, the last four equations represent the network interface to the
bus h.

The injected powers for transient stability studies are typically too high for one
WECS. To circumvent this problem, and assuming same wind conditions for all
turbines, an aggregated model of several wind turbines can be used. The aforemen-
tioned equations and the parameters in p.u. remain valid [26]. The rated power is
then equal to the sum of the rated powers of all wind turbines, i.e. only the power
curve has to be scaled, and the power Pm is injected into the system through Tm.

Active and Reactive Power Controllers

The controllers presented next, are widely used in literature and consist of two
controllers for the injected active power ph and the injected reactive power qh at
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Figure 3.5.: Controller structure of the WECS for the active power [26].
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Figure 3.6.: Controller structure of the WECS for the reactive power [26].

the bus h (e.g. in [26] or [23]). By using compensation terms, the control of the
two variables ph and qh is decoupled such that each of the inputs of the WECS vr,q

and vr,d is used to control one variable. As depicted in Fig. 3.5 and Fig. 3.6, each
controller has an outer loop to regulate the power and an inner loop to regulate
the rotor current. All controllers have proportional and integral terms (with the
gains KP,i and KI,i) and reach steady-state accuracy for ph and qh, respectively.
Similar to the classical controllers of the SG, these controllers are synthesized based
on (Taylor) linearizations around one operating point. Thus, their operation for
changing condition is not guaranteed.

3.4. Photovoltaic System

The photovoltaic system (PVS) described in this chapter is based on the bench-
mark system presented in [108]. In contrast to the SG and the WECS, PVS has no
mechanical parts and its dynamics is governed by electromagnetic transients only.
Following the argumentation from this chapter so far, i.e. that the electromagnetic
transients of the transmission lines are modeled by algebraic equations, the dynam-
ics of the PVS must be modeled by algebraic equations as well. This is e.g. done
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Bus h

PV array

VSC

DC
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vdc

vh

ip ih

Cdc
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Figure 3.7.: Photovoltaic system as a one line diagram.

in [63] for the voltage source converter (VSC), where the AC-side is modeled by
(simplified) injected active and reactive powers, including the descriptions of the
assumed controllers. The AC-phase reactor and shunt capacitor dynamics are ne-
glected. In general, it is feasible to combine an PVS model with electromagnetic
dynamics with the algebraic description of the grid as in in Ch. 3.1. However, this
contradicts the assumption of the neglected electromagnetic transients. Further-
more, the fast PVS dynamics and the swings within the PVS are hardly visible on
the timescales needed for the simulation of SG and WECS dynamics (both includ-
ing the mechanical equations of rotating masses). However, as it is the objective
of this work to introduce the LPV modeling and control technique to the PVS, a
state space description of the PVS is required. Consequently, the model described
next, will be simulated in the context of a grid described by differential equations.
The detailed simulation environment will be introduced in Ch. 6.3.

A PVS consists of the PV-array, the voltage source converter (VSC) and the
filter as depicted in Fig. 3.7. The PV-array plant consists of a PV-array with
npv,p PV-strings in parallel, and npv,s PV-cells per string in series. The current of
the overall PV-array ipv(S, ϑ, vdc) is a function of the solar irradiation S, the p-n
junction temperature ϑ, and the dc-link voltage vdc. S is normalized, where S = 1
references to the solar irradiation 1000W/m2 and ϑ is assumed to be constant at
ϑ = 300K in the course of this work. Is is the reverse saturation current caused by
the p-n junction and Iph(ϑ) is the temperature adjusted short-circuit current of one
string and is weighted by S. The photovoltaic cell coefficient, which describes the
PV characteristic, is denoted by βpv(ϑ). With the relation between the current ipv

and the power injected by the PV-array as ppv = ipvvdc , the two quantities can be
described as follows:

ipv(S, ϑ, vdc) = npv,pIph(ϑ)S − npv,pIs

(
e

βpv(ϑ)
vdc

npv,s − 1
)

, (3.30)

ppv(S, ϑ, vdc) = npv,pIph(ϑ)Svdc − npv,pIsvdc

(
e

βpv(ϑ)
vdc

npv,s − 1
)

, (3.31)

Exemplary courses for ppv(S, ϑ, vdc) for different values of solar irradiation are shown
in Fig. 3.8. Similarly to the role of the angular velocity ωm of the power curve of
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Figure 3.8.: Exemplary power curve of a PVS as a function of vdc for different values
of solar irradiation.

the WECS, the extracted power ppv can be changed by variation of vdc, e.g. for
maximum power point tracking (MPPT). The DC interface dynamics can be derived
from the balance of the power generated by the PV array ppv and the DC real power
output of the VSC pdc (by neglecting losses). This is indicated in (3.32), using the
squared DC voltage vdc as a state variable [106], where Cdc is the DC-side capacitor.
The AC interface comprises the VSC LC-output filter and the differential equations
for the filter-inductance L and the filter-capacity C can be deduced from Kirchhoff’s
Laws. The states of the PVS are then the dq-transformed AC side currents ip,d and
ip,q, and the voltages vh,d and vh,q at the capacitor C at the point of connection at
bus h. The AC-side terminal voltages of the VSC can be represented by ed = Kd

vdc

2
and eq = Kq

vdc

2 . In order to get a representation with the control inputs Kd and Kq,
e{d,q} are inserted directly and are only indicated in the following equations. The
PVS as depicted in Fig. 3.7 can then be described by [71, 106]:

d(v2
dc)

dt
=

2

Cdc
ipvvdc︸ ︷︷ ︸

ppv

−
2

Cdc

(
ip,dKd

vdc

2
+ ip,qKq

vdc

2

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

pdc

, (3.32)

i̇p,d = −
R

L
ip,d + ωip,q +

1

L

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝Kd
vdc

2︸ ︷︷ ︸
ed

−vh,d

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠ , (3.33)

i̇p,q = −
R

L
ip,q − ωip,d +

1

L

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝Kq
vdc

2︸ ︷︷ ︸
eq

−vh,q

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠ , (3.34)

v̇h,d = ωvh,q +
1

C
ip,d −

N

C
ih,d, (3.35)
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v̇h,q = −ωvh,d +
1

C
ip,q −

N

C
ih,q, (3.36)

where N is the transformer ratio. During operation, the inputs K{d,q} are con-
verted into the duty cycles for the power electronic switches in the VSC. In classic
transient analysis of power grids, the voltage at a grid node with index h is normally
defined in terms of the voltage amplitude vh and the voltage angle ϕh. These quan-
tities are formulated in dq-representation and as algebraic equations. As mentioned
in the introduction of this section, the PVS is simulated in the subsequent chapter
in the context of a grid modeled by differential equations only. The coupling of
the presented PVS is then realized through the currents ih,d and ih,q, which are
the currents of the transmission line connecting the PVS to the bus h of the grid.
Instead of the algebraic representation of the voltage vh at the bus h and its phasor
ϕh, the voltage and the phasor are indirectly represented as dq-transformed states
vh,d and vh,q. This is advantageous, when it comes to the control of the bus-voltage,
making a derivation by differentiation of vh (as it has to be done for the SG and
the WECS) obsolete.

Reference Controllers for the PVS

Conventional controllers for the PVS are often designed to control the power factor
and the dc-link voltage vdc. The tracking of the MPP is realized by variation of vdc.
Based on the conventional controller, a more sophisticated controller is designed in
[106] and [107]. This controller is used for comparison in Ch. 6 and is presented
next. It comprises a phase-locked-loop (PLL), an outer control loop for vdc and an
inner control loop for ip,d and ip,q.

Phase-Locked-Loop

The PLL is designed to control the q-component of vh to zero and it also provides the
actual value of the grid frequency. The aim vh,q = 0 is achieved by i) synchronizing
the rotational speed of the dq-frame with the grid frequency ω0 and by ii) aligning
the dq-frame with the grid voltage vector, i.e. ϕ̃h = ϕh, see Fig. 3.9. Thus, the
transfer-function of the first block consists of a PI-controller and a low-pass filter
(with the parameters ξ1, ξ2, and ξ3) and, additionally, integrating behavior for ω is
introduced.

�

�
vh, ϕh

dq-transf. ξ1s+ξ2

s(s+ξ3)
1
s

vh,q ω ϕ̃h

ω0

Figure 3.9.: Controller structure of the PLL of the PVS [107].
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Current Controllers

In the current control scheme of [106], Eqs. (3.33) and (3.34) are linearized by
introducing two auxiliary inputs ud and uq with the following connection to the
original inputs Kd and Kq:

Kd =
1

vdc
(ud − Lωip,q + vh,d), (3.37)

Kq =
1

vdc
(uq + Lωip,d + vh,q). (3.38)

By inserting Eqs. (3.37) and (3.38) in (3.33) and (3.34), the resulting linear system
with two identical equations can be controlled by the identical PI-controllers as
depicted in Fig. 3.10. The control parameters kp and ki can be chosen as kp = L

τi

and ki = R
τi

[106]. The time constant τi must have a small value to achieve fast

current control but has to be large enough, so that 1
τi

is smaller than the switching
frequency of the VSC - τi = 0.5ms is proposed in [106].

DC-Voltage Controller

For the (outer) control loop for vdc, a new control input uv is introduced which
is defined by a transfer function comprising a PI-controller and a low-pass filter
(with the parameters ρ1, ρ2, and ρ3) as depicted in Fig. 3.11 [106]. A feed-forward
compensation is added to uv to calculate ip,d,ref , the input of the current controller.
γp is a gain with γp ∈ [0, 1]. The connection between the Eq. (3.32) for v2

dc and
the equation for v2

dc as used to design the controller in Fig. 3.11 is drawn by the
assumption that with a loss-less system pdc = ip,ded + ip,qeq = ip,dvh,d + ip,qvh,q.

kps+ki

s

ip,d/q,ref

ip,d/q

ud/q

+

−

Figure 3.10.: Controller structure of the current controllers of the PVS.
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−

Figure 3.11.: Controller structure of the vdc-controllers of the PVS.
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3.5. Models of Faults and Exogenous Effects

In order to verify the controllers designed in the following chapters, the tested grids
and their configurations will be subject to the following (symmetric) faults and
exogenous effects:

• changes of the wind speed vw penetrating the WECS

• changes of the solar irradiation S penetrating the PVS

• permanent line switches within the grid, i.e. a line admittance is changed
permanently

• large voltage drops of a bus within the grid

While the changes of vw and S are implemented naturally by introducing an offset at
the (fault) time tf , the modeling of the other two faults within the grid is explained
next.

Permanent Grid Fault

A permanent grid fault is introduced as a permanent change of the grid impedance
between one line connecting the buses h and k, i.e. the changed line is multiplied
by the factor sf . The relevant elements of the admittance matrix change to ȳhk,new

and ȳkh,new with:

ȳhk,new = sf · ȳhk

ȳkh,new = sf · ȳkh
(3.39)

The respective diagonal elements of the admittance matrix ȳhh and ȳkk have to be
recalculated with the new values ȳhk,new and ȳkh,new, as well. Similar permanent
changes of the grid can be caused by abrupt disconnection of large loads or other
devices.

Bus-Voltage Drop

For transient stability studies, a large three phase fault is introduced. This fault
can be modeled by a shunt conductance gf and a susceptance bf , and interpreted
as powers flowing to ground at the fault time tf until the fault is cleared at tc [63]:

0 = −ph − gfv2
h

0 = −qh − bfv2
h[

gf , bf

]
=

⎧⎨⎩
[
gf , bf

]
if tf ≤ t ≤ tc[

0, 0
]

if t < tf or t ≥ tc

(3.40)

These faults typically appear for short period of times, causing protection devices
to react. By choosing certain values for gf and bf , bus voltage drops e.g. by 20%
can be caused.
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4. Modeling Power Grids by Linear

Parameter-Varying Systems

All of the previously presented dynamic systems have nonlinearities making robust
control a challenging task. The techniques of the presented reference controllers
(of standard LTI type) are all based on linearizations around one operating point,
with the assumption that all connected nodes stay close to their nominal operating
point. This procedure is not sufficient for larger shares of renewables which can
introduce fluctuations and considerable deviations from nominal operation. Ro-
bustness against transient effects propagating through the grid is not provided.

One way to handle the nonlinearities is the use of the LPV technique. The
dynamically modeled components are transformed into their LPVS representations
by analytic transformations in a modular way. The nonlinearities are transferred
into the parameters and interdependencies between the modules are mapped into the
parameter ranges. The resulting model structure is similar to a linear representation
and robustness against fluctuations caused by (grid) faults or exogenous effects can
be introduced by the subsequent controller design.

The results presented in the Ph.D. thesis by J. Shamma [88] and in his publication
with M. Athans [89] are widely seen as the starting point for the LPV modeling
and control technique as it is used in this work (e.g. [11], [35], or [65]). Since
then, the LPVS framework has evolved rapidly. There are two ways of finding
an LPV model such as using Taylor linearizations for several operating points or
by analytic transformations of the nonlinear systems. As already mentioned, the
latter approach is used in this work. The general structure of an LPV model is
similar to the one of a linear model. The distinguishing factor is the encoding of
the parametric variabilities, and to hide the nonlinearities in the parameters of the
system matrices. The resulting system description is then given as follows [8, 65]:

ẋ(t) = A(θ(t))x(t) + B(θ(t))u(t) (4.1)

y(t) = C(θ(t))x(t) + D(θ(t))u(t) (4.2)

where x ∈ Rnx is the state-vector, y ∈ Rny are the outputs, u ∈ Rnu are the
inputs, and θ ∈ Rnp is the vector of parameters. If the parameters depend not only
on external signals but on internal signals as well, the respective system is called
quasi-LPV [99]. However, very often the distinction between LPV and quasi-LPV
is not made, as it is done in this work. Here, all derived LPV models are quasi-
LPV, due to their dependency on (internal and external) algebraic variables and
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states. One contribution of this work is the unified and modular modeling of the
subsystems appearing in a power system. This chapter deals with the modeling
of the SG, DFIG, and PVS as continuous-time LPVS, needed for the subsequent
robust controller synthesis. Some of the results in this chapter have been previously
published in [81] and [82] considering the SG, only, in [83] combining the SG and
WECS, and in [96], focusing on PVS. For brevity, the time dependency of θ is
omitted in the following.

4.1. Transformation into LPV Models

The objective now is to find an LPV description of the nonlinear DAE models of the
SG, the WECS, and the PVS as described in the previous chapter. In [99] and [44],
the idea of hiding the nonlinearities of ordinary differential equations (ODE) in the
parameters to find an LPV model description was presented and in [81] and [82] this
idea is used by the author for DAE-systems. In contrast to the former named two
approaches, the original DAE-system of the power grid is decomposed in subsystems,
and the coupling through the algebraic variables is mapped into the parameters.
Thus, the parameters comprise states and algebraic variables. Furthermore, the
modeling technique is extended by the transformation of an algebraic variable (i.e.
the voltage at the point of connection) into a differential description for controller
synthesis. Due to the fact that the resulting model is not unique in general, the
following requirements determine the choice of a suitable LPV model:

• The resulting LPV model should be an exact representation of the original
model, i.e. only analytic transformations are used to preserve the original
dynamics of the system.

• The resulting LPV model of each subsystem must be local, modular, and re-
main consistent with the complete DAE-system, i.e. the algebraic grid equa-
tions (presented in Eq. (3.3)) must not be used for the transformations, but
only equations from the Sections 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 are used for the respective
LPV models of the SG, WECS and PVS.

• The resulting parameters have to be measurable or computable from measur-
able quantities to ensure applicability.

• The LPV transformed system should remain controllable in the relevant pa-
rameter ranges.

The latter point is difficult to prove while modeling, because the parameters have
dependencies to other signals and to other parameters. Ignoring this might disqual-
ify well suitable LPV models for controller synthesis. As an illustrative example,
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4.2. LPV Modeling of a Synchronous Generator

consider a system with a matrix A(θ):

A(θ) =

[
θ1 1
θ2 1

]
. (4.3)

Assuming the parameter ranges θ1 ∈ [−1, 1], θ2 ∈ [−1, 1], and the case that
θ1 = θ2 = 0 leads to a rank loss of 1, disqualifying this model due to the con-
trollability requirement. With the additional information that θ1 �= θ2, the model
may be suitable, however. In fact, in this work, the statement about controllability
is made in connection to a specified range θ ∈ [θ, θ]. Thus, the final statement about
controllability of an LPVS is established during the controller synthesis, which will
be presented in Ch. 5, and for to the parameter ranges, which are defined by the
considered power system, as will be demonstrated in Ch. 6. Furthermore, consider-
ing the controllability requirement, one simple idea of restructuring the LPV model
is used by introducing auxiliary matrix entries, while retaining system dynamics.

4.2. LPV Modeling of a Synchronous Generator

Two LPV models of the SG will be derived next - one for the enhancement of
transient stability and one to realize the control of the bus voltage.

LPV Model of an SG

For transient stability the original system is reformulated in terms of a state vector

x :=
[
δ, Δω, e′

q

]T
with Δω := ω − ωb and an input u := vf .

The dynamic model of the first state as in Eq. (3.4) is linear leading to the
description in terms of x1:

ẋ1 = Ωb(ω − ωb)

= Ωbx2
(4.4)

The equations for x2 and x3 are nonlinear and transformations are needed to find
an LPV description. First, the algebraic variable τe is reformulated. By inserting
vq from Eq. (3.8) and vd from Eq. (3.9) into Eq. (3.7), τe is

τe = (xq − x′
d)idiq + e′

qiq (4.5)

Using this description for τe, x2 from Eq. (3.5) can be represented by the LPV
description:

ẋ2 =
1

2H
(τm − (xq − x′

d)idiq − x3iq − Dx2)

=
1

2H
θ1x1 +

−D

2H
x2 +

−1

2H
θ2x3,

(4.6)
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where the parameter definitions are given by the equations (4.9) below. Finally, the
last state equation can be formulated in terms of x3 and as an LPV description to:

ẋ3 =
1

T ′
dO

(−x3 − (xd − x′
d)id + u)

=
−(xd − x′

d)

T ′
dO

θ3x1 +
−1

T ′
dO

x3 +
1

T ′
dO

u

(4.7)

The system can now be described as an LPV model:

ẋ =

⎡⎢⎢⎣
0 Ωb 0

1
2H

θ1
−D
2H

−1
2H

θ2
−(xd−x′

d)
T ′

dO
θ3 0 −1

T ′
dO

⎤⎥⎥⎦
︸ ︷︷ ︸

A(θ)

x +

⎡⎢⎢⎣
0
0
1

T ′
dO

⎤⎥⎥⎦
︸ ︷︷ ︸

B

u
(4.8)

with the following set of parameters:

θ1 =
(τm − (xq − x′

d)idiq)

x1
,

θ2 = iq,

θ3 =
id

x1
.

(4.9)

Due to the use of only analytic transformations, this model is an exact representation
of the original model from Sec. 3.2. The validity of this model is limited to the
range x1 �= 0, what, however, is not a practically relevant restriction, since δ = 0
is not reached for the case of a controlled SG. Furthermore, δ appears only in two
algebraic equations (3.10) and (3.11) in sine and cosine functions. Thus, δ = 0 can
be avoided without any effects on the dynamics of the system by initializing the
values of all rotor angles of the generators e.g. at δ0 = 720◦ and resetting δ0 every
±360◦.

LPV Model of an SG for Voltage Control

In this section, the control objective is extended by voltage control making a refor-
mulation of the model necessary. The three states of the resulting LPV model are

defined as x :=
[
δ, Δω, vh

]T
, where vh is the controlled voltage at the connecting

bus h. Δω and the input are defined as in the previous section by Δω = ω − ωb

and u := vf . So are the LPV descriptions of the first and second states, while the
LPV description of the voltage has to be derived. Being an algebraic variable, vh

has first to be reformulated as a differential variable. The armature resistance ra

in Eqs. (3.8) and (3.9) is typically a very small value and it is often chosen to 0

for transient stability studies [32]. Using the definition vh =
√

v2
d + v2

q , inserting vq

from (3.8), vd from (3.9), and setting ra = 0 leads to:

vh =
√

(xqiq)2 + (e′
q − x′

did)2. (4.10)
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To introduce vh as the state x3, it is differentiated over time to obtain:

v̇h =
1

vh

[
x2

qiq i̇q + (e′
q − x′

did)(ė′
q − x′

di̇d)
]
. (4.11)

As introduced in the beginning of this section, ė′
q is not treated as a state any

more, and its differential equation is directly inserted into v̇h. Thus, the dynamics
of e′

q is contained in the dynamics of x3, and e′
q is treated as part of the respective

parameter, but not as a state. The LPV description of x2 can be used as derived
in Eq. (4.6), with the difference that e′

q is transferred into parameter θ2 (compare
θ2 in equations (4.9) and (4.14)).

The LPV description for x3 is then derived as follows:

ẋ3 =
1

x3
(x2

qiq i̇q − (e′
q − x′

did)x′
di̇d) +

1

x3
(e′

q − x′
did) · . . .

· · ·
1

T ′
d0

(−e′
q − (xd − x′

d)id) +
1

T ′
d0

e′
q − x′

did

x3
u

= θ3x1 +
1

T ′
d0

θ4x3 +
1

T ′
d0

θ5u

(4.12)

with the parameters as defined below.
The system can now be described as an LPV model:

ẋ =

⎛⎜⎜⎝
0 Ωb 0

1
2H θ1

−D
2H

−1
2H θ2

θ3 0 1
T ′

do
θ4

⎞⎟⎟⎠
︸ ︷︷ ︸

A(θ)

x +

⎛⎜⎜⎝
0
0

1
T ′

d0
θ5

⎞⎟⎟⎠
︸ ︷︷ ︸

B(θ)

u, (4.13)

where the matrices A and B are parameter-dependent. The five parameters are

θ1 = (τm − (xq − x′
d)idiq)

1

x1
,

θ2 = e′
qiq ·

1

x3
,

θ3 =
x2

qiq i̇q − (e′
q − x′

did)x′
di̇d

x3
·

1

x1
,

θ4 =
(e′

q − x′
did)(−e′

q − (xd − x′
d)id)

x2
3

,

θ5 =
e′

q − x′
did

x3
.

(4.14)

Again, the transformations used are analytic, making it an exact representation of
the models presented in Ch. 3.2. The additional limitation x3 �= 0 is not relevant
in practice, as vh = 0 is not a relevant case for a controller (short-circuit).
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The connection of both presented LPV models to the grid is realized through the
parameters θ, which in turn are governed by the currents id and iq and their deriva-
tives. The two variables can be calculated based on locally measurable quantities
with the following equations (derived from the algebraic equations (3.7) to (3.13)):

id =
ph

x3
sin(x1 − ϕh) +

qh

x3
cos(x1 − ϕh)

iq =
ph

x3
cos(x1 − ϕh) −

qh

x3
sin(x1 − ϕh)

(4.15)

The derivatives i̇q and i̇d can be estimated based on these equations.
For the second LPV model, voltage e′

q, occurring in θ2 in (4.14), can be calculated
by:

e′
q = x′

did + x3 cos(x1 − ϕh). (4.16)

4.3. LPV Representation of a DFIG-based WECS

The controller objectives concerning the grid stability for the WECS are the same
as for the SG, i.e. transient and voltage stability. However, to assure the correct
point of operation along the power curve, the angular velocity ωm is controlled as
well. While ωm is already formulated as a state in the original nonlinear model, a
description of vh in form of a differential equation has to be found.

LPV Model of a WECS

The resulting state vector is defined as x :=
[
ωm, ψr,d, ψr,q

]T
, and the input vector

as u :=
[
vr,d, vr,q

]T
. Due to the fact that all state equations in Sec. 3.3 are nonlinear,

the derivation of the LPV descriptions of each state will be given in the course of
this section.

Starting from the equation for x1 in Eq. (3.15), similar to the electrical torque of
the second state of the SG, the electrical torque Tel is eliminated from the equation.
Transforming equations (3.22) in terms of ir,d, and (3.23) in terms of ir,q, leads to
the rotor current expressions:

ir,d = −
1

xr,μ
ψr,d −

xμ

xr,μ
is,d, (4.17)

ir,q = −
1

xr,μ
ψr,q −

xμ

xr,μ
is,q. (4.18)

By inserting ir,d and ir,q into the Eq. (3.18), Tel is reformulated to:

Tel =
xμ

xr,μ
(is,qx2 − is,dx3). (4.19)
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4.3. LPV Representation of a DFIG-based WECS

By inserting Tel into Eq. (3.15), the following LPV description can be formulated:

ẋ1 =
1

2Hm
(Tm −

xμ

xr,μ
(is,qx2 − is,dx3))

=
1

2Hm
θ1x1 +

−xμ

2Hmxr,μ
θ2x2 +

xμ

2Hmxr,μ
θ3x3,

(4.20)

where the definitions of θ1, θ2, and θ3 are given below in Eq. (4.24). The equations
of the two states x2 and x3 are derived next. The stator frequency is assumed to be
close to 1 p.u., i.e. ωs = 1, and the slip simplifies to s = (1 − ωm). Then, inserting
ir,d defined by (4.17) into Eq. (3.16) leads to:

ẋ2 = ((1 − x1) x3 −
rrxμ

xr,μ
is,d) −

rr

xr,μ
x2 + u1

= θ4x1 +
−rr

xr,μ
x2 + u1.

(4.21)

Similarly, inserting ir,q into (3.17) for x3 leads to:

ẋ3 = −
rr

xr,μ
x3 + ((x1 − 1) x2 −

rrxμ

xr,μ
is,q) + u2

= −
rr

xr,μ
x3 + θ5x1 + u2.

(4.22)

The definitions of the parameters θ4 and θ5 are described below. Now, the LPV
description can be summarized as:

ẋ =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
1

2Hm
θ1

−xμ

2Hmxr,μ
θ2

xμ

2Hmxr,μ
θ3

θ4
−rr

xr,μ
0

θ5 0 −rr

xr,μ

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦
︸ ︷︷ ︸

A(θ)

x +

⎡⎢⎢⎣
0 0
1 0
0 1

⎤⎥⎥⎦
︸ ︷︷ ︸

B

u,
(4.23)

with the five parameters:

θ1 =
Tm

x1
, θ2 = is,q, θ3 = is,d,

θ4 =
(1 − x1) x3 − rrxμ

xr,μ
is,d

x1
,

θ5 =
(x1 − 1) x2 − rrxμ

xr,μ
is,q

x1
.

(4.24)

The LPV model represents the nonlinear dynamics with the limitation that x1 �= 0.
Since x1 is the rotor speed ωm, the value 0 refers to conditions (standstill) in which
an operation of the WECS is not feasible and is out of the relevant operating range
for control. Thus, the applicability of the model is given.
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4. Modeling Power Grids by Linear Parameter-Varying Systems

LPV Model of a WECS for Voltage Control

In order to be able to control the voltage at the bus of the WECS, similarly to
the SG, the model has to be extended by the description of the algebraic variable

vh. The resulting state vector is x :=
[
ωm, ψr,d, ψr,q, vh

]T
, and the input vector

remains u :=
[
vr,d, vr,q

]T
.

Furthermore, to meet the controllability requirement and to show the non-unique-
ness of the LPV formulations, the LPV description of x1 is reformulated. Starting
from the equation for x1 in (3.15), the equation is expanded by x2 − x2 to avoid a
zero-row when Tm = Tel for the subsequent choice for the first parameter θ1. The
resulting LPV description is:

ẋ1 =
1

2Hm
(Tm − Tel) + x2 − x2

ẋ1 = θ1x1 + x2

(4.25)

where the definition of θ1 is given below in Eq. (4.29). Compared to the previous
equation for x1, only one parameter is introduced instead of three.

While the LPV descriptions for x2 and x3, including their parameters, remain the
same as in (4.21) and (4.22), the algebraic variable vh has to be introduced as the

state x4. Thus, the derivative of vh =
√

v2
s,d + v2

s,q with respect to time has to be
built and leads to the following dynamic description:

v̇h = (v̇s,d · vs,d + v̇s,q · vs,q)
1

vh
. (4.26)

Similarly to x1, the equation is expanded by x2−x2+x3−x3 to ensure controllability,
and the LPV description for x4 is:

ẋ4 = x2 − x2 + x3 − x3 +
v̇s,dvs,d + v̇s,qvs,q

x4

= x2 + x3 + θ4x4

(4.27)

where θ4 is defined in Eq. (4.29). The LPV model of the DFIG-based WECS can
now be summarized as:

ẋ =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
θ1 1 0 0
θ2

−rr

xr,μ
0 0

0 0 −rr

xr,μ
θ3

0 1 1 θ4

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
︸ ︷︷ ︸

A(θ)

x +

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
0 0
1 0
0 1
0 0

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
︸ ︷︷ ︸

B

u, (4.28)
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4.4. LPV Formulation of a Photovoltaic System

with the four parameters

θ1 =

(
Tm − Tel

2H
− x2

)
1

x1
,

θ2 = ((1 − x1) x3 −
rrxμ

xr,μ
is,d)

1

x1
,

θ3 = ((x1 − 1) x2 −
rrxμ

xr,μ
is,q)

1

x4
,

θ4 =

(
v̇s,dvs,d + v̇s,qvs,q

x4
− x2 − x3

)
1

x4
.

(4.29)

Again, the LPV model represents the nonlinear dynamics. Additionally to x1 �= 0,
the limitation x4 �= 0 for the voltage vh refers to a condition (short-circuit), in which
an operation of the WECS is not feasible and is out of the relevant operating range
for control.

Regarding both introduced LPV models of the WECS, the connection to the grid
is realized through the parameters, and they in turn are influenced by the stator
currents is,d and is,q, the stator voltages vs,d and vs,q, and, for the second model, by
the derivatives of the voltages v̇s,d and v̇s,q. The latter two values can be calculated
based on the measurements/calculations of the former four values. In contrast to
the SG, the mechanical input - the mechanical torque Tm - can not be assumed as
constant and is influenced by the power curve, i.e. is a function of the wind and
ωm. However, due to the fact that Tm is part of the parameter θ1, the variation
of the wind can be considered in the parameter limits needed for the subsequent
controller synthesis. Thus, variations from the grid side and from the wind can be
considered in the presented model. Other than in [66] and [102], the model of the
DFIG and the drive train are unified in one model.

4.4. LPV Formulation of a Photovoltaic System

In contrast to the models of the SG and the WECS, the voltage at the point of
connection is already formulated in state-space description in d / q coordinates and
a derivation by differentiation of vh is not needed. vh is controlled by using a new
state v2

h, which is derived in the course of this section. Thus, only one LPV model for
the PVS is introduced. The state vector is defined as x = [v2

dc, ip,d, ip,q, vh,d, vh,q, v2
h]T ,

and the input vector as u = [Kd, Kq]
T . Starting from Eq. (3.32) for v2

dc, the LPV
model is straightforwardly formulated as:

ẋ1 =
2

Cdc
ppv −

2

Cdc
x2

vdc

2
u1 −

2

Cdc
x3

vdc

2
u2

=
2

Cdc
θ1x1 +

−2

Cdc
θ7u1 +

−2

Cdc
θ8u2,

(4.30)
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4. Modeling Power Grids by Linear Parameter-Varying Systems

where θ1 contains ppv, and indirectly variations of the solar irradiation. The LPV
descriptions of the second state x2 = ip,d, defined by Eq. (3.33), is equivalent to:

ẋ2 = −
R

L
x2 + ωx3 −

1

L
x4 +

1

2L
vdcu1

= −
R

L
x2 + ωx3 −

1

L
x4 +

1

2L
θ9u1.

(4.31)

Similarly, x3 = ip,q is described by:

ẋ3 = −
R

L
x3 − ωx2 −

1

L
x5 +

1

2L
vdcu2

= −
R

L
x3 − ωx2 −

1

L
x5 +

1

2L
θ9u2.

(4.32)

The fact that the new state x6 = v2
h does not appear in any of the state equations

(3.32)-(3.36) can lead to a zero-column in the matrix A(θ). This can violate the
controllability requirement. Therefore, v2

h − v2
h is added to the state equation of

x4 = vh,d in Eq. (3.35):

ẋ4 = ωx5 +
1

C
x2 −

N

C
ih,d + x6 − x6

= θ2x1 +
1

C
x2 + ωx5 + x6,

(4.33)

and to the state equation of x5 = vh,q in Eq. (3.36):

ẋ5 = −ωx4 +
1

C
x3 −

N

C
ih,q + x6 − x6

= θ3x1 +
1

C
x3 − ωx4 + x6.

(4.34)

To avoid the dependency of the controller performance on the quality of the voltage
angle estimation, a PLL is not used (as is typically done in classical approaches).The
PLL also controls the voltage vh,q to zero. By not using the PLL, vh consists of
both of its dq-transforms vh,d and vh,q with v2

h = v2
h,d + v2

h,q. The dynamic behavior
of the new state v2

h can be described by:

dv2
h

dt
=

dv2
h,d

dt
+

dv2
h,q

dt
. (4.35)

Using the relation dx(t)2

dt = 2xdx(t)
dt , and by multiplying the equations (3.35) by 2vh,d

and (3.36) by 2vh,q,
dv2

h,d

dt and
dv2

h,q

dt can be formulated by the equations:

2vh,dv̇h,d =
dv2

h,d

dt
= 2ωvh,qvh,d +

2

C
ip,dvh,d −

2N

C
ih,dvh,d, (4.36)

2vh,qv̇h,q =
dv2

h,q

dt
= −2ωvh,dvh,q +

2

C
ip,qvh,q −

2N

C
ih,qvh,q. (4.37)
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The resulting state-space description of v2
h is then:

dv2
h

dt
=

2

C
vh,d (ip,d − Nih,d) +

2

C
vh,q (ip,q − Nih,q) (4.38)

with the LPV formulation:

ẋ6 =
2

C
x4 (x2 − Nih,d) +

2

C
x5 (x3 − Nih,q) + x6 − x6

= θ4x1 +
2

C
θ5x4 +

2

C
θ6x5 + x6.

(4.39)

The LPV description of the PVS can now be summarized as:

ẋ =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

2
Cdc

θ1 0 0 0 0 0

0 −R
L ω − 1

L 0 0
0 −ω −R

L 0 − 1
L 0

θ2
1
C

0 0 ω 1
θ3 0 1

C −ω 0 1
θ4 0 0 2

C
θ5

2
C

θ6 1

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
︸ ︷︷ ︸

A(θ)

x +

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

−2
Cdc

θ7
−2
Cdc

θ8
1

2Lθ9 0
0 θ9

0 0
0 0
0 0

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
︸ ︷︷ ︸

B(θ)

u, (4.40)

with the parameters:

θ1 =
ppv

x1
, θ6 = (ip,q − Nih,q) ,

θ2 = −

(
N

C
ih,d + x6

)
1

x1
, θ7 = id

vdc

2
,

θ3 = −

(
N

C
ih,q + x6

)
1

x1
, θ8 = iq

vdc

2
, (4.41)

θ4 = −
x6

x1
, θ9 = vdc,

θ5 = (ip,d − Nih,d) .

Here, states appear in the parameters. The appearance of x1 in the denominators
of some parameters leads to the restriction x1 = v2

dc �= 0. This is not a limitation,
since vdc = 0 will not be reached under normal operating conditions.

The bus currents ih,d and ih,q appear directly in the parameters, establishing the
coupling to other parts of the power system. Similar to the wind speed of the
WECS, the changing solar irradiation is not assumed constant and is considered
through ppv in θ1. Thus, variations from the grid side and from solar irradiation are
contained in the model.

4.5. Discussion of the LPV Models

As already mentioned, the components and their original DAEs presented in Ch. 3
are only a selection of a variety of possible models of the same component. However,
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4. Modeling Power Grids by Linear Parameter-Varying Systems

due to similarities between the existing equations with those selected in this work
(see [63]), the presented LPV modeling technique can be applied to other dynamic
representations than those introduced in the previous chapter.

The different LPV models for the SG, the WECS, and the PVS have all parameter-
dependent state matrices A(θ). Some LPVS have parameter-dependent input ma-
trices B(θ) and some have constant input matrices B. Thus, in the subsequent
chapters, the controller synthesis is described for the general case of A(θ) and B(θ).
During the modeling procedure, other choices for the parameters were considered,
but the resulting models were not controllable. For some LPV models, the control-
lability could only be confirmed during the controller synthesis (described in the
next chapter). A systematic technique for the proof of controllability of an LPV
model for a large system with several interconnections which are mapped into the
parameters of the model, is an open task. Alternatively, a systematic procedure to
find parameter ranges with ensured controllability, is a topic for future research.

One remark has to be made concerning the parameters of the LPV-models for the
voltage control. In these models, differentiations over time of algebraic variables are
used to calculate the parameters. In simulations, the algebraic variables can change
discretely from one time-step to the next time-step during a fault. The respective
differentiations can be calculated by the division of the difference of the post-fault
and the pre-fault value by the time difference.

In contrast to the SG, the mechanical torque Tm of the WECS and the extracted
power of the PVS ppv must be assumed as varying over time. This variability
is encoded in the models by the respective parameters and their ranges and is
readily considered in the derived models. The choices for parameters of the three
systems establish the coupling to the power system through the parameters. The
interactions of grid nodes of the type SG, WECS, and PVS result in a range of
parameters. Assume the set of all parameters and their ranges can be conservatively
estimated or computed for all subsystems connected to the bus and is known with

θ[h] ∈ [θ[h], θ
[h]

] for the system h1. The operating range of the whole power system
can then be represented only by the LPV subsystems and their parameter ranges.
The introduction of the parameter sets can be understood as replacement of the grid
equations, and it enables the separate (decentralized) synthesis of the controllers
for SG, WECS and PVS.

This principle is illustrated for the example of a 9-bus system, which was described
in [5], and is shown in Fig. 4.1. The benchmark system comprises three SGs G1,
G2, and G3, three transformers T1, T2, and T3, and three loads A, B, and C. Using
the modeling procedure from this chapter, the interaction between the subsystems
is mapped into the parameters and their ranges. The 9-bus system can then be
represented by three separate LPVS, or by one large LPVS, comprising the three
subsystems and their parameters.

1The superscript of a number in square brackets represents the number of the subsystem.
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LPVS2

LPVS2

LPVS3

LPVS3

θ[1] ∈ [θ[1], θ
[1]

]

θ[2] ∈ [θ[2], θ
[2]

]

θ[3] ∈ [θ[3], θ
[3]

]

LPV System

T1

T2 T3

A B

C

Figure 4.1.: Example of a 9-bus system, leading to three LPVS with corresponding
parameter sets for the generators.
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5. Robust Controller Synthesis for

Linear Parameter-Varying

Systems

This chapter addresses the task of synthesizing local LPV state feedback controllers
for continuous-time LPVS. The control goals are robustly achieved for any parame-
ter vector θ within a parameter set θ ∈ [θ, θ] of the respective subsystem described
in the previous chapter. The synthesis aims at achieving quadratic stability for
polytopic parameter sets, in combination with objectives for the dynamic behavior
(through pole placement and H∞-design) and input constraints. Each of the ob-
jectives is formulated in terms of linear matrix inequalities (LMIs), and the LPV
controllers are synthesized by solving these LMIs. First, a reformulation of the
parameter-varying matrices into matrix polytopes is explained, a step required for
the synthesis procedure to be described subsequently. After that, the LMIs for the
realization of different control objectives, concerning the dynamic behavior of the
system, are presented, including their combination in one controller. Next, global
stability of the whole system, controlled by the decentralized LPV controllers, is
shown and implementation issues of the LPV controllers are discussed. While the
controller synthesis techniques for the quadratic stability, the pole placement, and
the H∞-design already exist since the 90s, the handling of input constraints of the
LPVS with the consideration of the state space constraints by the saturation are
new. The proof of stability of the whole LPV controlled system has been presented
by the author in [82] and will be discussed here in a more comprehensive way.

5.1. Polytopic System-Description

A matrix A(θ) is called affine if the matrix can be partitioned in matrices Ãj ∈
R

nx×nx , which depend affinely on the components θj of the parameter vector θ. A(θ)
can then be rewritten into:

A(θ) = Ã0 +
np∑

j=1

θj · Ãj. (5.1)

Assuming that the parameters change within the known bounds θj ∈ [θj, θj], A(θ)

varies within a convex hull Co
{
Ai : i = 1, ..., nv

}
of the vertices Ai ∈ Rnx×nx, which
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5. Robust Controller Synthesis for Linear Parameter-Varying Systems

correspond to the parameter bounds [6]. The number of vertices nv follows from the
possible combinations of interval bounds over the parameters, i.e., for np compo-
nents of the parameter vector θ, nv = 2np vertices exist. A(θ) can now be represented
by its polytope A:

A(θ) ∈ A :=

⎧⎨⎩
nv∑
i=1

αi · Ai :
nv∑
i=1

αi = 1, αi ≥ 0.

⎫⎬⎭ (5.2)

with the so called barycentric coordinates αi, i = [1, ..., nv ]. If the same applies
for B(θ) in (4.1), the complete LPVS (4.1) can be described as a matrix polytope.
In the subsequent sections, calligraphic letters are used for matrix polytopes, and
indexed capital letters denote their vertices (e.g., polytope A and its vertices Ai).

The LPV formulations of the systems presented in the previous chapter are all
affine. Thus, they all can be represented as matrix polytopes, if the parameter
bounds are known. In the subsequent sections, the polytopic description is used
to design LPV controllers in terms of the barycentric coordinates αi, which must
be retrieved from the parameters θj, j = [1, ..., np]. This can be done by solving a
semidefinite optimization problem by equating Eqs. (5.1) and (5.2). For fast dynam-
ical systems, this method might be too time-consuming for online computation. An
analytic description of the barycentric coordinates in dependency of θ can resolve
this problem. Methods for retrieving closed-form expressions for αi are presented
in [103] or [84] for arbitrary polytopes. These calculations are done offline, with the
result that each αi, i ∈ {1, ..., nv} is described by a nonlinear function αi = fαi

(θ)
with the parameters θ as argument. In this work, the polytopic description of ma-
trices result from the combinations of all np parameters and their ranges. Thus,
only axis aligned boxes occur as polytopes. Less conservative polytopic represen-
tations were tested but rejected, which is discussed in Ch. 5.8. This simplifies the
calculation of αi = fαi

(θ) to the following procedure.
Let the coordinates of a vertex corresponding to one αi be defined in terms of the

parameter ranges as Θi. The coordinates for an example for np = 2 and nv = 2np = 4
are:

α1 : Θ1 = [θ1, θ2], α2 : Θ2 = [θ1, θ2],

α3 : Θ3 = [θ1, θ2], α4 : Θ4 = [θ1, θ2].
(5.3)

Let complementary vertex of Θi be defined as Θ′
i. Staying with the example, the

complementary vertex of Θ1 is Θ
′

1 = [θ1, θ2]. Then, the functions to describe αi can
be formulated as follows (e.g.[72]):

αi(θ) = fαi
(θ) =

∏np

j=1 νj∏np

j=1(θj − θj)
, (5.4)

νj =

⎧⎨⎩θj − Θ
′

i(j) if Θ
′

i(j) = θj

Θ
′

i(j) − θj if Θ
′

i(j) = θj
(5.5)
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Calculations for np = 3, following the technique presented in [103], lead to the same
analytic descriptions for αi = fαi

(θ) as with the technique using Eqs. (5.4) and
(5.5).

5.2. Quadratic Stability

The LMI-based controller synthesis is based on a polytopic description of the closed-
loop system. This system is stabilized for all parameter trajectories θ ∈ [θ, θ], if
stability criteria formulated as LMIs can be satisfied for any vertex of the polytope.
Boyd et al. use in [10] the more general term polytopic linear differential inclusions
to describe the polytopic family of time-varying systems. With a state feedback
control matrix K the closed-loop system can be written as a polytope Acl with the
vertices Acl,i = Ai + BiK for i ∈ {1, ..., nv}. For the closed-loop system, quadratic
stability is guaranteed for all θ ∈ [θ, θ], if a symmetric matrix X can be found that
satisfies [10]:

[
Acl,iX + XAT

cl,i

]
< 0, X > 0 (5.6)

for any of the nv vertices of the polytope Acl. The solution of these LMI implies
the existence of the Lyapunov function V (x) = xT Px with P = X−1 for the specific
parameter set [θ, θ], and that the system state must be contained in an invariant
ellipsoid x ∈ E =

{
x | xT Px ≤ 1

}
.

Instead of using one matrix K for all vertices with index i ∈ {1, ..., nv}, the
following parts parametrize the controller based on θ (or α respectively). Assuming
an affine controller structure K(θ) and for known parameter limits θ ∈ [θ, θ], the
controller can be expressed as a polytope K as well. Several approaches in literature
in this context are based on the assumption of a constant matrix B (e.g. in [19]
and [65]). Then, Eq. (5.6) can be used again with Acl,i = Ai + BKi (see [6]). In
the case that the input matrix is parameter dependent, a filter can be introduced
to reformulate the system into one with a constant input matrix as it is done in
[19]. In this work, the parameter-dependency of B is instead handled directly in
the controller synthesis. Thus, the input matrix is formulated as B(θr), with θr

containing the parameters affecting B. For better distinction of the parameters
affecting the matrices, let A depend on θc. For different θc and θr, the controller
can either be scheduled by θc or θr. The objective of the synthesis is here to design
a controller which is robust against changes of θr and which is scheduled by θc. The
closed-loop system results to:

Acl(θc, θr) = A(θc) + B(θr)K(θc). (5.7)

If all parameter limits are known, i.e. θr ∈ [θr, θr] and θc ∈ [θc, θc], the matrices
over all parameter ranges can be referred to again by matrix polytopes A, B and
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K, leading to:

Acl =
nv∑
i=1

αiAi +
nb∑

j=1

αjBj

nv∑
i=1

αiKi (5.8)

for the closed-loop. In [12], it is shown that the convex hull of a product of two
matrix polytopes can be obtained as the convex hull of the products of the vertices of
the two matrix polytopes. The idea behind this reasoning is shown by the example
of the previous equation for

∑nb

j=1 αjBj
∑nv

i=1 αiKi. By using the property of the
barycentric coordinates with

∑nv

i=1 αi = 1, αi ≥ 0 (same for αj), it follows:

nb∑
j=1

αj

nv∑
i=1

αi =
nb∑

j=1

nv∑
i=1

αjαi = 1. (5.9)

Reorganizing the product of the two polytopes leads to:

nb∑
j=1

αjBj

nv∑
i=1

αiKi =
nb∑

j=1

nv∑
i=1

(αjαi)BjKi, (5.10)

resulting in a polytopic description according to Eq. (5.2), with the barycentric
coordinates αjαi and the vertices BjKi. Thus, the resulting vertices Acl,p of the
polytopic closed-loop matrix can also be formulated as:

Acl,p = Ai + Bj · Ki

∀ i = 1, ..., nv , j = 1, ..., nb
(5.11)

for p ∈ {1, ..., nv · nb}. In [79] and [78], this fact was used to design controllers that
are robust against parameter changes in θr. Using (5.6) (for quadratic stability) and
(5.11) and by introducing auxiliary variables Yi = KiX, the LMIs to be satisfied
for controller synthesis are [79]:

AiX + XAT
i + BjYi + Y T

i BT
j < 0, X > 0

∀ i = 1, ..., nv, j = 1, ..., nb.
(5.12)

It is stressed that the parameter vectors θr and θc may have common parameters.
The consequence is that this common parameters schedule the controller K(θc)
and at the same time the controller is robust against changes of these parameters.
However, the robustness remains and the controller is scheduled by the remaining
parameters in θc. In the case that θr = θc, with the closed-loop vertices Ai +Bj ·Ki,
the LMIs (5.12) for controller synthesis must not be built by combining Bj , j = i =
1, ..., nb = nv with all Ki, i = j = 1, ..., nv = nb. Instead, either a constant state
feedback matrix K is used or the whole closed-loop system is stabilized only at the
vertices with index i, while the system is described by Ai + Bi · Ki.

In the following, the LMIs for the presented control objectives are formulated in
terms of the vertices Acl,p of the closed-loop matrix Acl(θ).
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5.3. Quadratic D-Stability

The quadratic stability can be straightforwardly extended by pole placement con-
straints, leading to the so called Quadratic D-Stability. It allows introducing specific
dynamic behavior to the closed-loop system. First, a formal description for a pole
region is introduced.

Definition 5.1. – LMI-Region [15]: With symmetric matrices αd, βd ∈ Rm×m, a
subset D of the complex plane is defined as (with μ̄ the conjugate complex of the
pole μ):

D = {μεC : fD(μ) = αd + μβd + μ̄βT
d < 0}. (5.13)

Thus, the choices of the matrices αd and βd define the LMI-regions. Relevant
regions and the corresponding matrices will be presented in the subsequent part.

Lemma 5.1. – Quadratic D-Stability [15]: A polytopic (closed-loop) system with
a system-matrix Acl(θ) as defined in (5.2) is D-stable, i.e. the poles of the matrix
polytope are located in the LMI-region D, if there exists a symmetric matrix X > 0
such that:

M(Acl,p, X) = αd ⊗ X + βd ⊗ (Acl,pX) + βT
d ⊗ (Acl,pX)T < 0, (5.14)

for all vertices of the polytope Acl, with ⊗ being the Kronecker product.

The proof of this lemma is presented in [15]. M(Acl,p, X) is obtained by inserting
(X, Acl,pX, XAT

cl,p) in fD(μ) instead of (1, μ, μ̄). In the following, the LMIs for the
relevant LMI-regions half plane and the conic sector are presented, as depicted in
Fig. 5.1. With these regions, the velocity and damping of the controlled system
can be restricted. The half-plane is realized as an LMI region with Re(μ) < −αd,
αd ∈ R≥0 by:

2αdX + Acl,pX + XAT
cl,p < 0, X > 0. (5.15)

By moving the poles to the left along the real axis, the closed-loop system dynamics
becomes faster. To limit system velocity, the poles can be additionally constrained
by Re(μ) > −αd,1. Then, the “< 0” in (5.15) has to be changed “> 0”. The conic
sector with the angle ϕd, ϕd ∈ R between the line crossing zero and the real-axis is
realized by the following LMI:[

sin(ϕd)(Acl,pX + XAT
cl,p) cos(ϕd)(Acl,pX − XAT

cl,p)
− cos(ϕd)(Acl,pX − XAT

cl,p) sin(ϕd)(Acl,pX + XAT
cl,p)

]
< 0, XD > 0. (5.16)

Similar to the quadratic stability, the vertices Ki of the controller K(θ) are de-
termined based on the closed-loop matrix Acl,p (e.g. Acl,p = Ai + Bj · Ki as in
Eq. (5.11)). The inequalities are linearized by using the variable Yi = KiX.
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αd

ϕd

Re

Im

Figure 5.1.: The (left) half plane and conic sector combined to one LMI-region.

5.4. LMI Formulations for H∞-Design

The H∞-controller design is typically known in the context of robust control. In
this work, it is used to improve the dynamic behavior of the closed-loop system,
which is detailed in the subsequent part. The H∞-design is presented next. Let the
LPV formulation from Eq. (4.1) be extended by outputs z ∈ Rnz for specifying the
control performance and by exogenous inputs (e.g. disturbances) w ∈ R

nw , leading
to the following description:

ẋ(t) = A(θ(t))x(t) + B(θ(t))u(t) + B1(θ(t))w(t),

z(t) = C1(θ(t))x(t) + D11(θ(t))u(t) + D12(θ(t))w(t).
(5.17)

To simplify this description for H∞-design, some assumptions on the LPVS have to
be made:

Assumption 5.1. The matrices B1(θ(t)) and C1(θ(t)) are parameter independent.

Assumption 5.2. The matrices D11(θ(t)) and D12(θ(t)) are set to D11(θ(t)) = 0
and D12(θ(t)) = 0.

These assumptions are motivated by the LPV models derived in Ch. 4, where the
models do not contain any exogenous inputs. However, in Ch. 6, the H∞-constraint
for the transfer function from an additive disturbance w(t) of a state equation for
the state i ẋi to the output z = xi Gzw(s) is used for controller design (the state xi

is chosen depending on the system to be controlled). Thus, B1 and C1 are defined
to a constant value and D11 and D12 to zero. The constraint pushes the poles of
the closed-loop system to the left-hand side, increasing velocity of the controlled
system. With these assumptions and the division of the parameter vector in θr and
θc (Sec. 5.2), the LPVS for state feedback controller design writes as:

ẋ(t) = A(θc)x(t) + B(θr)u(t) + B1w(t)

z(t) = C1x(t).
(5.18)
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5.5. LPV Controller Synthesis with Input Saturation

The matrices of the LPV state feedback controlled closed-loop system are then
Bcl = B1, Ccl = C1, and Dcl = 0, and the vertices of the closed-loop matrix Acl are
as in Eq. (5.11).

Lemma 5.2. – Quadratic H∞ Performance [6]: The closed-loop transfer function
Gzw(s) is defined as the transfer function from w to z. The H∞ closed-loop perfor-
mance

∥∥∥Gzw(s)
∥∥∥

∞
< γ can be guaranteed, if a symmetric matrix X is found which

satisfies the following LMI condition:⎡⎢⎢⎣
Acl,pX + XAT

cl,p Bcl XCT
cl

BT
cl −γI DT

cl

CclX Dcl −γI

⎤⎥⎥⎦ < 0, X > 0, (5.19)

for all vertices of the closed-loop matrix Acl.

The proof of this lemma is presented in [6]. In order to compute the vertices Ki

of the controller K(θ), the closed-loop matrix Acl,p (e.g. Acl,p = Ai + Bj · Ki as in
Eq. (5.11)) must be inserted in the inequalities. The linearization of the inequalities
is realized by using the variable Yi = KiX. If no specific γ is predefined, the
controller synthesis can also be formulated in form of a semidefinite program as:

min
Ki,X

γ (5.20)

s.t. : (5.19)

5.5. LPV Controller Synthesis with Input Saturation

Motivated by the fact that (as for most applications), the control inputs of grid
components are subject to physical bounds, an LPV controller which handles input
constraints is designed in this section. Existing techniques for input-constrained
LPVS are discussed next.

One way of handling input constraints is to use anti-windup techniques, as e.g.
in [40], where an additional control loop is added to compensate the saturated
input. An alternative is to consider the constraint directly in the synthesis pro-
cedure by avoiding saturated inputs, (see in [10] for LTI systems), or by allowing
them. The latter design leads to high-gain controllers with good performance. The
key step is the integration of a saturation model into the synthesis constraints
[94]. Two straightforward results for this step are presented in [19] and [69], in
which a tangential hyperbolic function is used to approximate the saturation, or
a vector-valued deadzone function, respectively. Both concepts hide the resulting
nonlinearity (describing the saturation) in a parameter of the LPVS similarly to
the methods presented in the previous chapter. However, the introduced nonlinear
functions for the input saturation are approximative. A different option is the di-
rect polytopic modeling of saturations, bearing the advantage of being compatible
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to synthesis techniques based in polytopic descriptions: one instant is proposed in
[37] for LTI-controllers, and was further developed for LPV controllers in [13]. A
drawback is that the controller gain is not constrained in the synthesis, leading pos-
sibly to very large values. In [105], a polytopic model of the saturation is provided,
while considering the controller gain by encoding the level of saturation. However,
the gain is not constrained either, making an anti-windup technique necessary. In
[78] and [80], the latter idea is extended by introducing a parameter-dependent in-
put matrix, in which the additional parameter models the level of saturation. The
auxiliary parameter is treated as a completely independent one, while depending
on the input gain. However, the input gain in turn is not constrained in the under-
lying LMI-based synthesis technique. This assumption of a consistent match of the
parameter limits and the level of saturation is difficult to achieve in practice.

Based on this observation, the idea of an additional parameter for the level of
saturation is adapted in this thesis, and the synthesis procedure is extended by
proposing LMIs which restrict the system state to regions that comply with the
admissible set of inputs.

For the state feedback controller K(θc), input saturation can be formulated by
u = sat(K(θc)x). Let the superscripted l ∈ {1, ..., nu} index the components of u,
i.e. K l(θc) is the l-th row of the control matrix. The saturation function for the
controlled input ul with −ul

sat ≤ ul ≤ ul
sat for a given ul

sat ∈ R
>0 is then:

ul =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
ul

sat if K l(θc)x > ul
sat

K l(θc)x if − ul
sat ≤ K l(θc)x ≤ ul

sat .

−ul
sat if K l(θc)x < −ul

sat

(5.21)

To comply with the polytopic system descriptions, an auxiliary parameter θl
s is

introduced which models the level of saturation of the l-th input as proposed in
[105] and [13]:

θl
s =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
ul

sat

Kl(θc)x if K l(θc)x > ul
sat

1 if − ul
sat ≤ K l(θc)x ≤ ul

sat
−ul

sat

Kl(θc)x
if K l(θc)x < −ul

sat

(5.22)

leading to the following reformulation of the input saturation:

ul = sat(K l(θc)x) = θl
sK

l(θc)x. (5.23)

A concise matrix expression for u with an auxiliary input matrix Bs(θs), which is
obviously affine in θs, is:⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

u1

u2

...
unu

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
︸ ︷︷ ︸

u

=

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
θ1

s 0 ... 0
0 θ2

s ... 0
...

...
. . .

...
0 0 ... θnu

s

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Bs(θs)

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
K1(θc)
K2(θc)

...
Knu(θc)

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
︸ ︷︷ ︸

K(θc)

x. (5.24)
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5.5. LPV Controller Synthesis with Input Saturation

For a controlled system with constrained input, the closed-loop matrix (5.7) can
now be complemented by (5.24), leading to:

ẋ = A(θ)x + B(θ)u = A(θc)x + B(θr)sat(K(θc)x)

= A(θc) + B(θr)Bs(θs)K(θc)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Acl(θc,θr,θs)

x . (5.25)

Assume that the limits of θs are known to be θl
s ∈

[
θl

s, θ
l
s

]
=

[
θl

s, 1
]

for all

l ∈ {1, ..., nu}, where θ
l
s = 1 corresponds to the unsaturated input. With known pa-

rameter ranges, according to Eq. (5.2), Bs(θs) can be described as a matrix polytope
Bs. The matrix polytope of the closed-loop system matrix is then:

Acl =
nv∑
i=1

αiAi +
nb∑

j=1

αjBj

ns∑
k=1

αkBs,k

nv∑
i=1

αiKi. (5.26)

The vertices of the latter matrix polytope are defined by:

Acl,p = Ai + BjBs,kKi (5.27)

for all combinations of i ∈ {1, ..., nv}, j ∈ {1, ..., nb}, and k ∈ {1, ..., ns}, i.e. p is
defined on the set {1, ..., nv · nb · ns}. Again, the controller is scheduled by θc only.

Motivated by a formulation proposed in [80] for a system similar to (5.26), the
following LMIs can be used for synthesizing the matrices Ki:

AiX + XAT
i + BjBs,kYi + Y T

i BT
s,kBT

j < 0, X > 0

∀i ∈ {1, ..., nv}, j ∈ {1, ..., nb}, k ∈ {1, ..., ns},
(5.28)

with Yi := KiX. The solution of (5.28) implies that the system state must be
contained in an invariant ellipsoid x ∈ E =

{
x | xT X−1x ≤ 1

}
.

The resulting control law is parametrized by θc, and it is robust against changes
of θr and θs. However, the parameters in the set θs are treated as a fully indepen-
dent parameters without considering that the resulting state space x ∈ E might not
comply with the state space corresponding to the input constraint θl

sK
lx ≥ −ul

sat

and θl
sK

lx ≤ ul
sat. Kl is the l-th row of the controller matrix polytope. In fact,

x must be bound to a region of the state space, which is consistent to these in-
put constraints. The following result specifies additional LMIs which satisfy these
requirements, making sure that the resulting state space x ∈ E comply with the
parameter limits θl

s ∈
[
θl

s, 1
]

of the input saturation, as well. While stability results
for the case of LTI-systems with input constraints exist in literature [94], a result
for robust control of LPVS with input saturation according to (5.21) and parameter
dependent input matrix is new.

Theorem 5.1. Given an LPVS with closed-loop system matrix (5.7) and with inputs
constrained according to (5.21). The system is stabilized by K(θc) =

∑nv

i=1 αiKi
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with vertices Ki = YiX
−1, i ∈ {1, ..., nv} for any θc ∈ [θc, θc], θr ∈ [θr, θr], and

θs ∈ [θs, 1], if X and Yi exist as solution of the LMIs:

AiX + XAT
i + BjBs,kYi + Y T

i BT
s,kBT

j < 0, X > 0, (5.29)⎡⎣ X (Y l
i )T

(Y l
i ) (ul

sat

θl
s

)2

⎤⎦ ≥ 0 (5.30)

for all i ∈ {1, ..., nv}, j ∈ {1, ..., nb}, k ∈ {1, ..., ns}, and l inputs with l ∈ {1, ..., nu}.

Proof. The first LMIs (5.29) imply the existence of a Lyapunov function in the
sense of (5.6) and (5.12), i.e., if these LMIs are satified quadratic stability is guar-
anteed with the system states being contained in the invariant ellipsoid x ∈ E ={
x | xT X−1x ≤ 1

}
.

The input constraints θl
sK

lx ≥ −ul
sat and θl

sK
lx ≤ ul

sat, with 0 < θl
s ≤ 1 according

to Eq. (5.22), can be reformulated into:

max
x∈E

∥∥∥Klx
∥∥∥

2
≤

ul
sat

θl
s

. (5.31)

Now consider an additional polytopic variable Y = KX, with the l-th row denoted
by Y l. Using an alternative representation for the ellipsoid E as an image of the
unit ball with x = X

1
2 z,

∥∥∥z∥∥∥
2

≤ 1 [10, Ch. 3.7], leads to a transformation of (5.31)
to:

max
xT X−1x≤1

∥∥∥Y lX−1x
∥∥∥

2
= max∥∥∥z∥∥∥≤1

∥∥∥∥Y lX− 1
2 z

∥∥∥∥
2

≤
ul

sat

θl
s

. (5.32)

Using the largest absolute eigenvalue λmax of the argument of the Euclidean norm
together with

∥∥∥z∥∥∥
2

= 1, Eq. (5.32) is modified to:

√
λmax((X− 1

2 )T (Y l)T Y lX− 1
2 ) ≤

ul
sat

θl
s

, (5.33)

and further to:

(X− 1
2 )T (Y l)T Y lX− 1

2 ≤
(

ul
sat

θl
s

)2

(5.34)

⇔ X − (Y l)T
(

ul
sat

θl
s

)−2

Y l ≥ 0. (5.35)

The latter nonlinear matrix inequality is transformed by using the Schur comple-
ment. Furthermore, using the vertices Y l

i , i ∈ {1, ..., nv} of the polytope Y l, the
LMI constraint (5.30) follows.

Remark 5.1. A controller which avoids input saturation can be designed with the
presented technique by choosing θs = 1. The resulting controller typically has a lower
performance as its dynamics is much slower compared to one where saturation is
permitted.
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5.6. Multiobjective Design of the LPV Controller

For the synthesis of multiobjective LPV controllers, the LMIs referring to the desired
control goals from Ch. 5.2-5.5 have to be combined. If the LMIs for a selected
set of control objectives are satisfied for any of the vertices Acl,p of the polytope
Acl(θ) with the same matrix X > 0, the properties established by the constraints of
the semidefinite program (SDP) also hold for the complete polytopic space of the
parameters θ ∈ [θ, θ̄] [6]. The obtained matrix inequalities are linearized by using
the auxiliary variables Yi := KiX, leading to the following SDP:

min
Ki,X

γ (5.36)

s.t. : (5.6), (5.15), (5.16), (5.19), (5.29) and (5.30).

The solution consists of γ and the controller matrix Ki. If the semidefinite opti-
mization problem returns a feasible solution for Ki and X for any vertex Acl,p of
the matrix polytope Acl(θ), the LPV controller K(θc) stabilizes the subsystem for
any parameter in θ ∈ [θ, θ̄]. The number of LMIs for each of the sets as defined
by Eqs. (5.6), (5.15), (5.16), (5.19), and (5.29) in the SDP (5.36) is calculated by
nv · nb · ns, where one additional LMI has to be added for X > 0. Taking the three
sets of LMIs for the conic sector, the half plane, and the H∞-design as an example,
leads to the total number of LMIs of 3 · nv · nb · ns + 1, defining the size of the
SDP. The resulting sizes of the SDPs for the controller synthesis of one LPVS and
the computation times are not critical and will be mentioned exemplary in the next
chapter. Due to the modular modeling of the complete system by several LPVS, the
overall problem for the controller synthesis grows linearly with the number of the
controlled LPVS. It is stressed that the sets of LMIs in (5.15) for the half-plane (with
α = 0), in (5.16) for the conic sector (with ϕd = 90◦), in (5.19) for the H∞-design
(first row and first line of the matrix), as well as in (5.29) for the input constraints
contain the LMIs for quadratic stability, as defined by Eq. (5.6). Consequently, the
solution of each set of the respective LMIs implies quadratic stability individually.

5.7. Global Stability of the LPV controlled System

As established by the previous section, the solution of the corresponding LMIs
implies that the local LPV controller stabilizes the respective subsystem with index
h when the parameter vectors adhere to their ranges. Also, there exists a local
Lyapunov function V [h](x[h]) = x[h]T P [h]x[h] with P [h] = X [h]−1. As discussed in
Sec. 4.5 and shown in Fig. 4.1 by using the same LPVS modeling technique for all
subsystems, the complete (uncontrolled) system can be established as one modular
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Controlled
LPVS1:
V [1](x[1])

Controlled
LPVS2:
V [2](x[2])

Controlled
LPVS3:
V [3](x[3])

θ[1] ∈ [θ[1], θ
[1]

]

θ[2] ∈ [θ[2], θ
[2]

]

θ[3] ∈ [θ[3], θ
[3]

]

Controlled LPVS

T1

T2 T3

A B

C

K [1](θ[1]
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K [2](θ[2]
c ) K [3](θ[3]
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θ[1]
c , x[1]

θ[2]
c

x[2]

θ[3]
c
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u[1]

u[2] u[3]

Figure 5.2.: Example of a 9-bus system, leading to three LPVS with corresponding
parameter sets for the generators and LPV controllers.

LPVS as: ⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
ẋ[1]

ẋ[2]

...
ẋ[q]

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
︸ ︷︷ ︸

ẋ

=

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
A[1](θ[1]) 0 ... 0

0 A[2](θ[2]) ... 0
...

...
. . .

...
0 0 ... A[q](θ[q])

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
︸ ︷︷ ︸

A(θ)

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
x[1]

x[2]

...
x[q]

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
︸ ︷︷ ︸

x

(5.37)

By using the local Lyapunov functions V [h](x[h]) obtained from the local syntheses
(which is numerically not demanding when carried out in this decentralized fashion),
a Lyapunov function for the complete system can be constructed. The stability
result for the subsystem can be extended to the complete system, where the system
is partitioned into several LPV controlled subsystems as indicated in Fig. 5.2 for
the examplary 9-bus system. Here, the term global stability refers to the stability
of all subsystems and for the predefined parameter ranges. This result follows
since the same reasoning as derived in [82] holds also for the case that the set
of stabilized subsystems include subsystems with input saturation. In order to
introduce the extension of the stability result to the complete power system, the
following assumption is made:

Assumption 5.3. For a system with q generators and a grid as represented by (3.3),

assume that θ[h] ∈ [θ[h], θ
[h]

] over-approximates the set of parameters [θ
[h]
real, θ

[h]
real],

which results for generator h from the effects imposed by all nodes with ȳ∗
hk �= 0.�.
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Theorem 5.2. If, for all buses associated with generators h ∈ {1, . . . , q}, Assump-

tion 5.3 holds and the controller K [h](θ[h]) with θ[h] ∈ [θ[h], θ
[h]

] is synthesized ac-
cording to the decentralized solution of Eq. (5.36) for the LPVS, then the power
system as described in Ch. 3 is stabilized in terms of quadratic stability, as defined
in Ch. 5.2. �

Proof. The assumption 5.3 implies that θ[h] ∈ [θ[h], θ
[h]

] conservatively represents
the effects of the power system on the generator h. The coupling according to
Eq. (3.3) is thus replaced by the local robustly parametrized models (see Fig. 5.2).
If the problem (5.36) has a solution for any h, i.e. K [h](θ[h]) and X [h] > 0 exist,
then theorem 5.2 implies the existence of a local Lyapunov function V [h](x[h]) for
the generator h and thus Lyapunov stability. A global Lyapunov function for the
closed-loop system:

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
ẋ[1]

ẋ[2]

...
ẋ[q]

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
︸ ︷︷ ︸

ẋ

=

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
A

[1]
cl (θ[1]) 0 ... 0

0 A
[2]
cl (θ[2]) ... 0

...
...

. . .
...

0 0 ... A
[q]
cl (θ[q])

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Acl(θ)

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
x[1]

x[2]

...
x[q]

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
︸ ︷︷ ︸

x

(5.38)

is obtained by constructing V (x) = xT Px and P = X−1 where:

X =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
X [1] 0 ... 0

0 X [2] ... 0
...

...
. . .

...
0 0 ... X [q]

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ . (5.39)

X [h] > 0 implies X > 0 and V (x) > 0. Then, dV (x)
dt

= xT (Acl(θ)T
P+PAcl(θ))x < 0

follows from the vertex property of the polytopic description of Acl(θ) for any
θ ∈ [θ, θ]. Since all LPVS in Ch. 4 are obtained by exact transformations, the
complete power system is stabilized1.

It has to be mentioned that in the considered application of the controllers to
power systems, the steady state is usually not zero. However, the stability result
is still valid if the state x is treated as an Δx, which describes the difference be-
tween the state and the post-fault steady-state xr, assuming that there exists a
corresponding value for the parameters.

1The proof is considerably simpler as in [32], since the decoupling avoids coupling terms in the
Lyapunov functions.
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5.8. LPV Controller Computation and

Implementation

This section deals with the computation of the LPV controllers, i.e. the computation
of the parameter limits, and the implementation of the controllers.

The robustness and global stability of the described modeling and controller
approach is based on the assumption that the physical links in between the ma-
chines are modeled and conservatively mapped into their parameter intervals, i.e.

if θ[h] ∈ [θ[h], θ̄[h]]. Thus, it is necessary to find the parameter bounds [θ[h], θ
[h]

] for
the (local) controller design of subsystem h. A systematic technique to determine
the admissible parameter limits is the so called Reachability Analysis, described in
[22]. With this technique, starting from a set of initial states, the reachable sets
of states are over-approximated successively and conservatively. The same is done
for the parameters under the influence of different faults. As the controller influ-
ences the ranges, the controller design is performed iteratively. Each iteration, in
which controllers for all subsystems can be found, leads to a stable system within
the used parameter ranges. The iterations stop until the controller performance
is satisfactory and the ranges do not have to be enlarged further. Alternatively,
the ranges can be determined by simulation of the considered generators under the
influence of different faults, which is done for the simulations in the next chapter.
The first guess of the ranges can be based on standard controllers. With known
parameter ranges, the synthesis from the previous chapter is carried out offline to

find the vertices K
[h]
i , i ∈ {1, ..., n[h]

v } of the local controllers for each generator
h. As mentioned in Sec. 5.1, for the fast controller implementation, the analytic

descriptions α
[h]
i = f [h]

αi
(θ[h]) for i ∈ {1, ..., n[h]

p } have also to be calculated offline.
The calculations associated with Eqs. (5.4) and (5.5) can be implemented efficiently
using the Matlab symbolic toolbox.

After these two steps, the LPV controller of system h is applied online as follows:

1. measure or compute the momentary parameters θ
[h]
j = f

[h]
θj

(x[h], z[h], u[h]) for

j ∈ {1, ..., n[h]
p }

2. compute the barycentric coordinates α
[h]
i = f [h]

αi
(θ[h]) for i ∈ {1, ..., n[h]

v }

3. compute the momentary state feedback controller K [h](θ[h]
c ) =

∑n
[h]
v

i=1 α
[h]
i K

[h]
i

4. compute the control input u[h] = K [h](θ[h]
c )x[h] for any h ∈ {1, . . . , q}

Conservativeness of the Polytopic Description

The controller is synthesized through the solution of problem (5.36). The under-
lying LMIs originate from the polytopic description of the LPVS by combining all
parameter ranges. The potential conservativeness of the polytopic description of
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Line 1

Line 2G1

T1

Infinite
Bus

Figure 5.3.: SMIB-System.

the system as an axis aligned box is discussed next. Assuming known parameter
bounds, the vertices for the polytopic description are retrieved by combining the
upper and lower bounds with each other, as described by the example in Eq. (5.3).
Any dependencies between the parameters are not considered. However, these de-
pendencies exist and are evident, e.g. in the parameters θ1, θ2, and θ3 of the SG in

the Eqs. (4.9): θ1 = (τm−(xq−x′
d)idiq)

x1
, θ2 = iq and θ3 = id

x1
depend on the currents id

and iq, which in turn are coupled by algebraic equations. Thus, the resulting axis
aligned box is conservative and overbounds the occurring values of the parameters.

To illustrate this conservativity, the so called single-machine-infinite-bus system
(SMIB) (taken from [41]) is used. As depicted in Fig. 5.3, the SMIB consists of
an SG G1 that is connected through two parallel lines to an infinitely strong bus
(constant voltage and a constant phasor). This example was also used in [81] by
the author, where the SG is controlled by the described technique, i.e. by solving
problem (5.36). The SG is described by the LPVS (4.8) with the above mentioned
parameters as in Eqs. (4.9). The simulation scenario is a disconnection of line 2 for
several seconds. Without going into detail concerning the power system analysis, it
is only to mention that the system is stabilized by the LPV controller.

With the focus on the polytopic description, the box based on the combination
of the three parameter bounds is illustrated in blue in Fig. 5.4a. The green crosses
represent the 8 vertices used for controller design. Investigating the actual courses
of the simulated parameters printed in black, it is obvious that some spaces of the
axis aligned box a far from being reached by the real system, implying conservatism.
Having this information, the real appearing parameter trajectories can be estimated
by a smaller polytope by using the oriented hyper-rectangular hull (ORH) technique
introduced in [92]. The orientation of the ORH is determined by the singular value
decomposition (SVD). Then the smallest hyper-rectangular hull is determined that
encloses the real occurring parameters. The resulting ORH for the three parameters
of the example is illustrated by the red box in Fig. 5.4b. Using the information that
the parameter trajectories are within the red and the blue box, a tighter enclosing
polytope can be identified. This polytope is determined by the intersection of the
axis aligned box and the ORH, leading to the polytope of Fig. 5.5, where the green
crosses are the vertices of the new, tighter polytope. The vertices of the intersection
can be calculated e.g. by using the multi-parametric toolbox for Matlab [43]. A
similar procedure using SVD to find a tighter parameter set mapping is proposed
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Figure 5.4.: Polytopic representation and the real occurring courses of the parame-
ters.

in [46] and complemented by an intersection with the axis aligned box in [45]. The
polytope in Fig. 5.5 has 18 vertices, enlarging the SDP for controller synthesis by 10
vertices and thus, by 10 LMIs for each criterion. In the example the criteria for the
left and right half-plane with the LMIs (5.15), for the conic sector with the LMIs
(5.16) and for H∞ criteria with the LMIs (5.19) are used, leading to an increase
by 10 · 4 LMIs. However, due the offline controller synthesis, the increase of the
SDP is not critical. For the online implementation of the resulting controller, the
functions of the barycentric coordinates can not be calculated using the Eqs. (5.4)
and (5.5) from Ch. 5.1, due to the non-rectangular structure. To evaluate the
results with the tight polytope, the calculation of the functions for the barycentric
coordinates αi described in [103] is used. The result for the controlled system
using the new and tight polytope is, however, disappointing. The improvement
of the controller performance is marginal. Based on this experience and on the
complexity experienced with this method, the simple polytopic description as an
axis aligned box is used to validate the LPV modeling and controller synthesis in the
next chapter. Nonetheless, the (complex) method can be used in the case where the
LMIs based on the axis aligned box can not be solved. The reduced conservativeness
of the tight and more realistic polytopic description reduce the parameter space for
the SDP. It is to mention that for other applications, using the tighter polytopic
description can improve the controller performance significantly [45].

For the interested reader, references to other controller synthesis techniques with
reduced conservativity are provided: A parameter dependent Lyapunov matrix X(θ)
is introduced in [85], leading to a result which “is never more conservative than
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Figure 5.5.: Tight polytopic representation of the real occurring courses of the pa-
rameters.

quadratic stabilizability”. Furthermore, the information of the parameter velocity
θ̇ can be exploited for the controller synthesis as in [29].

5.9. Conclusions on the LPV-based Controller

Synthesis

The proposed synthesis technique establishes a decentralized control structure for
the LPVS derived in Ch. 4. For a given set of parameter ranges, an LPV controller
is synthesized, which can account for different control objectives, including input
constraints. Robustness of this controller is guaranteed and established through the
ranges of the parameters. As exemplarily shown in the previous section, techniques
exist to handle the conservativeness of the approach. The local synthesis problems
for each dynamically modeled component are of moderate size, and the overall
design effort grows linearly with the number of the controlled systems. Furthermore,
if ranges for the model parameters of any LPVS are determined conservatively,
stability of the whole controlled system can be concluded. The implementation of
the controller is realized by algebraic equations, allowing an online implementation.
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6. Simulation Results for Robust

LPV Control

In this chapter, the previously derived LPV models and the synthesized LPV con-
trollers are verified based on simulations with the original nonlinear models, as
described in Ch. 3. The power systems, their settings and fault scenarios are cho-
sen to demonstrate different aspects of the (local) LPV controller technique and its
effects on the controlled power system.

First, in Ch. 6.1, the focus is on the robust control with respect to grid faults
and changed wind speed, demonstrated for a grid consisting of SGs and a WECS.
This setting is extended by input constraints, followed by the examination of the
controller performance in Ch. 6.2. Simulation results for an LPV controlled PVS are
shown and discussed in Ch. 6.3. Finally, two settings of a power system composed
of SGs and WECS are used to demonstrate transient stability in combination with
(local) voltage control.

Assessment of the reference controllers

The local LPV controllers are compared to reference controllers in the course of
this chapter. The introduced reference controllers have controller objectives other
than the LPV controllers designed in the subsequent parts. The PSS and the AVR
are used for the SG as reference controllers (without integrating behavior), each of
the two typically designed separately. The WECS and the PVS both have inner
current control loops. With the use of these loops, the active and reactive powers
are controlled, as well as other related variables, e.g. the dc-voltage in the case
of the PVS. The basis of these two main loops is the decoupling of the d and q
quantities, in order to have single-input-single-output systems for the use of PI-
controllers. Thus, compensation and feed-forward terms are introduced (see figures
3.5, 3.6 and 3.11). In this work, however, controllers for multi-input-multi-output
systems are designed, making the need for decoupling obsolete. The systems used
for controller synthesis have the same dynamics as the original nonlinear systems
(due to analytic transformation for the LPV modeling). The description as LPVS
allows direct control of the, e.g., bus voltage, avoiding compensation terms or Taylor
linearization around one operating point (see Ch. 4). While different variables are
controlled by the reference and the LPV controllers, the common control objective
is transient stability: The system must remain stable during and after grid faults
or other changes within the grid. It is to mention that the controller parameters of
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Figure 6.1.: Structure of the modified 9-bus system.

the reference controllers may not be optimally tuned for the used fault scenarios.
However, the parameters of the reference controllers for the SG and the PVS are
taken from literature where they were used in the context of the same power systems
as used here (see [90] and [106], respectively). Only the reference controllers for the
WECS from [26] are used in the context of a different power system than it is used
in this work. The parameters of the WECS are, however, the same as they were
used for the parametrization of the reference controller.

It is stressed that the following simulations scenarios and settings of power sys-
tems are only a few of a large set of settings and scenarios tested in the course of
this work. The choices were made based on the considered control objectives.

6.1. Transient Stability of a Grid with WECSs and

SGs

For the first demonstration, the 9-bus system is used, which is taken from [5] and
served as an introducing example in Ch. 3. Because the original 9-bus system
consists only of the (classic) synchronous generators, the original setting is changed.
The first change concerns the injected power of the three generating units of the
systems: to achieve equal impact of the three units, the setting is changed such that
all three units inject similar shares of power, i.e. the three units connected at the
buses with the indices 1, 2 and 3 are initialized with the powers p1 = 0.875 p.u.,
p2 = 1 p.u., and p3 = 0.9 p.u. (on a 100 MVA base). The second change concerns
the type of units connected to the grid. Instead of the original three synchronous
generators, one DFIG-based WECS W1 is installed instead of the SG at bus 1. The
resulting LPV controlled 9-bus system has the structure as depicted in Fig. 6.1. To
examine the controller performance, a sequence of events / faults is simulated: First,
in order to show that the LPV controlled WECS is able to operate for changed wind
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conditions, after one second, the wind speed grows from 11.4m
s to 12m

s . At t = 7s,
a large fault in the form of a voltage drop by approximately 20% (for the LPV
controlled system), as described in Ch. 3.5, occurs (with gf = −3 and bf = −2).
This fault is cleared after 100ms. The last fault of the sequence occurs at t = 12s,
where the line admittance between the buses 5 and 7 is doubled for the rest of the
simulation, i.e. the entries y57, y75, y55 and y77 of the admittance matrix change.

Without showing the simulation results, the uncontrolled power system becomes
unstable, requiring stabilizing controllers. The LPV controller synthesis of the SGs
and the WECS is based on the LPV models for transient stability, i.e. on the equa-
tions (4.8) and (4.9) for the SG, and (4.23) and (4.24) for the WECS, respectively.

The control objective is the contribution of all energy sources to system damping –
this is specified by appropriate pole placement. The LMI-region chosen for the LPV
controller synthesis of the SGs is the conic sector with the angles ϕd = ±75◦, and
with ϕd = ±35◦ for the WECS, respectively. These criteria account for sufficient
damping, with a relative damping of 26%, and 82%. For power quality and stability
reasons, it is essential that oscillations are damped in a reasonable time [18]. For the
WECS, LMIs to place the poles in the right half plane with Re(μ) < −1 are used
additionally. The derived LPVS do not contain any extra disturbances. Neverthe-
less, an H∞-constraint for the transfer function from an additive disturbance of ẋ2

to the output x2 is used for the three systems. The constraint pushes the poles of
the closed-loop system to the left-hand side of the LMI-region. Thus, the controller
is synthesized by minimizing the bound γ of the H∞-criterion considering the LMIs
(5.15), (5.16), and (5.19) for the vertices of the considered matrix polytopes of the
closed-loop systems. For each of the three criteria, the number of the LMIs to solve
is 2np = 23 = 8 for the SGs and 2np = 25 = 32 for the WECS. The number of
LMIs can be summed up to 3 · 8 + 1 = 25 and 3 · 32 + 1 = 97, respectively (the
one additional LMI is the LMI X > 0). These SDPs are solved in less than 1.5s,
what is not critical. The used parameter ranges can be found in the Appendix in
Table A.1.

While the mechanical power of the SG can be assumed to be constant for transient
stability, the power extracted by the WECS Pm directly depends on the state wm.
Thus, the LPV controller of the WECS is designed to control wm to a constant value,
introducing integrating behavior for wm. The resulting controllers are different and
depend on the considered generating unit.

The controlled power system is analyzed by the courses of the angular velocities
of the two synchronous generators. In Fig. 6.2, the angular velocities of the LPV
controlled SGs (right) remain synchronous for the whole simulation sequence, having
the largest amplitude for ωLP V of G2 after the voltage drop. Furthermore, the
system is well damped and hardly oscillates. In contrast, the system controlled by
the reference controllers, indicated by the index REF in this chapter (s. Fig. 6.2,
left), begins to oscillate after the voltage drop at t = 7s. It remains stable until
the line is switched at t = 12s, causing the angular velocities to decelerate. This
behavior can also be seen in the courses of the injected active powers pREF in Fig.
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Figure 6.2.: Simulation results for angular velocities of the SGs G2 and G3 for the
reference and the LPV-controlled system. (Note the difference of the
scales of the ordinates.)
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Figure 6.3.: Simulation results of the active powers for the SGs and the WECS for
the reference and the LPV-controlled system.

6.3, where the power of the WECS W1 falls to zero, depicted in green. The LPV and
the classically controlled systems remain stable after the wind changes, but their
different control objectives become apparent in the courses of pREF and pLP V in
figures 6.3 and 6.6: The reference controller of the WECS controls the active power
to its original value (Fig. 6.3, left), while the LPV controller controls the rotor
angular velocity to its original value (Fig. 6.6, left). This may limit comparability
of the two controllers but not in terms of system stability and damping: The LPV
controlled system remains stable with well damped courses of all variables during
the whole simulation. The voltages vLP V in Fig. 6.4 (right) rise after the wind
changes, as they are not controlled in this setting. The effects of the involved AVRs
can be seen in the courses vREF of the SGs, which are controlled close to their
original values (left), until the line is switched and the system becomes unstable.
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Figure 6.4.: Simulation results for the voltages of the SGs and the WECS for the
reference and the LPV-controlled system.
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Figure 6.5.: Simulation results for the inputs of the SGs G2 and G3 for the reference
and the LPV-controlled system.

The maximal voltage drop of vLP V at t = 7s is with 0.78 p.u. significantly smaller
than for vREF with ca. 0.61 p.u.. In Fig. 6.5, the control actions of the two
controller types are compared showing that the inputs of the classically controlled
G1 and G2 have amplitudes of less than 15 p.u. and the amplitudes of vf,LP V

are significantly higher with maximum 42 p.u.. The fast dynamics of the LPV
controllers are one reason for their good performance. Both controller types exceed
the maximum allowed inputs of of approximately usat = ±10p.u.. Consequently,
the inputs should be constrained, which will be in the focus of the next section. The
inputs of the WECS for both controller types are moderate and are shown only for
the LPV controlled system in Fig. 6.6 (right).

For the sake of completeness, the courses of two parameters θ2 of G2 and θ1 of W1

are shown exemplarily in Fig. 6.7. The dashed lines represent the ranges which were
used for controller synthesis. Both parameters remain within their ranges (as all
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Figure 6.6.: Simulation results for the rotor angular velocity and the inputs of the
WECS W1 for the LPV-controlled system.
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Figure 6.7.: Two exemplary parameter courses of the SG G2 and the WECS W1 of
the LPV-controlled system.

parameters during the simulation), implying stability of the whole power system. It
can also be observed that both parameters react differently on the events during the
simulation. While θ2 of G2 changes with every event significantly, θ1 of W1 reacts
only on the changes of the wind speed. All in all, the LPV controlled system is robust
against changes of the wind and against changes within the grid, introducing good
damping by the SG and the WECS.

6.2. Transient Stability with Extension to Input

Constraints

In the latter simulation studies, the inputs of the SGs have very high values and
must be constrained. In this section, the power system setting and the simulation
scenario from the previous section are adopted. Only the LPV controllers of the
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SGs are complemented by the synthesis with input constraints by solving the SDP
consisting of the LMIs (5.29) and (5.30) from theorem 5.1. The auxiliary parameters
θs,i for the input constraints of the two SGs are chosen to have the range θs ∈ [0.01 1].
The complete set of parameter ranges can be found in the Appendix in Table A.2.
As the input variations for the WECS are uncritical for the considered scenarios,
the LPV controller is designed for the same LMI-region as in the previous section.
As depicted in Fig. 6.8, the LPV controlled system remains stable and the original
values of ωP LV are reached again in less than one second. The maximum amplitude
of the angular velocities is now 0.0002 and is more than doubled compared to the
LPV-controlled case without input constraints in Fig. 6.2. However, the remaining
courses of the active powers and the bus voltages change only marginally, so that
the results are not illustrated here. The controller is still much faster than the
system controlled by the reference controllers without any input constraints. The
resulting courses of vf,LP V are depicted in Fig. 6.9 (left). It is obvious that only
the input of the generator G2, in blue, saturates with the constraint usat = ±10,
implying that the LPV controllers of the SGs are less aggressive than in the previous
section. The saturation of the input for G2 becomes apparent in the course of the
respective auxiliary parameter θs in Fig. 6.9 (right): When the input saturates,
the parameter differs from the value 1. The value for θs of G3, depicted in red, is
always 1, meaning that this input never saturates during the simulation. As long as
θs remains within the parameter ranges θs ∈ [0.01 1], system stability is guaranteed.

6.3. Transient and Voltage Stability by a

Photovoltaic System

In order to verify the LPV model and controller for the PVS, a small instance of
a grid is introduced, adopted from [106]. As mentioned in Ch. 3, the electromag-
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Figure 6.8.: Simulation results for angular velocities of the SGs G2 and G3 for the
LPV-controlled system with input constraints.
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Figure 6.9.: Inputs of the SGs G2 and G3 and the respective parameters θs of the
LPV-controlled system with input constraints.

netic dynamics of a grid has to be kept and modeled by differential equations. The
used power system is depicted in Fig. 6.10 and consists of a transformer T1, two
transmission lines with the inductances L1 and L2, and the resistances R1 and R2.
The transformer T1 steps the nominal PVS voltage (480V) up to the nominal dis-
tribution network voltage (6.6kV). The transformer is reduced to the voltage ratio
N = 6.6kV/480V = 13.75 and its leakage inductance and resistance are included in
the line inductance L1 and the resistance R1. Furthermore, the load is a resistive-
inductive load (Rl and Ll) in parallel to a power factor capacity Cl. The PVS is
modeled as described in Ch. 3, where the bus voltage v1 is the equivalent of the bus
voltage vh and the voltage v2 is the infinite bus (with a constant voltage and phasor,
representing an infinitely strong grid). As the grid system is not modeled by the
algebraic equations, the system equations are introduced briefly. All equations are
derived based on the Kirchhoff’s Laws and are dq-transformed. The resulting states
are the currents of the two lines i1,d, i1,q, i2,d, and i2,q, and the currents and voltages
of the load il,d, il,q, vl,d, and vl,q. The dynamics of the described components can

Load

T1

PVS
Infinite
Bus

v1

vl

v2i1 i2

il

ClL1 L2

Ll

R1 R2

Rl

Figure 6.10.: Three-phase PVS coupled to a distribution network through a trans-
former, shown as single-line schematic diagram [96].
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be modeled by the equations:
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The grid frequency is assumed to be constant with ω = 2π60s−1. The infinite bus
is defined by v2 = 1 and ϕ2 = 0. The DC interface of the PVS consists of a PV
array with 176 PV strings in parallel, and 1500 PV cells per string in series [106].
The initial power injected by the PVS is then p1 = 0.93 p.u. on a 1.4 MVA power
base. The parameters of the system from [106] have to be transformed in p.u.. The
respective base units are listed in Table A.3 in the Appendix, and the resulting
parameters in p.u. in Table A.4.

To demonstrate the controller performance, the system is subject to a rise of solar
irradiation by 10% at t = 0.01s, and at t = 0.2s, the transmission line 2 is changed
permanently, i.e. R2 and L2 are multiplied by the factor 10. The whole simulation
takes 0.4s. The system can only be run with controllers, and in subsequent parts
the LPV controller is contrasted by the reference controller taken from [106], i.e.
the PLL, the current, and the DC-voltage controllers as described in Sec. 3.4.

The LPV controller is designed based on the derived LPV model from Ch. 4.4.
The control objectives are the control of the voltage vdc, in order to influence the
power generated by the PV array, and the voltage at the point of connection v1.
Thus, integrating behavior is introduced by the LPV state feedback controller for
these two variables. The poles of the closed loop system are placed within −9000 <
Re(μ) < −200 and the conic sector is defined by ϕd = ±30◦, introducing a relative
damping of approximately 87%. The H∞-constraint for the transfer functions from
additive disturbances of ẋ1 and ẋ6 to the outputs x1 and x6 is used to push the poles
to the left side within the LMI-region. Thus, the SDP for LPV controller synthesis
is defined by the LMIs (5.15) (for the left and right half-plane), (5.16), and (5.19).
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The LPVS of the PVS has a relatively large number of parameters: The system
matrix has 6 parameters and the input matrix 3, leading to the number of vertices
of nv = 26 = 64 and nb = 23 = 8. Thus, the resulting problem with the 4 criteria,
has the number of 4 ·nv ·nb +1 = 4 ·64 ·8+1 = 2049 LMIs. The computation time is
then approximately 30s. However, due to the fact that the controller is synthesized
offline, the computation time is not a problem. The parameter ranges used for the
controller synthesis can be found in the Appendix in Table A.5. Parts of the results
in this section were published in [96].

Both controllers stabilize the system for the whole simulation scenario. After
the solar irradiation rises, the LPV and the reference controller regulate vdc to its
original value as depicted in Fig. 6.11 (left), where the LPV-controlled vdc shows a
greater (but still moderate) amplitude (in blue) but no oscillations. Furthermore,
after the change within the grid at t = 0.2s, the LPV-controlled vdc does not
oscillate and has an overall better performance than the system with the reference
controller. What is more important considering the whole power system behavior,
is that the resulting injected active power p1 (right) shows a smaller overshoot
and less oscillations for the LPV-controlled case. The voltage v1 at the bus of
connection in Fig. 6.12 (left) shows a large amplitude of around 1.14 for the reference
controller. This is an overshoot of approximately 11%, which may violate grid code
requirements with typical values of ca. ±10% around one operating point for the
bus voltages at the point of connection of renewables (depending on the country).
The LPV-controlled system, in contrast, has only half of that overshoot in v1. After
the second line is switched, the different control goals become evident in Fig. 6.12
(right): The LPV controller achieves steady-state accuracy for the voltage v1, while
the reference controller controls the reactive power q1 of the PVS to the pre-fault
value. The oscillations are apparent in the courses of the inputs of the reference
controller in Fig. 6.13, as well. The amplitude of Kd,REF is twice as high as that of
Kd,LP V , showing the direct connection between vdc,REF and Kd,REF , which stems
from the decoupling of the d- and q-coordinates in the underlying controller design
of the reference controller described in Sec. 3.4. Thus, considering the overall results
for v1 , p1, and q1 after the grid fault, the LPV-controlled system shows better results
than the reference controller. Especially the amplitudes of the two grid variables v1

and p1 are lower and the courses are better damped than for the system controlled
by the reference controllers, showing a more grid-friendly behavior.

For the sake of completeness, the courses of θ1 and θ4, as defined in Eqs. (4.41) are
shown exemplary in Fig. 6.14. The robustness against the rise of the solar irradiation
is encoded in θ1 and it can be observed that the parameter ranges (dashed lines) are
not violated. The course of θ4 shows reactions to all events during the simulation,
where all limits are met, implying robustness against grid changes.
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Figure 6.11.: Simulation results for dc-voltage and the active powers of the PVS for
the reference and the LPV-controlled system.
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Figure 6.12.: Simulation results for bus voltage and the reactive powers of the PVS
for the reference and the LPV-controlled system.
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Figure 6.13.: Simulation results for system inputs of the PVS for the reference and
the LPV-controlled system.
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Figure 6.14.: Simulation results for the parameters θ1 and θ4 of the PVS for the
LPV-controlled system.

6.4. Voltage and Transient Stability by WECSs and

SGs

The LPV controller objectives are now extended to the control of the voltage at
the bus of connection, described by vh in Ch. 3. The focus is on the impact of the
voltage controller on the whole grid. Input constraints are not necessary for the
considered scenario. To simulate the controllers for the SG and the WECS, two
variants of the 9-bus system are used: In the first variant, G1 and G2 are SGs and
G3 is replaced by the WECS W3. In the second variant of the benchmark system, all
three generators are SGs. While the control of G3 and W3, respectively, addresses
voltage control of v3 at bus 3 and transient stability, the control of G1 and G2 aims
at control of transient stability, only. The rotor angle velocity ωm of the WECS
remains a controlled variable with integrating behavior for ωm. Parts of the results
of this section were published in [83].

Voltage Control by the WECS

The simulation scenario is as follows: starting from steady-state, the wind speed is
changed from vw = 11.4m

s to vw = 12m
s at t = 1 s, and the line admittance between

the buses 5 and 7 is doubled at t = 10 s, simulating a small gust and a permanent
change of the grid, respectively.

Similar to the results in Sec. 6.1, this system needs a controller to remain stable
for the considered scenario. Again, the LPV controller is compared to the reference
controllers for the SGs and the WECS. To achieve good relative damping of the
system (more than 26%) and fast dynamics for the close-loop system, the LPV
controllers are designed such that the poles of the closed loop systems are placed in

the LMI regions −100 < Re(μ[1]) < 0 and ϕ
[1]
d = 75◦ for G1, −150 < Re(μ[2]) < 0

and ϕ
[2]
d = 75◦ for G2, and −7 < Re(μ[3]) < −1.5 and ϕ

[3]
d = 15◦ for W3. The
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Figure 6.15.: Simulation results for angular velocities of the SGs G2 and G3 for the
reference and the LPV-controlled system.
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Figure 6.16.: Simulation results for the voltages of the SGs and the WECS for the
reference and the LPV-controlled system.

H∞-constraints for the SG and the WECS are implemented with the same transfer
functions as in Ch. 6.1. The used parameter ranges are provided in the Appendix
in Table A.6.

As it is shown in Fig. 6.15, both controllers manage to stabilize the system after
the wind is changed and the SGs remain synchronous, while the amplitudes of ω of
the LPV-controlled system are five times lower. At the same time, the bus voltage
of W3 recovers, showing steady-state accuracy for both controllers for the changed
wind, depicted in Fig. 6.16. When the operating point is changed at t = 10 s,
the SGs with the reference controllers do not remain synchronous any more and the
system becomes unstable. The voltage of W3 rises until the simulation stops. For the
LPV-controlled case, the system remains stable and the bus voltage of W3 regains
its steady state. Thus, the LPV-controlled system remains stable during the whole
simulation. Without showing the results, the steady-state accuracy of the LPV
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Figure 6.17.: Simulation results for angular velocities of the SGs G1, G2 and G3 for
the reference and the LPV-controlled system.

controller for ωm is kept. Overall, the system reacts robustly to changes of the wind
and the grid, while quickly damping down the electromechanical oscillations and
controlling v3 of W3. It can also be observed that the dynamics in response to the
grid-changes are much faster than the dynamics caused by the wind.

One comment is made on the voltages of G1 and G2 in Fig. 6.16: In the LPV-
controlled system, these SGs have no voltage controllers, and thus their values
deviate from their original values after the wind is changed. The voltage control of
the bus voltage of an SG by an LPV controller will be discussed next.

Voltage Control by the SG

The following scenario is used to show transient stability and voltage control for
the SG G3: At t = 1 s, the line admittance between the buses 5 and 7 is doubled
and remains in this condition, changing the grid permanently. The LPV controllers
are designed such that the poles of the closed loop systems are placed in the LMI

regions −20 < Re(μ[1]) < 0 and ϕ
[1]
d = 65◦ for G1, −7 < Re(μ[2]) < 0 and ϕ

[2]
d = 65◦

for G2, and −8 < Re(μ[3]) < −2 and ϕ
[3]
d = 55◦ for G3. Consequently, a relative

damping of more than 42% is introduced for all closed-loop systems. The transfer
functions for the H∞-constraints for the SG are chosen as in Ch. 6.1, and the used
parameter ranges can be found in the Appendix in Table A.7.

This time the SGs remain synchronous with the LPV and the reference controllers.
The simulation results for the LPV-controlled system in Fig. 6.17 (right) show that
the values of ωLP V are recovered and that the oscillations vanish within 1s. The
bus voltage vLP V of G3 recovers its initial value, see Fig. 6.18 (right). In contrast,
ωREF is not controlled to steady-state. In the standard control strategy of an SG,
the original rotational velocity is recovered by droop control, which is not modeled
in this work. The maximum amplitude of ωLP V is half of the amplitude obtained
with the reference controller. Even though the values for ωREF change their speeds,
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Figure 6.18.: Simulation results for the voltages of the SGs G1, G2 and G3 for the
reference and the LPV-controlled system.

the SGs remain synchronous. However, the voltage of the three SGs move into
steady-state in Fig. 6.18, but without regaining the pre-fault values of any voltage.
All in all, the LPV-controlled system recovers the steady-states for ωLP V and good
damping is introduced, together with robustness against changes within the grid
and steady-state accurate control of the voltage of G3.

6.5. Discussion on the LPV-controlled System

In this chapter, the proposed decentralized control structure for power systems is
established and validated. The DAE-model of the power system is partitioned into
subsystem, each modeled as an LPVS. The coupling between the systems is mapped
into the parameters of the LPVS and their ranges, allowing to synthesize the LPV
controllers for the generating units separately. The local synthesis problems are of
moderate size, and in addition the overall design effort grows moderately with the
size of the power system. It is demonstrated that the presented LPV controllers i)
stabilize the grid after grid faults and introduce good damping of oscillations and
ii) are robust against permanent grid changes. In the case of the WECS and the
PVS, it is also shown that normal operation, i.e. changes of wind speed and solar
irradiation, can be handled as well. Robustness against the considered fluctuations
of the operating conditions is ensured by the choice of large parameter ranges.

It is also shown that steady-state accuracy for the control of the bus voltage of
one module can be realized by the LPV controller. In the previous section, only one
of the three generating units is simulated with an LPV controller for the voltage
control. It is also possible to include two units with voltage control into the 9-bus
system. However, it is not feasible to control all units with the introduced LPV
controller for the voltage with a steady-state error of zero (it is stressed that the
AVR of the used reference controller has no integrating behavior and thus accepts
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a steady-state error for the bus voltages of the SGs, s. Fig. 6.18, left). As it can
be observed in Fig. 6.18, the bus voltage of G3 is controlled to its original value by
the LPV controller for the considered scenario. At the same time, the voltage of
G1 sinks by the same amount. The underlying idea is that the sum of all reactive
powers in one power system must be in balance, affecting the voltages. However,
it is not necessary to control all voltages exactly and it is satisfactory to keep the
voltages around their original values. These and other parameters are typically
specified in grid codes and for the voltages, in most grid codes, a band of e.g. ±10%
around the nominal value is sufficient for the WECS or the PVS at the point of
connection [95]. Furthermore, the local LPV controllers can only control the voltage
at their bus of connection. Control of one distant bus voltage (e.g. at the bus of
a large load with a predefined voltage) within the grid can not be realized by the
introduced decentralized technique.

Thus, a centralized controller which can control some bus voltages to predefined
values and, at the same time, the other voltages within a certain level is one possible
solution. Introducing a source for reactive power (e.g. in form of FACTS) can, of
course, also solve the problem of unbalanced reactive powers, but is omitted due
to the objective of this work to use the existent generating units, only. In the next
chapter, a centralized controller for the voltage control of a grid is introduced, while
the underlying units are controlled by LPV controllers. These LPV controllers en-
sure stability after faults and get their reference values by the centralized controller,
ensuring stable operation of a grid in terms of transient and voltage stability.
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7. Model Predictive Control for the

LPV-Controlled System

In the previous part, Synthesis of Local Robust Controllers, a control approach was
presented, in which the system was decomposed and their dynamically modeled
components were controlled by the LPV technique. The coupling was realized
through the parameter ranges leading to an LPV representation of the complete
system. Robustness against grid fault and exogenous effects was shown and proof
of stability of the whole grid was presented, based on the assumption that the
parameter ranges are not violated. Bus voltage control for some generating units
could also be realized by this strategy. However, it was not possible to control the
bus voltages of all generation units with a steady-state error of zero at the same time
consistently. One explanation is that the capability of the grid to restore all voltages
at the same time is insufficient for the demonstrated grid faults, due to the lack of
reactive power. In fact, the effect of insufficient reactive power supply within a grid
is one of the most common causes for voltage instability [31]. Typically, it is not
required to control all voltages to predefined values with a steady-state error of zero,
but to keep them within limits as defined by the grid code [95]. Grid codes define
boundaries for relevant variables within which the WECS and the PVS have to stay
connected to the grid. This allows deviations from the pre-faults values, but within
required ranges to ensure grid stability. However, to meet consumer demands, for
some buses a more accurate voltage control may be required. In particular, the
control of the voltage at a distant bus can in general not be realized by the local
LPV controller. In classical grid operation, centralized controller approaches exist to
achieve the balance of powers, e.g. the so-called Automatic Generation Controllers
for the frequency (LTI controller of the type PI), by which the injected active powers
are changed such that a balance is reached [63]. A centralized approach may also
solve the problem of voltage control for all desired buses within one grid. These
(global) effects are typically connected to dynamics with larger time constants than
the effects relevant for transient stability.

In this chapter, a controller strategy is developed, in which the robust local LPV
controllers are coordinated by a centralized controller, while ensuring stability of the
whole system. The controller type of choice is a model predictive controller (MPC).
The underlying controlled system is described by DAEs. While the local LPV
controllers are used for stabilizing the system after grid faults (for fast transients),
the global MPC controls variables on a coarser timescale. The objective to control
certain variables with high accuracy, while keeping other variables only within pre-
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defined ranges, can be realized by the MPC. At the same time, physical limits of the
system are considered. The control input is computed by solving an optimization
problem, minimizing a cost function which depends on the inputs and the predicted
controlled variables. The optimization is repeated at each (discrete) time-step with
system data measured for the current point of time. One important requirement for
the coordinating controller is its online applicability. The MPC approach has been
used for decades in industry, and fast and effective solvers have been developed such
that it can be used for complicated and large systems such as power systems [48].
Several results exist in which the MPC is used to control power systems.

7.1. Literature Review of MPC

In order to categorize the large variety of existing results for literature review,
several aspects should be considered. From the point of view of application to
power systems, one possible categorization is motivated by approaches in which an
MPC coordinates several underlying dynamically modeled and (locally) controlled
components. These components, together with the grid equations, are typically
modeled by DAEs. This leads to the second classification of the literature review
which is motivated by the underlying model comprising DAEs. A few results for
the model predictive control of DAEs exist. Regarding the Part II of this work, in
which local LPV controllers for the dynamically modeled components are designed,
the third category for the literature review is motivated by the description of the
local system as LPVS. Thus, results introducing MPC for LPVS are relevant, i.e.
MPC approaches for (polytopic) LPVS.

MPC for LPVS

As discussed in chapter 4, a requirement for the polytopic description of the LPV
subsystems used in this work is the knowledge of parameter ranges. A common
property of the existing MPC approaches for such LPVS is their robust design
against changes of the (unknown) parameters withing these ranges. For example,
the cost function in [9] is minimized over the complete parameter ranges. In [109]
and [54], similar optimization problems are reformulated in terms of an LMI prob-
lem, in which at each step a state feedback controller is computed. While being
robust against unknown changes of the parameters, the min-max problem is compu-
tationally expensive and the resulting controllers conservative. For the large systems
considered in this work, the applicability and computability of the mentioned ap-
proaches is questionable. In this work, the beneficial property of the LPVS is the
existence of algebraic equations describing the parameters. Together with the ana-
lytic equations for the LPV controllers, a prediction for the closed-loop LPVS can
be used for the MPC framework. Thus, MPC controllers for differential algebraic
systems appear to be more relevant in the context of this work. The review also
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covers MPC approaches for power systems, which are typically modeled by DAEs.

MPC for DAE-Systems

In [27], a nonlinear model predictive controller (NMPC) approach for index-one
DAE systems is presented. The term nonlinear indicates that the prediction is cal-
culated by using an original nonlinear model of the system. The control objective
is formulated in terms of the states, only. To avoid infinite horizons, two similar
concepts are presented for the proof of stability: the quasi-infinite horizon and the
dual-mode NMPC. Both approaches avoid infinite horizons by using a terminal re-
gion, leading to stability of the system and tractability of the optimization problem.
This is done by introducing a state feedback controller which stabilizes the system
within this region. In the case of NMPC with quasi-infinite horizon, this region is
included in the optimization problem in form of a constraint. NMPC with a dual-
mode approach switches to a terminal state feedback controller when the terminal
region is reached. In both cases, the terminal state feedback controller is found
based on a linearization of the system around one operating point, leading to a
small terminal region. Constraints for the algebraic variables or their control are
not included in the approaches and are named for future research by the authors.
This is a large drawback considering the control objectives for power systems, in
which relevant variables are modeled as algebraic variables (e.g. the voltage). A
quasi-infinite horizon approach is adopted in [91] and extended to smoothness con-
dition for the input. This is motivated by the nature of algebraic equations: a
discrete change of the input may cause an impulse in the courses of the states.
The impulses are avoided by using linear equality constraints for the inputs in the
optimization problem. Control of algebraic variables is not presented, as well.

MPC in the Context of Power Systems

Other results for MPC of systems formulated by index-one DAEs are motivated by
the application to (global or supervisory) control of power systems. As mentioned
before, typical control objectives for global controllers are voltage and frequency
stability, typically achieved by reactive power and active power balance, respec-
tively. In [68], and further detailed in [67], MPC is used as a supervisory controller
for a power system. Only SGs are integrated in the considered system and the
DAEs are similar to those in Ch. 3. Thus, the underlying equations are of the
type of index-one DAEs, and the objective is to control the algebraically modeled
voltage. The centralized MPC computes the reference values for the underlying
standard controllers PSS, AVR, and the governor of the SG. The prediction model
is a discrete-time linearized model. Other types of components than SG, with faster
dynamics such as WECS, are not considered, due to the use of only one large sam-
pling time for the discretization. Furthermore, stability of the MPC approach is not
shown in that paper and remains an open question. Similarly, an MPC approach
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for the control of the voltages is introduced in [3] and [4]. The considered power
system comprises AVR-controlled SGs, only. Stability of the controller approaches
is not discussed. In contrast to the previous results, the MPC approach presented
in [31] considers stability. The cost function comprises a terminal region defined
in terms of algebraic variables, called safety set by the authors. The assumption
behind this procedure is that the system remains stable if a specific region defined
by algebraic variables is reached, e.g. a band of ±5% of the controlled bus voltages
around their desired steady-state values. The authors call it a “pseudo-stability”
condition, because the stability of the system within the safety set is not proven
and a method to determine the safety set is not provided.

Alternatively to using one centralized approach, the power system can be decom-
posed into smaller subsystems, as done in [49] within a distributed MPC approach.
The underlying power system is modeled by DAEs and only AVR-controlled SGs
are considered as energy sources. The coupling between subsystems is realized by
voltage phasors of the coupling buses. The MPC for each subsystem only needs the
data of the respective (local) system, with the advantage of reduced optimization
problems, but without discussing the stability of the approach. In [101] and in [55],
distributed MPC approaches are used for frequency control of a power system. Sim-
ilarly to the previous approach, the system is decomposed into subsystems. Proof
of stability of the approach is declared as open task for future research, while in
[101] stability is introduced by including terminal costs in the optimization prob-
lem. For both results, the underlying power system is modeled very simplified by
using lumped SG models, i.e. detailed DAE-systems for system description are not
used. Furthermore, control objectives are defined in terms of states, only. Thus,
the application to more complicated systems with diverse energy sources, and the
possibility to control algebraically modeled variables is questionable. A coordinat-
ing control of two different energy sources - the SG and the WECS - is realized in
[100]. To control the grid frequency, the inertia of the SG as well as the inertia of
the WECS are used and coordinated by an MPC. The WECS and the SG are mod-
eled by their mechanical parts only, and the interconnections of the components are
realized through power flows. The authors compare a centralized and a distributed
MPC approach with each other. Stability is guaranteed by using terminal costs in
the cost function of the MPC. Both approaches show good performance, and the
frequency recovers fast. However, only slow (mechanical) dynamics are modeled. As
only states are controlled by this method, the extension to the control of algebraic
variables is not discussed.

Except of the last result, each of the reviewed publications consider only the SG
for the voltage and frequency control, respectively. Furthermore, all coordinating
controllers assume existing controllers on the lower level, which are synthesized and
treated completely indepedently from the controller on the higher level. Except
of [91], possible impulses (within the original system) caused by the MPC are not
considered. The major drawback is, however, the lack of proof of stability of the
approaches that control algebraic variables.
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Contribution

In this chapter, an MPC approach is presented that coordinates the dynamically
modeled components and their LPV controllers with the objective to control pre-
defined algebraic variables. The decentralized LPV controller approach derived in
the previous chapters is utilized in order to proof stability of the MPC. The impulses
caused by the controller actions are handled by the use of an adaptive sampling time:
One small sampling time is used to account for the fast dynamics of the system in the
first period after the controller action. The main control objectives are realized by
using (long term) predictions based on a large sampling time. With this controller
structure, algebraic variables and states can be controlled and constraints for any
variable can be realized. The computation times of the optimization problem of
the MPC, which will be discussed in Ch. 8, allow an online implementation. Due
to the general formulations for the controlled system, the controller approach is
applicable to many dynamically modeled systems and to power systems with diverse
components with different dynamics.

The controller structure which will be derived in detail in the subsequent parts
is schematically shown in Fig. 7.1 and is outlined next. While the use of the MPC
is motivated by the global control of the voltage, other algebraic variables z and
states x can be controlled, too. Thus, the controlled variable is generally defined
by the system output y ⊆ {x1, ..., xnx , z1, ..., znz }. In order to control y to the
reference values rk, the optimal control input u∗

k (input of the system) is calculated
by solving an optimization problem at each (discrete) time step. In this chapter,
the superscript k indicates a discrete-time variable at time k and bold variables
represent a vector, comprising predictions of the respective variable for a horizon
H starting at time k. The cost function to be minimized contains the control
objective and depends on the predicted values of the controlled variable yk, which
in turn depend on the respective control inputs uk. For an online implementation
of the approach for a large nonlinear system like a power system, the continuous-
time nonlinear system (including the LPV controllers) is linearized and discretized
around the actual operating point. The prediction is based on this model, which also
adapts to exogenous inputs w1, e.g. changed system parameters such as (known /
planned) line switches or changed wind speed. The optimal control input u∗

k at time
k is applied to the system, and at the next discrete time-step the whole procedure
is repeated. As already mentioned, the control objectives for y are realized on a
large timescale with several seconds to minutes, while impulses caused by controller
actions are handled with a small sampling time. This allows the implementation
of constraints on variables on a higher resolution. The prediction of the MPC with
adapted sampling time is detailed in Ch. 7.4. In this work, the control inputs of
the system for the MPC will be the reference values for the subordinated LPVS
and their LPV controllers. With the application to power systems, these inputs

1
w will not be explicitly mentioned in the equations in the subsequent parts and is considered
as part of the functions describing the DAEs.
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discrete-time continuous-time

K [h](θ[h]
c )

LPVSh

Δx[h] u
[h]
LP V

h ∈ {1, . . . , q}

Linearization
Discretization

Prediction

Optimization LPV Controlled
Global System

MPCrk

xk,zk,wk

u∗
k

uk yk

[x,z,w]

Figure 7.1.: Structure of the two layer control, with the matrix of predicted control
inputs uk, the matrix of predicted controlled variables yk, and the
matrix of the desired reference values rk. The vectors of the states,
the algebraic variables, the exogenous inputs, and the optimal control
inputs at time k are defined by xk, zk, wk, and u∗

k.

may also be the mechanical torques of the SGs, or the injected active and reactive
powers at a bus, if power sources are available (e.g. FACTS).

The chapter is structured as follows. First, the derivation of the LPV-controlled
system through linearization and discretization is described. After that, the opti-
mization problem for the MPC is formulated, including a proof of stability. For
the efficient implementation of the optimization problem, the cost function is for-
mulated as a quadratic function in matrix notation. Lastly, with the objective to
handle the different timescales of power systems, together with constraints for dif-
ferent variables, the MPC technique is extended by a second sampling time. To
simplify the understanding, the control variable u, in this chapter, is used for the
MPC output only. The output of the LPV controller is indexed with LPV to uLP V .
Simulation results for an instance of a power system will be presented in Ch. 8 for
the control of the bus voltages.

7.2. Prediction Model

For the model-based prediction, a model of the LPV-controlled power system is
required. The classical first-order DAEs as described in Ch. 3:

ẋ(t) = f(x(t), z(t), u(t)), (7.1)

0 = g(x(t), z(t), u(t)), (7.2)

y(t) = h(x(t), z(t), u(t)), (7.3)

have to be complemented by the equations of the LPV-controllers of any subsystem
h ∈ {1, . . . , q}. The analytic description of the controllers was discussed in Ch. 5.8.
The algebraic equations of the parameters θ[h], the resulting barycentric coordinates
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α[h], the state feedback matrices K [h](θ[h]), and the inputs u
[h]
LP V can now be reused

from this chapter. The algebraic equations 0 = g(x(t), z(t), u(t)) are then extended
by the following algebraic equations:

0 = −θ
[h]
j + f

[h]
θj

(x[h], z[h], u[h]) for j ∈ {1, ..., n[h]
p }, (7.4)

0 = −α
[h]
i + f [h]

αi
(θ[h]) for i ∈ {1, ..., n[h]

v }, (7.5)

0 = −K [h](θ[h]
c ) +

n
[h]
v∑

i=1

α
[h]
i K

[h]
i , (7.6)

0 = −u
[h]
LP V + K [h](θ[h]

c )Δx[h]. (7.7)

The expression Δx[h] is defined by Δx[h] = x[h] − x[h]
r , with the steady-state xr of

x. As already mention in Ch. 5, this formulation is motivated by the fact that the
states of the LPV-controlled systems mostly do not have zero as their equilibrium.

If an input saturation is present as described in Ch. 5.5, then the saturation of
the input has to be represented by a continuous function, allowing a differentiation
of the function. Thus, an estimation of the hybrid function of the saturation of
the input as in Eq. (5.21) and of the corresponding parameter as in Eq. (5.22) is
required. In [19], the use of the hyperbolic tangent function is proposed for the
estimation of the saturation. The saturated input for the system h is formulated
as:

u
[h]
LP V,sat = u

[h]
sat tanh(u

[h]
LP V /u

[h]
sat), (7.8)

and is added to the algebraic equations of the system. For a system with several
inputs, each input is handled similarly. An exemplary course is depicted in Fig. 7.2,
in which the real course of a saturated input uLP V,real is compared to the estimated
course uLP V,sat. It can be observed that at a value close to usat, the tanh-function
underestimates the real value of the input by more than 20%, and the function
almost saturates only at 2 · usat. Due to the fast dynamics of the closed-loop LPVS,
the input of the unsaturated LPV controllers uLP V rises very fast after faults. Thus,
the approximation by an hyperbolic tangent as in Eq. (7.8) is well suited for the
centralized controller.

Linearization

The LPV-controlled power system described by the equations (7.1)-(7.8) is nonlin-
ear and consists of numerous variables and states. In particular, the number of
the algebraic variables is additionally increased by the variables describing the LPV
controllers from the nonlinear Eqs. (7.4)-(7.8). Thus, an optimization of a cost func-
tion based on the prediction using exactly these equations would not be suitable
for the application to power systems, leading to large durations for optimization.
Using a linearization of these equations mitigates this problem. The resulting lin-
ear system description describes the system behavior well, allowing the use of this
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+usat

+usat

−usat

−usat

uLP V

uLP V,sat
uLP V,real

Figure 7.2.: tanh

model for the MPC, as demonstrated in the next chapter. The reason for this is
that the linearized model is updated at each time step of the MPC, adapting to
changed operating conditions on the coarser timescale, (while the embedded LPV
controllers operate with exact models on a refined timescale). Furthermore, the
faults or changes of system parameters appear locally and not all at the same time,
mitigating the influence on the complete system. The linearization at the time k
around [xk,zk,uk] leads to the continuous-time linear system description:

ẋ(t) = Acx(t) + Bcu(t) + Fc (7.9)

y(t) = Ccx(t) + Dcu(t) + Gc (7.10)

The algebraic variables are inserted into the description of the states, and the system
matrices for the state-space model are calculated by 2[91, 27]:

Ac =
∂f

∂x
+

∂f

∂z

(
−

∂g

∂z

)−1 ∂g

∂x
, (7.11)

Bc =
∂f

∂u
+

∂f

∂z

(
−

∂g

∂z

)−1 ∂g

∂u
, (7.12)

Fc =

(
f (xk, zk, uk) −

∂f

∂x
xk −

∂f

∂u
uk −

∂f

∂z
zk

)

+
∂f

∂z

(
−

∂g

∂z

)−1 (
g (xk, zk, uk) −

∂g

∂x
xk −

∂g

∂u
uk −

∂g

∂z
zk

)
.

(7.13)

The algebraic variables do not appear in Eqs. (7.9) and (7.10) explicitly. How-
ever, the output vector can consist of states and algebraic variables with y ⊆

2The index c is used to indicate a continuous-time representation of an LTI system and appears
only in this section.
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{x1, ..., xnx , z1, ..., znz }. For an index-one DAE, the function ∂g
∂z is invertible [75].

The respective matrices are defined by the following equations:

Cc =
∂h

∂x
+

∂h

∂z

(
−

∂g

∂z

)−1 ∂g

∂x
, (7.14)

Dc =
∂h

∂u
+

∂h

∂z

(
−

∂g

∂z

)−1 ∂g

∂u
, (7.15)

Gc =

(
h (xk, zk, uk) −

∂h

∂x
xk −

∂h

∂u
uk −

∂h

∂z
zk

)

+
∂h

∂z

(
−

∂g

∂z

)−1 (
g (xk, zk, uk) −

∂g

∂x
xk −

∂g

∂u
uk −

∂g

∂z
zk

)
.

(7.16)

The algebraic variables in y are encoded in matrix Gc. In this work, the partial
derivatives in Eqs. (7.11)-(7.16) are calculated analytically and offline, using the
MATLAB symbolic toolbox. Apart from x, z, and u, selected physical parame-
ters of the system can be used as symbolic variables in the functions describing the
derivatives. In this thesis, these physical parameters are elements of the admittance
matrix and the wind speed. During the online operation of the MPC, the actual
values are inserted into the analytic functions and the matrices Ac, Cc, Fc Cc, Dc,
and Gc are calculated online numerically. This method allows an online implemen-
tation of the linearization procedure. Alternatively, the linear system matrices can
be expressed symbolically directly and time is saved as more calculations are carried
out offline. However, this works for small systems only, because the symbolic calcu-

lation of the inverse
(

∂g
∂z

)−1
is computationally demanding. In fact, the solution for

the inverse
(

∂g
∂z

)−1
for the 9-bus system with a symbolically described admittance

matrix of the dimension 9 × 9 could not be found.

Discretization

The use of a continuous-time MPC is not an option in the context of large power
systems, due to potentially high computation times for the optimization problem.
Thus, the MPC technique in this work requires a linear discrete-time model of the
form:

x(k + 1|k) = Ax(k|k) + Bu(k|k) + F, (7.17)

y(k|k) = Cx(k|k) + Du(k|k) + G, (7.18)

where a value x(k + 1|k) denotes the value of x for the time k + 1 predicted at time
k. The system matrices of the discretized system with the sampling time Td are
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calculated by [68]:

A = eAcTd , (7.19)

B =
∫ Td

0
eAcτ dτBc, (7.20)

F =
∫ Td

0
eAcτ dτFc. (7.21)

The calculation of the matrix exponential function and the integral can be accom-
plished by standard MATLAB functions. For the discrete-time model of the output
y, the matrices remain the same as those of the continuous system and are C = Cc,
D = Dc, and G = Gc.

Prediction Model in Matrix-Notation

The vector yk = [y(k|k), y(k + 1|k), ..., y(k + H|k)]T of predictions of the controlled
variable for the prediction horizon H is derived by inserting the respective state
descriptions into the equations for the output y. Starting with the actual (measured
or known) state x(k|k) at time k, the state prediction for k + 1 based on (7.17) is
inserted into (7.18) to obtain:

y(k|k) = Cx(k|k) + Du(k|k) + G,

y(k + 1|k) = Cx(k + 1|k) + Du(k + 1|k) + G

= C(Ax(k|k) + Bu(k|k) + F ) + Du(k + 1|k) + G

= CAx(k|k) + CBu(k|k) + u(k + 1|k) + CIF + G

(7.22)

Repeating this for the times k + 2 to k + H leads to the following matrix notation:⎡⎢⎢⎣
yk|k

yk+1|k
yk+2|k

...
yk+H|k

⎤⎥⎥⎦
︸ ︷︷ ︸

yk

=

⎡⎢⎢⎣
C

CA
CA2

...
CA(H−1)

⎤⎥⎥⎦
︸ ︷︷ ︸

=:C

xk +

⎡⎢⎢⎣
D 0 0 ··· 0

CB D 0 ··· 0
CAB CB D ··· 0

...
...

...
...

...
CAH−2B CAH−3B CAH−4B ··· D

⎤⎥⎥⎦
︸ ︷︷ ︸

=:D

⎡⎢⎢⎣
uk|k

uk+1|k
uk+2|k

...
uk+H|k

⎤⎥⎥⎦
︸ ︷︷ ︸

uk

+

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
G

CIF +G
(CA+CI)F +G)

...
(CAH−2+···+CA+CI)F +G

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦
︸ ︷︷ ︸

=:G

.

(7.23)

where xk = x(k|k) is the vector of states at time k. The vector xk is also used as
the linearization point. The control input vector uk is calculated in the MPC by
solving an optimization problem, which is described in the next section.

7.3. MPC for the LPV-Controlled System

In this section, an MPC scheme for the LPV-controlled system is presented. The
result concerning the stability of the complete LPV-controlled system is reused,
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leading to the first assumption to prepare the result in the subsequent part:

Assumption 7.1. All subsystems of the grid can be described as one LPVS each.
The parameter ranges of all LPVS are known, and the system can be stabilized by
the set of local LPV controllers as described in Ch. 5 with guaranteed global stability
according to Theorem 5.2.

Moreover, the predictions of the MPC are based on a discrete-time linear system,
making the next assumption necessary:

Assumption 7.2. The choice of the parameter ranges θ ∈ [θ, θ̄], with θ = [θc, θr, θs]
as defined in Ch. 5, accounts for the linearization error of the linear system model.
Furthermore, the sampling time Td of the subsequent discretization is chosen such
that the courses of the parameters in continuous-time θ(t) are contained in the
ranges of the discretized variables. Thus, it is assumed that:

for any k ∈ N, l ∈
{
0, ..., H

}
:
(
θ(tk+l|k) ∈ [θ, θ̄], θ(tk+l+1|k) ∈ [θ, θ̄], Td ∈ R>0

)
⇒

(
θ(k + l|k) ∈ [θ, θ̄], θ(k + l + 1|k) ∈ [θ, θ̄]

)
(7.24)

As already mentioned in the introduction of this chapter, the objective of the MPC
is the control of variables contained in y, leading to the following cost function for
the optimization problem to be formulated later:

J(k) =
H∑

l=0

ΔyT (k + l|k) · Ql · Δy(k + l|k)

+ ΔuT (k + l|k) · Rl · Δu(k + l|k)

(7.25)

in which Δy(k+ l|k) = y(k+ l|k)−r(k+ l|k) is the difference between the controlled
variable y(k+ l|k) = Cx(k+ l|k)+Du(k+ l|k)+G and the reference value r(k+ l|k),
and Δu(k + l|k) = u(k + l|k)−uref is the difference of the current control input and
the reference control input of the system (uref typically has the value of the control
input at the pre-fault condition). Ql ∈ Rny×ny and Rl ∈ Rnu×nu are the weighting
matrices for the controlled variable and the control input of the controlled system
for the prediction at the time l. Both matrices are chosen such that Ql > 0 and
Rl > 0. The controlled variables can be weighted by Ql individually, depending on
the importance of how close to the reference value the respective value has to be
controlled. In the context of power systems, it is often physically not possible to
control all of these variables to predefined values with a steady-state error of zero.
However, to comply with requirements of a grid, pre-defined ranges of these variables
have to be met, while some selected variables have to be controlled more accurately.
The compulsory ranges ymin and ymax for the controlled variables (according to the
requirements for the grid), and umin and umax for the control inputs, are included
in the following theorem, specifying also the optimization problem for the MPC.
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Theorem 7.1. Let ymin, ymax, umin, and umax denote the constraints for the con-
trolled variable and the control input. Furthermore, let yp introduce the predicted
variables which are not part of the controlled variables with yp = [θc, θr, uLP V ]. Sup-
pose that the Assumptions 7.1-7.2 hold and that the optimization problem:

min
u(k|k),...,u(k+H|k)

J(k) (7.26)

subject to θc ≤ θc(k + l|k) ≤ θc (7.27)

θr ≤ θr(k + l|k) ≤ θr (7.28)

uLP V ≤ uLP V (k + l|k) ≤ uLP V (7.29)

ymin ≤ y(k + l|k) ≤ ymax (7.30)

umin ≤ u(k + l − 1|k) ≤ umax (7.31)

y(k + l|k) = Cx(k + l|k) + Du(k + l|k) + G (7.32)

yp(k + l|k) = Cpx(k + l|k) + Dpu(k + l|k) + Gp (7.33)

with the cost function as in Eq. (7.25) has a feasible solution in any k ∈ {0, 1, ...}.
Then, the application of the first element of the solution of the optimization problem
u∗(k|k) to the controlled system according to (7.25)-(7.33) stabilizes the system in
terms of Lyapunov.

Proof. First, it is shown that the cost function is not increasing. The following
result is based on the interpretation of the cost function as a Lyapunov function
and is standard in model predictive control, see e.g. [56]. Assuming that the
solution of the optimization problem exists and is found at each time step, let
uopt,k =

{
u(k|k), u(k + 1|k), ..., u(k + H|k)

}
be the optimal control input at time

k with the optimal cost function value Jopt(k). Using the optimal control input at
time k, the cost function at time k + 1 is:

J(k + 1) = Jopt(k) − ΔyT (k|k) · Q0 · Δy(k|k) − ΔuT (k|k) · R0 · Δu(k|k) (7.34)

However, at time k + 1 a new optimization problem is solved. The optimal cost

function at time k + 1 is then Jopt(k + 1) and with Q0 > 0 and R0 > 0, it follows
that:

Jopt(k + 1) ≤ J(k + 1)

= Jopt(k) − ΔyT (k|k) · Q0 · Δy(k|k) − ΔuT (k|k) · R0 · Δu(k|k)

≤ Jopt(k)

(7.35)

Consequently, the cost function is not increasing and approaches a finite value. If
no further requirements for the horizon H are specified, this result is only valid for
a stable (open-loop) plant (if the system is not stabilized within the horizon H, the
plant is unbounded and the costs would become infinite)[56].
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However, the LPV-controlled system3 is stable as long as the parameter ranges
[θ, θ] are not violated, which is recalled next. This stability result is covered by
Assumption 7.1 and was presented in Ch. 5.7. The stability was achieved by using
the Lyapunov function V (x) = xT Px and P = X−1 with:

X =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
X [1] 0 ... 0

0 X [2] ... 0
...

...
. . .

...
0 0 ... X [q]

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ . (7.36)

for the complete grid, in which X [h] > 0 is the matrix of the Lyapunov function
for subsystem h, originating from the LPV controller synthesis. With this global
Lyapunov function it could be shown that the LPV-controlled system:

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
ẋ[1]

ẋ[2]

...
ẋ[q]

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
︸ ︷︷ ︸

ẋ

=

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
A

[1]
cl (θ[1]) 0 ... 0

0 A
[2]
cl (θ[2]) ... 0

...
...

. . .
...

0 0 ... A
[q]
cl (θ[q])

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Acl(θ)

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
x[1]

x[2]

...
x[q]

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
︸ ︷︷ ︸

x

(7.37)

is stabilized for any θ ∈ [θ, θ]. The linearization and discretization error between the
model used for the predictions of the MPC and the original nonlinear continuous-
time model is covered by the parameter ranges [θ, θ] with θ = [θc, θr, θs], as stated
by Assumption 7.2. Thus, the stability of the original nonlinear open-loop system is
ensured by satisfying these ranges which is realized by the constraints (7.27)-(7.29)
and discussed next.

In the case of the parameters θc and θr, the constraints for their ranges are en-
forced straightforwardly by Eqs. (7.27) and (7.28). The constraint for θs is encoded
implicitly in Eq. (7.29). This is motivated by its definition as in Eq. (5.22): it is
obvious that this parameter has a hybrid description and can not be described by
an algebraic equation (in contrast to the parameters θc and θr). This equation is
required for the prediction of the parameter. It is recalled that the reformulation
of the saturation for the l-th system input of the LPV controller from Ch. 5.5 as in
Eq. (5.23) is ul = sat(K l(θc)x) = θl

sK
l(θc)x. Thus, the unsaturated system input

is defined by uLP V = K(θc)x. The constraint for the θs can now be reformulated
in terms of the LPV controller output uLP V by using uLP V = usat

θs
, leading to the

limits uLP V = −usat

θs
and uLP V = usat

θs
. These limits are introduced in the constraint

(7.29). θs is used for the calculation of both limits of uLP V because θs is θs = 1,
and this represents the unsaturated input.

3From the perspective of the MPC, the LPV-controlled system is the open-loop system to be
controlled.
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In [27], the stability of the MPC with a quasi-infinite horizon for an index-one
DAE system is introduced by a terminal region, for which the stability is ensured by
a state feedback controller. Here, the LPV controller plays the role of the terminal
controller. The parameter ranges have to be kept for the complete horizon of the
MPC. The optimal input is applied to the system. At the next sampling instance,
the prediction is updated and the problem is solved again.

The predictions of yp = [θc, θr, uLP V ] are required for the realization of the con-
straints for the parameters θc, θr, and uLP V (Eqs. (7.27)-(7.29)). These predictions
are calculated in the same fashion as is done for the controlled variables y, described
in the previous section. Similarly, constraints for other variables can be realized, as
is often required in grid codes of power systems. This is a major advantage of the
MPC scheme.

One remark has to be made on the linearization error (covered by assumption
7.2). Practically, the error is taken into account by a conservative choice of the
parameter ranges. One possible method for over-approximation of the linearization
error is the use of the Lagrange remainder, see e.g. [7].

Online Realization of the MPC

Considering the complete system, the LPV controllers are designed offline and are
operated online by using the algebraic equations (7.4)-(7.7), which are implemented
in the prediction of the MPC. For the MPC, as already mentioned, the partial
derivatives of Eqs. (7.11)-(7.16) are calculated symbolically offline, to reduce the
calculation time. Furthermore, in order to be able to use an efficient solver for
the quadratic program, the cost function in Eq. (7.25) can be described in matrix
notation by using the prediction matrices in (7.23). The resulting costs are:

J(k) = 2
(
xT

k CT QD + GT QD − rk
T QD − uref

T R
)

uk + uk
T
(
DT QD + R

)
uk.

(7.38)

The diagonals of the weighting matrices Q and R consist of the weighting matrices
Ql and Rl with l ∈ {0, ..., H}. The matrices C, D, and G are the prediction ma-
trices defined by Eq. (7.23), and uref is a column vector consisting of a sequence of
(H + 1) times uref . rk is the vector of reference values for the complete prediction
horizon. The matrix representation for the predictions of yp is calculated in exactly
the same fashion as for the controlled variables in y, repeating the complete proce-
dures defined by Eqs. (7.11)-(7.16) (linearization), (7.19)-(7.21) (discretization), and
(7.23) (prediction in matrix-notation). Based on the prediction in matrix notation,
additional constraints can be implemented into the optimization problem.

The algorithm for online implementation of the MPC at each time step k is as
follows:

• the (continuous-time) model of the power system is linearized around the cur-
rent values xk, zk, uk, and the exogenous inputs wk (e.g. the admittance
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7.4. MPC with Adapted Sampling Times

matrix Ȳ or the wind speed vw), using the symbolic description of the partial
derivatives and Eqs. (7.11)-(7.16),

• the linear discrete-time model of the power system is determined according to
(7.19)-(7.21),

• the prediction matrices C, D, and G for the controlled variables are calculated
from (7.23) (and for the variables to be constrained: Cp, Dp, and Gp),

• the sequence of optimal inputs u∗
k is computed by solving the optimization

problem (7.26),

• the input u∗
k = u∗(k|k) is applied to the system.

The objective of the MPC is the grid-wide coordinating control of the controlled
variables y. Typical long term objectives are the control of the voltage or the fre-
quency, aiming at maintaining long term grid stability, while controlling the selected
variables close to predefined values. Sampling times and horizons of several seconds
or minutes should be chosen, depending on the size of the controlled system and
the control objective (e.g. primary control, secondary control, or tertiary control).
However, following Assumption 7.2, Td must be chosen such that the dynamics of
the parameters is represented by the discrete-time model. This dynamics is fast.
Considering the simulation results from Ch. 6, only the first swing within the first
milliseconds typically causes the largest changes of the parameters. Thus, Td must
be chosen very small. The prediction with a very small sampling time for a horizon
of several seconds renders the optimization problem intractable for an online im-
plementation. Thus, in the next section, an MPC scheme with adapted sampling
times is introduced: one sampling time accounts for the first swing after controller
actions, and the second one for the long term prediction and the controller actions.

7.4. MPC with Adapted Sampling Times

For the considered control objective, a horizon of several seconds to minutes is
needed. To keep the computations sufficiently small, the horizon implies a large
sampling time Td, for which the Assumption 7.2 does not hold. Using a very small
sampling time for a control horizon of several seconds or minutes is not an option
due to a rising complexity of the optimization. Thus, adapted sampling times
with the corresponding horizon are introduced, leading to the use of two different
sampling times and horizons. An illustration is shown in Fig.7.3: a swing appears
after the time k and is considered in the prediction of y by the use of Td,1 and H1.
As mentioned before, this swing typically appears after abrupt changes of algebraic
variables of the grid or the controller actions of the MPC. The time span defined by
these variables should be smaller than the sampling time for the controller action
with Td1 · H1 < Td. This avoids overlapping predictions of y for the two horizons
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Figure 7.3.: Prediction of y with adapted sampling times and horizons.

H and H1. Because the predictions for the times k1 are used for the realization
of constraints only, the control inputs are held constant for the complete horizon
H1. Thus, the optimization problem for the MPC is extended by the auxiliary
constraints for the control inputs:

u(k1|k1) = u(k1 + 1|k1) = · · · = u(k1 + H1|k1)
!

= u(k|k). (7.39)

To avoid that the costs for predictions over the horizon H1 do become too dom-
inant, lower weights for the first H1 values of the prediction are chosen in the cost
function. A balanced choice of the weights may improve the controller performance
in two ways: due to the weighting of the first swing, the control input is computed
such that the amplitudes of the first swing do not become arbitrary high. On the
other hand, the first swing should not be represented too dominantly in the cost
function, leading to good controller performance in the long term. Thus, the indi-
vidual diagonal entries Ql,i, i ∈ {1, ..., ny} and Rl,j , j ∈ {1, ..., nu} of the weighting
matrices Ql and Rl of the cost function should be chosen such that:

Q1,i = Q2,i = . . . = QH1,i < QH1+1,i = QH1+2,i = . . . = QH1+H,i,

R1,j = R2,j = . . . = RH1,j < RH1+1,j = RH1+2,j = . . . = RH1+H,j.
(7.40)

One option is to choose the weighting for the variables associated with the small
time constant Td,1 as one H1-th of the weighting associated with the large time
constant Td.

With the additional constraints for the control inputs as in (7.39) and the choice
of the weighting as in (7.40), in general, the online realization of the MPC with
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7.5. Discussion of the Grid-Wide Coordinating Controller

adapted sampling times remains the same as in the previous section. The cost
function in matrix notation (7.38) can be reused. The required prediction in matrix
notation for selected H1 and H is:⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

yk1|k
yk1+1|k

...
yk1+H1|k

yk|k
yk+1|k

...
yk+H|k

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
︸ ︷︷ ︸

y′
k

=
[

C1

C

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:C′

xk +
[

D1 0
0 D

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

=:D′

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

uk|k
uk|k

...
uk|k
uk|k

uk+1|k

...
uk+H|k

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
︸ ︷︷ ︸

u′
k

+
[

G1

G

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:G′

. (7.41)

It is to mention that the controlled variables yk1|k and yk|k are equal and, hence, the
respective values appear twice in the cost function. This is not a problem as the
weighting of yk1|k is significantly smaller than that of yk|k.

7.5. Discussion of the Grid-Wide Coordinating

Controller

The presented MPC technique is tailored to the distributed LPV controller approach
and preserves the stability of the controlled system, if the ranges of the parameters
are not violated. The control objective can be formulated in terms of algebraic
variables and states, in contrast to many reviewed results. It allows handling of
variables that are important for power system operation such as the voltage. Phys-
ical variables which are dependent on the balance of power (e.g. the voltage), can
be controlled optimally, while satisfying constraints required for grid operation and
defined by the grid codes. Systems with dynamics of different timescales can be
accounted for, due to the use of adapted sampling times. By using a small sampling
time, amplitudes of oscillations caused by controller actions can be constrained di-
rectly. One important advantage is that constraints can also be implemented for
variables that are not part of the cost function. The robustness of the overall ap-
proach is ensured through the fast LPV controllers, which are integrated in the
MPC scheme. By using analytic (offline) linearizations of the system model, the
computation time is reduced, allowing a real time implementation. The reference
values of the LPV controllers can be used as control inputs of the MPC. It is also
possible to use other sources of active and reactive powers, if they are available.

The scalability in terms of the computation times and a simulative demonstration
of the MPC approach will be presented and discussed in the next chapter.
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8. Simulation Results for the MPC

The MPC approach for LPV-controlled systems is demonstrated for the 9-bus sys-
tem with the same setting as it was used in Ch. 6.2. Here, in addition to keeping
the system stable by the LPV controllers, the control objective is extended to the
control of four bus voltages. The faults and exogenous effects remain the same as
in Ch. 6.2, while their timing is slightly changed to improve observability of the
effects with a sampling time of the controller of Td = 2s. The sequence is as follows:
after one second, the wind speed grows from 11.4m

s to 12m
s . The voltage drops

by approximately 20% at t = 9.1s until the fault is cleared after 100ms. The last
fault of the sequence occurs at t = 11.2s, permanently doubling the line admittance
between the buses 5 and 7. It is stressed that the first and the third event are
assumed to be measured and thus are “known” to the MPC, i.e. they can be in the
prediction. The second event lasts only 100ms and can not be considered by the
MPC with Td = 2s. This fault is robustly controlled by the LPV controllers only.
In the case of the other two events, the LPV controllers stabilize the system and
damp the oscillations, but do not control the voltage.

The controlled variables of the MPC are consequently the 9 bus voltages y =
[v1, v2, ..., v9]T . The reference values rk for the MPC are the pre-fault values of the
voltages. As it is not possible to control all voltages exactly to their reference values,
the voltages v1 and v4 at the buses 1 and 4 are chosen to be controlled close to their
reference values. The other 7 voltages must be kept within a ±10% band around
their pre-fault values, which is a value close to typical values used for most grid
codes [95]. The control of v4 is prioritized to show that voltages for which a power
source is not in close proximity can be controlled by the MPC, too. The weights of
the cost function used in the optimization problem (7.26) are chosen to 200 for v1

and v4, and to 1 for the remaining voltages.
One typical countermeasure for control of the voltages (and the frequency) of

a power system is the use of the so-called load shedding, where some loads are
temporarily disconnected from the grid. This step is a severe change and is not
considered in this work, in order to achieve the control goals by using the controlled
subsystems, only. Thus, the control inputs of the MPC are chosen such that they
only affect the dynamically modeled systems, i.e. the two SGs and the WECS.
Two simulations are described in this chapter, with two different choices of control
inputs of the MPC.

In the first simulation, the MPC uses 6 control inputs. As mentioned in the
previous chapter, the LPV-controlled subsystems do not have steady-states at zero
and, consequently, the inputs for the LPV controllers are not the states, but the
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8. Simulation Results for the MPC

differences between the initial steady-states (being the reference values for the LPV
controllers) and actual states. Thus, the input for the LPV controller uLP V of a

subsystem h is calculated by uLP V = K [h](θ[h]
c )Δx[h] with Δx[h] = x[h] − x

[h]
ref . In

this work, parts of the reference values x
[h]
ref for the LPV state feedback are used as

control inputs of the MPC, i.e. for the SG, the variables δ
[h]
ref and e

′[h]
q,ref , and for the

WECS, the reference values ω
[h]
m,ref and ψ

[h]
d,ref are to be determined by the MPC. It

is to mention that only for the reference value ω
[h]
m,ref steady-state accuracy can be

reached, because ω[h]
m is the only state with integrating behavior introduced by the

LPV controller.

For the second stimulation, the vector of control inputs is extended to the two
mechanical torques τ [h]

m of the SGs. In standard control of power systems, the
mechanical torques are used for frequency control and are changed in order to restore
the frequency. In this work, the frequency is regulated by the LPV controllers. The
second simulation is carried out to analyze the effects of the torques on the control of
the voltage. Typically, the torques are determined by the dynamics of the respective
turbine. This dynamics is not considered in detail, but is estimated by restricting
the rate of change by a ramp, as discussed in a subsequent section.

The MPC is implemented such that for both simulations the optimization problem
comprises 8 control inputs, but with different weighting. For the first simulation
the changes of the torques are weighted by 1000, leading to no changes at all, and

by 1 for the second simulation. The two control inputs e
′[h]
q,ref (for h ∈ [2, 3]) are

weighted by 0.01 to allow a significant change of these variables. The remaining
4 control inputs are weighted by 1. The resulting system is shown in Fig. 8.1, in
which the MPC and the respective signals are marked in blue.

The remaining variables to specify the MPC parametrization are the sampling
times Td and Td1, as well as the horizons H and H1. As already mentioned in the
beginning of this chapter, the controller sampling time for the MPC is chosen to Td =
2s. This sampling time can be seen as a design parameter, and is dependent on the
relevant system dynamics and the available computation time for the optimization
problem, i.e. it should be larger than the computation time (this point will be
discussed in a subsequent section). Simulations showed that a horizon of H = 5
with a Td = 2s is sufficient to achieve an overall good controller performance. A
small Td leads to frequent control actions to correct the voltage. Td1 accounts for
fast effects after faults or control actions of the MPC itself. Motivated by the results
from Ch. 6, H1 is chosen to 15 and Td1 is chosen to 0.01s to cover the first swing
with a sufficient accuracy (smaller sampling times were tested, but did not lead to
improvements of the controller performance).

Next, the two simulation results for the introduced scenario are presented for 6
and for 8 control inputs of the MPC. After that, the effect of the length of the
horizons on the computation time is evaluated. Lastly, the use of the MPC for the
control of power systems is discussed.
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Figure 8.1.: Structure of the 9-bus system with two layer control. The reference
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8.1. Voltage Control by MPC

The MPC approach is applied to the LPV-controlled 9-bus system with the objective
to control the voltage. Referencing the results from Ch. 6.2, the input constraints
of the SGs are kept and are part of the synthesis of the LPV controllers. The results
without the use of the MPC are depicted in Fig. 8.2 and are the same as the results
presented in Ch. 6.2. The LPV controllers stabilize the system and the oscillations
are very well damped. However, the steady-states of the voltages are changed,
i.e. their values deviate from the pre-fault values. First, the MPC is applied to
the system with exactly the same setting for the LPV controllers as in Ch. 6.2,
and with the respective parameter ranges as given in the Appendix in Table A.2.
Good control performance can be achieved (which will be discussed later) but the
parameter ranges of parameter θ2 of the WECS W1 are violated, which can be
observed in Fig. 8.3 (left): the ranges are plotted as dashed black lines and their
violation is marked with a red circle. The MPC has constraints on the parameter
ranges of the LPV-controlled system. However, the parameter range is violated for
the second event. This event takes place between two discrete time steps of the
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Figure 8.2.: Simulation results for bus voltages of the LPV-controlled 9-bus system.
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Figure 8.3.: Simulation results for the parameters θ1 of W1 with violated (left) and
modified (right) parameter ranges.

MPC and can not be seen by the MPC. Thus, this fault is controlled by the LPV
controllers completely. However, before the fault occurs, the MPC changed the
operating condition of the system. As the used parameter ranges were determined
without the consideration of the MPC controller actions, the parameter range of this
one parameter is not chosen conservatively enough. Adjusting the parameter range
to θ2 ∈ [0.0793, 1.8311] solves the problem, see Fig. 8.3 (right) (requiring a new
LPV controller synthesis). The impulses in the course of the parameter are caused
by the controller actions of the MPC. The remaining parameters never violate their
ranges and the stability condition is kept.

The resulting controller performance for the voltages is depicted in Fig. 8.4. The
controller actions of the MPC can be observed by changed courses of the voltages
every two seconds. The wind increases at t = 1s, in the middle of the sampling time
of Td = 2s, and it takes on more second until the MPC responds to this changed
operating condition. As already mentioned, the second event (voltage drop) is not
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Figure 8.4.: Simulation results for the voltages controlled by MPC.
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Figure 8.5.: Simulation results for the reactive powers for the 9-bus system con-
trolled by MPC.

perceived by the MPC. The system is stabilized by the LPV controllers only. At
t = 10s, v1 and v4 are controlled close to their pre-fault values, while the other two
voltages rise, keeping balanced reactive and active powers. The three energy sources
inject only a limited amount of reactive (and active) powers, as can be observed in
Fig. 8.5: While the reactive power at bus 1 is reduced, the other two powers of G2

and G3 rise at the same time. The reactive power at bus 4 is zero, due to a missing
load at bus 4. However, the voltage v4, which is distant to the three power sources,
is controlled well by the MPC.

In this setting, the input constrained LPV controllers for the SGs G2 and G3

are used. As it was already mentioned in the previous chapter, the constraints for
the corresponding parameters θ[h]

s ∈ [0.01, 1] are realized through the constraints

on u
[h]
LP V (the input of the LPV controller before the saturation through θ[h]

s ). The

courses of u
[h]
LP V for the two SGs are depicted in Fig. 8.6 (left). While the impulses
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Figure 8.6.: Simulation results for the inputs of the (unconstrained) LPV controllers
uLP V (left) and the respective parameters θs (right) of the two SGs.

every two seconds are caused by the MPC, the impulse between t = 9.1s and
t = 9.2s is caused by the LPV controllers and the fault only. The dashed black lines

show the constraints for u
[h]
LP V , which are between −1000 and +1000. This value

is calculated based on the input constraint usat = 10, and the chosen parameter
limits for the auxiliary parameter for the realization of the constraints in the LPV
controller synthesis with θ[h]

s ∈ [0.01, 1]. The range for uLP V is calculated by using
uLP V = −usat

θs
= −10

0.01
= −1000 and uLP V = usat

θs
= 10

0.01
= 1000 (see Ch. 7.3). In

the resulting courses of θ[h]
s it can be observed that the condition θ[h]

s ∈ [0.01 1] is
satisfied.

Next, some of the control inputs of the MPC are examined. The courses of the
two control inputs ωm,ref and ψq,ref are shown in Fig. 8.7. The blue dashed lines
represent the reference values which are computed and dictated by the MPC, and
the green lines refer to time values of the respective variables of the WECS W1.
Typically, the control inputs computed by the MPC change in a discrete manner
as it can be observed for ψq,ref in Fig. 8.7. For ωm,ref , the change is realized by a
ramp due to the problem that the DAE solver could not find a solution for discrete
changes of the reference values for ωm. The step for ωm enforced by the MPC is too
large for the solver. The ramp is implemented such that the desired reference value
is reached within Td. As depicted in Fig. 8.7 (left), the true value for ωm follows the
reference values due to the integrating behavior for this variable, introduced by the
LPV controller. In the courses of ψq, a small error between ψq and ψq,ref remains.

In contrast, a relatively large error remains between the reference values for the
LPV controllers of the SGs computed by the MPC and the respective true signals.
Exemplary results are shown in Fig. 8.8: the LPV state feedback controller cannot
control e

′

q to e
′

q,ref with a steady-state error of zero, due to the missing integrator for
this state. This behavior, however, does not represent a problem and is considered
automatically in the model of the power system used by the MPC, which comprises
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Figure 8.7.: Simulation results for the control inputs of MPC ωm,ref (left) and ψq,ref

(right), and the respective states of the WECS W1.
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Figure 8.8.: Simulation results for the control input of MPC e
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state of the SG G2.

the full set of equations for the LPV controllers. It can be summarized that the MPC
controlled system meets the requirements stated for the control of the voltages, i.e.
that all constraints are kept, while the voltages v1 and v4 are controlled close to
their pre-fault values. In the next section, the simulations are repeated with the
use of two more control inputs for the MPC.

8.2. Voltage Control by MPC with an Extended

Number of Inputs

The mechanical torques of the two SGs are used as control inputs of the MPC by
setting their weights to 1 in the cost function of the optimization problem. As
already mentioned, the change of the torque is connected to dynamics of turbines.
Thus, the torques can not be changed discretely. Alternatively, a ramp for the
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Figure 8.9.: Simulation results for the voltages controlled by MPC using 8 control
inputs.
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Figure 8.10.: Simulation results for the reactive powers for the controlled 9-bus sys-
tem, with the MPC using 8 control inputs.

torques is used such that the value computed by the MPC is reached within Td = 2s.
This is a simplification, but the ramps with less than 1p.u per second are within
the scope of what can be realized by steam turbines (see [41]).

The results for the voltage control can be observed in Fig. 8.9. The voltages v1 and
v4 (weighted with 200 in the cost function) are controlled faster to their pre-fault
values than in the case with 6 control inputs (compare with Fig. 8.4). Furthermore,
due to the ramps of the two additional control inputs, their changes are smoother
compared to the results of the previous section. The most important observation
is that the other two voltages v2 and v3 (weighted with 1 in the cost function) are
controlled close to their pre-fault values, as well. The behavior of the respective
reactive powers has also changed. In Fig. 8.10, it can be observed that the reactive
powers injected by G2 and G3 change only slightly during the whole simulation,
and the original value for W1 is almost recovered after 10s. This behavior is
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Figure 8.11.: Simulation results for the control inputs of MPC τm,ref (left) and ψq,ref

(right) and the respective state ψq of the WECS W1.

different compared to the results of the previous section and can be explained by
the injected torques. An exemplary result for the torque of G2 is shown in Fig. 8.11
(left): the mechanical torque is decreased by the MPC (and similarly for the G3).
Typically, reactive powers are adjusted to control the voltage and active powers to
control the frequency, and the mechanical torques affect the active powers. The
observed behavior, namely, that the control of the voltage is improved by adapting
mechanical torques, is, however, not a contradiction because a relation between the
four variables exists [2]. This relation is sufficiently strong to control the voltage
as well. At the end of the simulation, the frequency and the voltages are at their
desired values. The use of the torques as control inputs of the MPC leads to less
controller actions of the control inputs, which is exemplary shown for the control
input ψq,ref in Fig. 8.11 (right). The course shows a maximum value of circa 0.14,
which is significantly lower than the one for ψq,ref in the previous section (ca. 0.24).
The use of the torques as control inputs of the MPC significantly improves the
controller performance.

8.3. Size of the Optimization problem and

Computation Time

Next, the time for solution of the optimization problem is discussed. One important
requirement for the MPC is its real-time applicability. In order to give an insight
into the computation times, some exemplary computation times for different settings
of the optimization problem are presented.

First, the number of variables of the 9-bus system is discussed. The system
at hand has 10 states, 24 algebraic variables of the components, and 36 algebraic
variables of the grid. With the total amount of 11 parameters (θc), the number
of auxiliary algebraic variables motivated by the LPV controllers is 69, making a
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Figure 8.12.: Computation time for the optimization in dependence on the horizon
of the prediction.

large part of all variables. The LPV controller also motivates the most constraints
necessary for stability of the MPC. 22 inequality constraints ensure that the pa-
rameter ranges are not left and 4 inequality constraints are added to limit the two
inputs uLP V for the LPV controllers of the SGs. 18 inequality constraints are intro-
duced to limit the deviations of the 9 bus voltages to ±10% of their original values.
These constrains are valid for the complete prediction horizon Hsum = H + H1. H1

equality constraints are needed for each of the 8 control inputs so that they are
constant for the horizon H1. The number of variables (algebraic and states) sums
up to 139 (for the horizon Hsum), the number of inequality constraints is 44 (for
the horizon Hsum), and the number of equality constraints is 8 (for the horizon H1).
The horizons determine the length of the vectors that represent the predictions of
these variables and the constraints. Simulations showed that a sampling time of
Td1 = 0.01s, a horizon of H1 = 15, a sampling time of Td = 2s, and a horizon of
H = 5 are sufficient to achieve an overall good controller performance. This setting
was used for the previous two simulation studies and the time needed to solve the
optimization problem (7.26) is in average 0.383s. This allows an online realization
of the MPC, which controls the system every 2s.

To examine the computation time for the optimization in dependence of the
horizon, simulations with the aforementioned setting were carried out. The results
are presented in Fig. 8.12, where Hsum = H +H1, and H has a share of 25% to 40%
of Hsum. This last relation defines the equality constraints. The time needed for the
optimization is tcalc and appears to depend exponentially on Hsum. In consequence,
the two horizons must not be chosen too large. With a horizon of Hsum = 20
the MPC achieves good performance while having a sufficiently small computation
time.

The computation times with different numbers of variables is investigated by us-
ing the significantly smaller SMIB-system introduced in Ch. 5. As only the MPC-
controlled SMIB-system and the MPC-controlled 9-bus system are used for compar-
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ison, this comparison can only be seen as an example. The SMIB has 3 states, 11
algebraic variables for the SG and the grid, and 13 algebraic variables for the LPV
controller. The setting for the MPC is as follows: The system is controlled with
only one sampling time Td = 1s and with a horizon of H = 20. The control input

for the MPC is e
′[h]
q,ref . The average computation time for the optimization problem

is tcalc = 0.047. This computation time with an overall number of 27 variables
is compared with the computation time needed for the optimization for the MPC
of the 9-bus system with 139 variables and the same overall horizon. For better
comparison, no constraints are implemented for both systems. The computation
time for the MPC for the 9-bus system is tcalc = 0.214s in average. With 5 times
more variables, a ca. 4.5 times higher computation time is obtained for the 9-bus
system compared to the SMIB-system. This result indicates that the horizon affects
the computation time for the solution of the optimization problem stronger than
the number of variables involved in the optimization problem. However, the latter
effect should be further investigated in future research.

8.4. Conclusion

The MPC is used to complement the LPV-controlled system by the control of the
bus voltages. The prediction model of the power system to be controlled comprises
the grid equations, the dynamically modeled components and the LPV controllers.
By formulating the optimization problem for the MPC with the inclusion of the
constraints for all parameters, the stability of the grid established by the LPV
controllers is preserved. One major advantage of the MPC is that voltages of buses
to which no dynamic and controlled systems are connected can be controlled as well.
Furthermore, limits for pre-defined variables are kept by the MPC. This simplifies
control which complies with grid codes. The computation times for the optimization
problem of the MPC for the used examples are much less than the used sampling
time of 2s. Thus, the MPC can be implemented online. By using a larger sampling
time Td and with the sufficient choice of the prediction horizon, the application to
much larger grids seems possible.

All in all, it could be demonstrated that by coordinating all involved power
sources, the grid can be controlled such that multiple objectives are met, i.e. the
voltage and transient stability can be controlled at the same time by one unifying
approach. Moreover, robustness against severe grid faults and fluctuating operat-
ing conditions is ensured. The fluctuations can be motivated by the changes of line
impedances, but also by changing wind speed. The occurrence of changing operat-
ing conditions has grown and will further grow with the expanding use of renewable
energy sources.
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9.1. Conclusions

The actual transition of power grids from centralized to decentralized power gen-
eration by fluctuating renewable energy sources produces many challenges for the
stable operation of power systems. One approach to address the challenges is pre-
sented in this work by employing principles of system decomposition and hierarchy.
The multi-level control approach accounts for the fast transients, (e.g. after severe
grid faults,) while the upper layer proposes an integrating framework to coordinate
the local control loops based on the LPVS on a coarser timescale.

To achieve this, polytopic and exact LPVS representations of the three types of
components the SG, the DFIG-based WECS, and the PVS are derived. The mod-
eling is one of the main contributions of this work, allowing the use of a unified
control framework for all three types of generating units. By using this frame-
work, robustness against grid changes and changes caused by the renewable power
sources is achieved by the definition of the parameter ranges. Although, different
LPVS representations were derived in the course of this work, a systematic tech-
nique for the derivation of LPVS representations could not be found. Each system
had to be derived individually, based on the physical variables to be controlled. The
controllability requirement, in connection with the required knowledge of the param-
eter ranges, is a difficulty for the formulation of a systematic technique. However,
the ideas of hiding nonlinearities in parameters, of mapping the interconnections
between the subsystems into parameter ranges, and the introduction of auxiliary
variables to prevent zero row and columns, can be reused for the derivation of LPVS
representations of other types of components, than of those considered in this thesis.

The number of parameters of the derived LPVS varies between 3 and 9 (for the
PVS). This, however, is not a problem as the local controllers are designed offline by
solving SDPs, while algebraic descriptions are used for the online implementation of
the controllers. Even for the PVS, involving the largest number of parameters, the
problem can still be solved within 30 s. By using modularization, the overall prob-
lem for the LPVS controller synthesis grows linearly with the number of components
to be controlled. With the resulting LPVS controllers, different controller objec-
tives can be conjunctively addressed. The involved LMI-based technique allows the
definition of the desired closed-loop dynamics, i.e. velocity and damping of oscilla-
tions, while handling input constraints. This is a major benefit of the technique as
most of the systems have physical limitations for the control input which need to
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be considered. One requirement for the controller synthesis is the knowledge of the
parameters. This motivates the need for the systematic calculation of the ranges
and was addressed by the reachability analysis in [22] (as mentioned in Ch. 5.8).
Due to the fact that the synthesis is carried out offline, the possibly time intensive
computations of the reachability analysis are not critical. Alternatively, the ranges
can be derived based on simulations. However, the use of the LPVS technique
for all component allows a conclusion on grid-wide stability. This is a completely
new approach compared to the isolated controller synthesis of each component and
represents a major advantage.

The higher level controller coordinates the lower level controllers. Due to the
use of the power system model within the MPC approach, physical limits of the
grid can be exploited to achieve optimal control (in terms of the control objectives).
The optimization of the centralized MPC is based on predictions for numerous
variables. The resulting computation times of the optimization for large systems
were not sufficiently evaluated in this work. This point should be further analyzed.
A solution for growing optimization times for large system is proposed in the next
section. However, the approach allows using predictions for all algebraic variables
and, thus, allowing to impose constraints on them. In the simulation example, a
±10% range around the nominal values of the bus voltages could be implemented
by the MPC. This is a common requirement for grid-connected WECS and PVS
[95]. The possibility of straightforward implementation of requirements formulated
in grid codes is a major advantage of the approach. In this work, the MPC is
used in the context of power systems. However, the approach presented in Ch. 7
can be used for systems, in which the modules are controlled by the presented
LPV controllers. Stability is still ensured by the use of the parameter constraints.
Furthermore, the MPC can also work for arbitrary systems modeled by DAEs.
Similarly to the calculation of the parameters, the knowledge of many variables is
necessary for the predictions for the MPC. This point can be attenuated by the
growing use of phasor measurement units, improving power system monitoring [17].
These metering devices can measure voltages, currents, and frequencies at a rate of
30 or 60 samples per second [2].

One of the major challenges of power systems is the handling of different dynamics
on different timescales. This challenge is addressed by the fast controllers on the
lower level and the centralized MPC operating on a slower timescale. However, the
MPC still accounts for the fast dynamics by using an adapted sampling time. This
allows the use of the approach for power systems, while still ensuring stability of the
complete grid. By coordinating the closed-loop systems on the lower level, a true
integrating multi-level controller approach is presented, addressing the challenges
introduced by the transition of power systems.
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9.2. Future Research

Several aspects presented in this work may be further developed. These are aspects
motivated by the models of power systems, or they concern the controller design.

• In this work, grids were simulated which either comprise SG and WECS, or
PVS. This separation was motivated by the very fast dynamics of the PVS
(compared to the SG and the WECS). It should be examined how the different
dynamics of the controlled components affect the realization of the control
objectives transient stability and voltage stability.

• Moreover, the execution of the MPC requires the knowledge of the involved
variables for the calculation of the predictions. This point could be further
evaluated, motivating research on observers in the case that some variables can
not be measured (by phasor measurement units) or calculated from measurable
variables.

• For some LPVS, the controllability of the derived model depends on the pa-
rameter ranges and was only confirmed during the controller synthesis. A
systematic technique for finding parameter ranges which ensure controllabil-
ity of an LPVS (without controller synthesis) is an open question for future
research. This point can be further developed by considering LPVS which
are interconnected to other LPVS by their parameter ranges. Furthermore,
the controller synthesis for the local LPVS controllers should be extended to
handling of constraints for the algebraic variables and by considering non-
symmetric constraints for the inputs.

• As shown in Ch. 8.1, the used parameter ranges of the LPVS can be changed
by the controller action of the MPC, requiring a recalculation of the ranges
and the LPVS controllers. This can be avoided by an a-priori conservative
choice of the parameter ranges. The reachability analysis, mentioned in Ch. 5,
can be used and extended to the consideration of all possible controller actions
of the MPC. Furthermore, the estimation of the linearization error could be
integrated into the MPC, as well, to render the assumption 7.2 superfluous.

• Finally, in order to reduce computation time for the MPC for large systems
(but to still allow low sampling times of a few seconds), the presented multi-
level MPC with adapted sampling times could be realized as a distributed
MPC. By decomposing the whole system into smaller subsystems comprising
a few LPV controlled components, the optimization problem for each MPC
would be reduced in size.
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A.1. Parameters of the Simulations in Chapter 6

Table A.1.: Parameter ranges of W1, G2, and G3 for the controller synthesis in
Ch. 6.1.

W1 G2 G3

θ θ θ θ θ θ θ
θc θ1 0.3000 0.6600 0.0320 0.1100 0.1000 0.6000

θ2 0.0793 1.3428 0.5000 1.0500 0.4000 0.9000
θ3 -17.0644 17.0644 0.4500 2 0.3400 1.5000
θ4 -0.1100 0.0500 - - - -
θ5 0.1000 0.5000 - - - -

Table A.2.: Parameter ranges of W1, G2, and G3 for the controller synthesis in
Ch. 6.2.

W1 G2 G3

θ θ θ θ θ θ θ
θc θ1 0.3000 0.6600 0.5000 1 0.1000 0.6000

θ2 0.0793 1.3428 0.5000 1.0500 0.4000 0.9000
θ3 -17.0644 17.0644 0.4500 1.6500 0.3400 1.5000
θ4 -0.1100 0.0500 - - - -
θ5 0.1000 0.5000 - - - -

θs θ6 - - 0.0100 1 0.0100 1

Table A.3.: Power and voltage base units, used for the calculation in p.u. for the
values in Table A.4.

Quantity Sbase V base
DC V base

AC,low V base
AC,high

Value 1.4MVA 480V 480V 6.6KV
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Table A.4.: Distribution network, dynamic load and PVS parameters from [106]
converted in p.u., as used in Ch. 6.3 (see Table A.3 for the used base
units).

Line Parameter Value PV Plant Parameter Value
L1 incl. LT1 2.82e − 4 L 4.05e − 4
R1 incl. RT1 0.02 R 0.012

L2 1.69e − 5 C 7.41e − 5
R2 2.81e − 5 Cdc 0.0033

Load Parameter Value Iph 0.4846
Ll 0.002 Is 7.24e − 9
Rl 2.38 βpv 6.45
Cl 1.05e − 4

Table A.5.: Parameter ranges of the PVS for the controller synthesis in Ch. 6.3.

θ θ θ

θc

θ1 0.2468 0.2749
θ2 -3600 -3250
θ3 -430 -150
θ4 -0.2820 -0.2650
θ5 -0.0093 0.0039
θ6 0.0148 0.0519

θr

θ7 0.0198 0.0225
θ8 0.0014 0.0033
θ9 1.9444 1.9615

Table A.6.: Parameter ranges of G1, G2, and W3 for the controller synthesis in
Ch. 6.4.

G1 G2 W3

θ θ θ θ θ θ θ
θc θ1 9.9288 31.2048 0.0128 2.8160 0.0630 0.0880

θ2 0.5400 0.9300 0.2500 2 0.0800 -0.0730
θ3 2.2000 14 -1.200 6 -1 1.7000
θ4 - - - - -0.1600 -0.1200
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Table A.7.: Parameter ranges of G1, G2, and G3 for the controller synthesis in
Ch. 6.4.

G1 G2 G3

θ θ θ θ θ θ θ
θc θ1 0.2200 12 0.0380 1 0.3792 0.5298

θ2 0.8000 0.9200 0.7200 1.0350 -0.4816 -0.4394
θ3 -3.2000 4 0.7200 1 -1 1.7000
θ4 - - - - -0.9424 -0.7068

θr θ5 - - - - 0.5831 0.6421
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List of Symbols

Acronyms

AVR Automatic Voltage Regulator

DAE Differential-Algebraic Equations

DFIG Doubly-Fed Induction Generator

DFL Direct Feedback Linearization

GSC Grid Side Converter

LMI Linear Matrix Inequality

LPVS Linear Parameter-Varying System

LQR Linear-Quadratic Regulator

MPC Model Predictive Controller

MPP Maximum Power Point

MPPT Maximum Power Point Tracking

NMPC Nonlinear Model Predictive Controller

ORH Oriented Hyper-Rectangular Hull

PFL Partial Feedback Linearization

PLL Phase-Locked-Loop

PSS Power System Stabilizer

PVS Photovoltaic System

RSC Rotor Side Converter

SDP Semidefinite Program

SG Synchronous Generator
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List of Symbols

SMIB Single Machine Infinite Bus System

SVD Single Value Decomposition

VSC Voltage Source Converter

WECS Wind Energy Conversion System

General

(·)T transpose of a matrix

(·)[h] value of subsystem h

(·)l value of input l

H, H1 prediction horizons

Hsum sum of the prediction horizons with Hsum = H + H1

Td, Td,1 sampling times

tcalc time for the calculation of the optimization for the MPC∥∥∥·∥∥∥
2

Euclidean norm of a matrix∥∥∥·∥∥∥
∞

infinity norm of a matrix

Δx difference vector of the actual value for x and its equilibrium

value xref : Δx[h] = x[h] − x
[h]
ref

γ upper bound on the infinity norm of Gzw(s)

⊗ Kronecker product

sat(·) saturated value

uLP V,real real saturated input controlled by the LPV controller

uLP V,sat saturated value of the input controlled by the LPV controller
as approximated by the hyperbolic tangent function

uLP V unsaturated input controlled by the LPV controller

Grid Wide Variables

s̄h complex power of bus h

V̄ matrix representing the bus voltages on the diagonal
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Notation and Acronyms

v̄∗ vector of the conjugate complex bus voltages

Ȳ admittance matrix

ȳhk negative value of the sum of admittances connecting the buses
h and k

ϕh phasor of the voltage of bus h

bf shunt conductance to simulate a fault

gf shunt susceptance to simulate a fault

Gi synchronous generator i

ph active power of bus h

qh reactive power of bus h

sf factor for the change of a faulted impedance

tc clearing time of a fault

tf time of fault occurrence

Ti transformer i

vh voltage of bus h

Wi WECS i

Variables of the PVS

ρ1, ρ2, ρ3, γp control parameters of the DC-voltage controller of the PVS

ϑ p-n junction temperature

ξ1, ξ2, and ξ3 controller parameters of the PLL

Cdc DC-side capacitor

ed, eq AC-side terminal voltages of the VSC

ih,d, ih,q currents of transmission line connecting the PVS to the bus h

ip,d, ip,q AC-side currents

Iph temperature adjusted short-circuit current of one PV string

ipv current of the overall PV-array
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List of Symbols

Is reverse saturation current caused by the p-n junction

kp, ki control parameters of the current controllers of the PVS

Kd, Kq control inputs of the PVS

L, C AC-phase reactor and shunt capacitor

N transformer ratio

npv,p, npv,s PV-cells per string in parallel/series

pdc DC real power output of the VSC

ppv power generated by the PV array

S solar irradiation

vdc DC-link voltage

vh,d, vh,q dq-transforms of the bus voltage vh

Variables of the SG

δ rotor angle

ω angular velocity

Ωb, ωb base synchronous / reference frequency

τe electrical torque

τm mechanical torque

D damping coefficient

e′
q transient voltage

H inertia constant

id, iq machine currents

KA, TA controller gain and time constant of the excitation system of
the SG

Kw, Tw gain and time constant of the washout filter of the PSS

ra armature resistance

T ′
dO d-axis open circuit transient time constant
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Notation and Acronyms

T1, T2, T3, T4 time constants of the PSS

vd, vq machine voltages

vf field voltage

x′
d d-axis transient reactance

xd, xq synchronous reactances

Vectors, Matrices, and Sets

uref reference value for the control input

θ, θ vector of lower and upper bounds of a parameter vector

fθj
(x, z, u) analytic function to describe θj in terms of x, z, and u

[xk,zk,uk] operating point of the state, the algebraic variable, and the
control input used for linearization

α vector of barycentric coordinates with the components αi, i ∈
{1, ..., nv}

αd, βd matrices to define a complex plane

λmax largest absolute eigenvalue

C′, D′, and G′ overall prediction matrices with adapted sampling times

C1, D1, and G1 prediction matrices (with sampling time Td,1)

Cp, Dp, and Gp prediction matrices for variables yp which are not part of the
controlled variables y (with sampling time Td)

C, D, and G prediction matrices (with sampling time Td)

Q weighting matrix for the output for the complete prediction
horizon

R weighting matrix for the input for the complete prediction hori-
zon

u′
k prediction matrix for the control inputs with adapted sampling

times

uk, u∗
k prediction matrix for the control inputs and a vector with their

optimal values, as calculated by the MPC
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List of Symbols

y′
k prediction matrix for the controlled variables with adapted

sampling times

yk prediction matrix for the controlled variables

A polytopic representation of A(θ) for θ ∈ [θ, θ]

Acl polytopic representation of Acl(θ) for θ ∈ [θ, θ]

B polytopic representation of B(θ) for θ ∈ [θ, θ]

Bs polytopic representation of Bs(θs) for θ ∈ [θ, θ]

E invariant ellipsoid with E =
{
x | xT Px ≤ 1

}
K polytopic representation of K(θ) for θ ∈ [θ, θ]

Y linearizing polytopic variable with KX

μ pole of a system

θ parameter vector of an LPVS with components θj , j ∈ {1, ..., np}

θc parameter vector to parametrize the LPV state-feedback con-
troller K(θc)

Θi coordinates of a vertex corresponding to one αi in terms of the
parameter ranges

θr parameter vector to parametrize the input matrix B(θr)

θs auxiliary parameter vector to describe the level of saturation
of the inputs

ϕd the angle between the real-axis and the line crossing zero (to
define the conic sector)

Ãj matrix of the affine description for A(θ), j ∈ {1, ..., np}

A, B, F , C, D, and G matrices defining linear dynamics (discrete-time)

A(θ), B(θ), C(θ), and D(θ) matrices defining the dynamics of a LPVS

Ac, Bc, Fc, Cc, Dc, and Gc matrices defining linear dynamics (continuous-time)

Ai vertex of the polytope A, i ∈ {1, ..., nv}

Acl,i, Acl,p vertex of the polytope Acl

Acl(θ) state-matrix of a closed-loop LPVS
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Notation and Acronyms

Bj vertex of the polytope B, j ∈ {1, ..., nb}

Bs(θs) auxiliary input matrix

Bs,k vertex of the polytope Bs, k ∈ {1, ..., ns}

fαi
(θ) analytic function to describe the barycentric coordinate αi in

terms of θ

K state-feedback controller matrix

K(θ), K(θc) LPV state-feedback controller

Ki vertex of the polytope K, i ∈ {1, ..., nv}

P matrix of the Lyapunov function V (x) = xT Px

Ql weighting matrix for the output of the controlled system for
the prediction for time l

Rl weighting matrix for the input of the controlled system for the
prediction for time l

u input vector of a dynamic system, u ∈ Rnu

umin, umax constraints for the control inputs (calculated by the MPC)

X inverse of P : P = X−1

x state vector of a dynamic system, x ∈ Rnx

y output vector of a dynamic system, y ∈ Rny

Yi vertex of the polytope Y , Yi = KiX

yp predicted variables which are not part of the controlled vari-
ables y

ymin, ymax constraints for the controlled variables (controlled by the MPC)

z vector of algebraic variables of a dynamic system, z ∈ R
nz

Variables of the DFIG-based WECS

ωm rotor angular velocity

ωs stator angular velocity

ωsh shaft speed
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List of Symbols

ψr,d, ψr,q rotor fluxes

Hm sum of turbine and rotor inertia

ir,q, ir,d rotor currents

is,d, is,q stator currents

KP,i, KI,i controller gains of the active and reactive power controllers of
the WECS

PB base power

rr, rs rotor / stator resistances

s slip

Tm, Tel mechanical / electrical torque

vr,d, vr,q rotor voltages

vs,d, vs,q stator voltages

xμ magnetizing reactance

xr, xs rotor / stator reactances

xs,μ, xr,μ xs,μ = xs + xμ, xr,μ = xr + xμ
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